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1. 0 PROJE C T I NT ROD U C T I ON
Introduction
SERA Architects was retained by the City of Lake Oswego to conduct a limited
assessment and space needs program of nine City owned and operated facilities
including: City Hall, Library, Adult Community Center, Indoor Tennis Center, West
End Building, Main Fire Station 214, South Shore Fire Station 212, Jean Road
Fire Station 211, and Westlake Fire Station 210.
The purpose of this study is to provide the City Manager and the Council
a summary overview of current and future facility program requirements,
operational needs and deficiencies. This information will be used in conjunction
with other reports and studies provided by other sources. No conclusions or final
recommendation have been made within the report.

existing Conditions Assessment
A team of building professionals was assembled for the existing conditions
assessment. The team included representatives from SERA Architects,
KPFF Structural Engineers, PAE Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing Engineers,
Professional Roof Consultants, Apex Environmental and H&A Construction for
cost forecasting.
City Hall

Public Library

Adult Community Center

The Project Team walked through each of the facilities and reviewed the existing
conditions and systems of the building. A Technical Report was developed by
each discipline summarizing observations, deficiencies, recommendations
for further investigations and actions required for ongoing operation. These
individual reports were then combined into this report. Cost forecasts were
developed for the necessary corrective measures.
The assessed facilities vary in age, occupancy, condition and type of construction
and therefore have different levels of action required. Code related issues have
been identified generally but require further, more in depth review to determine
the actual level of compliance/ non-compliance.
A separate Remediation Analysis was completed on the City Hall in 2007.
The same consultant team was involved in the analysis except that the cost
estimating component was provided by Andersen Construction. The analysis
summary has been incorporated into this report. The complete analysis is
included in the appendix.
All of the buildings were originally built under different editions of the
Uniform Building Code and other governing requirements. The current
building code is the 2007 Oregon Structural Specialty Code, based on the
2006 International Building Code. Renovations or additions may require to
meet current codes and environmental requirements including:
• Compliance with current occupancy and egress requirements
• Compliance with current seismic requirements
• Compliance with Oregon Energy Code
• Accessibility requirements for the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
• Identification of hazardous and unhealthy materials

Indoor Tennis Center
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City Hall
City Hall has multiple significant building deficiencies with the building’s
envelope, structural requirements for seismic events, security systems, and outdated mechanical and electrical systems. A previous remediation study of the
building indicated that replacing the building would be less expensive than fixing
the existing deficiencies.

Library
The primary building deficiencies with the Library building are ageing mechanical
systems, an electrical system at capacity, flooring and window problems, and
various accessibility constraints for persons with disabilities.

West End Building

Adult Community Center
The Adult Community Center’s deficiencies include ageing plumbing, mechanical
and electrical systems, a leaky roof, and various accessibility constraints for
persons with disabilities.

West End Building

Main Fire Station 214

The West End Building’s primary deficiencies are with the emergency access
systems in the building’s west wing, ageing mechanical systems, the building’s
envelope, and various accessibility constraints for persons with disabilities.

Indoor Tennis Center
Various accessibility constraints for persons with disabilities are the primary
issues with the condition of the Tennis Center facility. There is also some tree
damage to the roof and gutter systems.

South Shore Fire Station 212

Main Fire Station 214
Given its relatively recent construction, there are few building deficiencies with
this fire station. The primary deficiencies are the roof and flashing, various
accessibility constraints for persons with disabilities, and the structure does not
meet current seismic standards for an emergency response facility.

South Shore Fire Station 212

Jean Road Fire Station 211

This fire station is older and out-of-date with the primary building deficiencies
being with the mechanical and electrical systems, the envelope, various
accessibility constraints for persons with disabilities, and the structure does not
meet current seismic standards for an emergency response facility. .

Jean Road Fire Station 211
This fire station is of newer construction and thus, there are relatively few
deficiencies with the building. Accessibility constraints for persons with
disabilities and the structure not meeting current seismic standards for an
emergency response facility are the primary deficiencies.

Westlake Fire Station 210

Westlake Fire Station 214
This fire station is of newer construction and thus, there are few deficiencies
with this building that need attention. The primary deficiencies are accessibility
constraints for persons with disabilities and the structure does not meet current
seismic standards for an emergency response facility.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Sustainable Operations
In keeping with the City’s commitment to sustainability, each of the facilities
should have a Sustainability / Energy Audit to identify opportunities for
improved performance and to improve environmentally sensitive operations and
maintenance procedures. Existing buildings should be considered for LEED-EB
Certification. New facilities should be designed to incorporate energy efficient
and sustainable design measures with possible LEED-NC Certification.

1.5% Solar Investment
Any new capital building project or major renovation that exceeds $1 million
or more in total contract price (excluding soft costs) and is publically funded or
used by the public is required by state law to spend 1.5 percent of the public
improvement contract on appropriate solar energy technology in the building.
This investment can include solar PV panels, solar water heating, solar pool
heating, active solar space heating and passive solar heating systems.
Third Party’ solar investment companies are currently providing solar systems for
little to no cost to non-profit and jurisdictional owners for installations exceeding
10,000 SF in size. Owner benefits include fixed or lower electricity costs,
potential LEED Credits for LEED Certified Buildings, and transfer of ownership
or purchase of the systems at determined contract duration. This approach will
satisfy the 1.5 percent solar investment requirement.

Recommended Further Investigations
A list of additional investigations needed to fully determine the future building
operational needs has been included for each building. These investigations
include the following:

Essential Facilities Study: Based on a city-wide emergency risk analysis,

buildings indentified as ‘Essential Facilities’ for use as emergency shelters or
emergency operations centers, would undergo a thorough review to evaluate
existing conditions relating to the ‘Essential Facilities’ requirements including
structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services and access.

Seismic Hazards Investigation: Evaluation of existing structural systems

to determine conformance with current seismic code requirements based on
‘life / safety’ or ‘Essential Facilities’ requirements as determined by a city-wide
emergency risk analysis.
Structural Investigation: Detailed review of existing structural system and current
condition. Includes opening walls and ceiling to visually inspect assemblies.

Accessibility Study: Identify areas of non-compliance with the American

Disabilities Act (ADA) and the American Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG). Specific areas vary per building and may include the following items:
General access and egress, door hardware, service counter heights, clearances,
restroom layouts, plumbing fixtures and mounting heights, handrails, etc.

Comprehensive Hazardous Materials Survey: A comprehensive survey

to identify asbestos materials, lead paint and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s) is
required prior to renovation or demolition of existing buildings.
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HVAC Air Flow Test and Balancing: Air flow testing and balancing of

existing, reconfigured and new mechanical systems as required for proper air
distribution and code required ventilation.

City-Wide Emergency Risk Analysis
In order to determine which City-owned buildings should be identified as
Essential Facilities for use as emergency shelters, a city-wide risk analysis should
be conducted to identify the level of upgrades required, appropriate locations
and access during an emergency event. This analysis should be completed prior
to investing in seismic and code investigations for any particular building. City
staff has indicated that currently the Library and Adult Community Center are
emergency shelter facilities.

Cost Forecasting
Preliminary costs have been developed for corrective measures required for
ongoing operations and public health, safety and welfare. The cost for each
work scope is provided as a low / high range and is considered to be done as
isolated projects. Costs do not account for other code issues or deficiencies not
identified in this study. Preliminary costs include any deficiencies identified that
require corrective measures within the next ten years. Since the costs in this
study have been developed for stand-alone projects, future projects to remedy
deficiencies should consider combining other related improvements in order to
maximize efficiencies and minimize overall costs. Design solutions to address
the identified program square footage deficiencies were not included in the
study; therefore, cost forecasts were not established.

Life Cycle Forecast
In order for the City to better understand the long term operational and
maintenance cost for each of the facilities included in this report, a ‘Life Cycle
Forecast’ should be performed. For institutional building owners, it is important
to invest the limited dollars available effectively to provide needed services
on economically sound bases. The forecast would be based on a period of
time the owner expects to own and operate the facility. This study looks at the
building components and systems, their age and expected life cycle, and the
maintenance and replacement cost for each component or system within the
timeframe established. This information helps to establish which city owned
facilities should be kept and maintained and which should be replaced with new
or renovated buildings.

space program assessment
Future population growth from both infill development and annexation will likely
result in expanded City services. It is anticipated that the City of Lake Oswego
may grow from a population of 36,000 to 50,000 in the future. The majority of
this growth is expected to come from annexations of existing developed areas
within the Lake Oswego urban services boundary. A timeline for such growth is
unpredictable due to the nature of public policy affecting annexation. It should
be noted that for this study, future growth in the Stafford Basin area is not
included as part of the population forecast. The reason for this is the area is not
currently included in the Urban Growth Boundary.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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In response to anticipated population growth, SERA Architects worked with the
City’s Capital Projects Director, General Services (Facilities), and department
directors to identify current and future space needs for the following
departments and program areas:
Offices of the City Manager, including the Mayor’s office
City Attorney’s Office
Redevelopment Agency
Citizen Information Center & Public Affairs
City Recorder
City Council Chambers
Municipal Courts
Community Development
Long Range Planning
Development Review
Engineering
Building Permits
Finance
Human Services
Information Technology
Facilities
Mail and Copy Center
Police
LOCom (Emergency 911 Dispatch)
Fire Department
Parks & Recreation
Administration
Adult Community Center
Indoor Recreation Programs
Indoor Tennis Center
The study included an analysis of current and future staff counts and
department support spaces related to operations. Current space assignments
are based on a City population of 36,000 while future space assignments are
based on a City population of 50,000 and were projected based on feedback
from department directors. To better understand current space utilization,
the team evaluated the current square footage of each space as compared
to the square footage each space should be allocated to support the current
department functions. This process is referred to as “right-sizing.” This right size
space is based on City personnel serving today’s population of 36,000.
The detailed Space Program Requirement Summaries are included in the
report’s appendix for reference.
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City Hall
City Hall is undersized for the types and levels of public services provided in the
building. The Police Department and LOCom (911) occupy approximately one-third
the space that would typically be needed for these types of public safety services.
The space used by other City departments and services in City Hall is also deficient.

Library
The Library is currently undersized based on the amount of public use of the library.
It has insufficient space for collections, presentations and readings, meeting
rooms, teen area, and staff support space. Given typical library space standards,
the existing library building should be approximately twice the size to meet future
needs. This finding has been determined by two independent studies of library
space needs for Lake Oswego.

Adult Community Center
The Adult Community Center currently lacks space for health and wellness
programs, and is deficient on storage space. The space is also poorly configured
due to building additions over the years. The conceptual plan for the Community
Center incorporates future Adult Community Center spaces into a larger multipurpose, multi-generational center.

West End Building
The West End Building provides sufficient space for the Parks and Recreation
Department offices, indoor recreation programs, and the Lake Oswego Interceptor
System project team. Large portions of the building are under utilized including the
kitchen area and the entire west wing of the building which is vacant.

Indoor Tennis Center
The Tennis Center is heavily used and does not meet the current demand. Besides
the overall number of courts, program deficiencies include rest room and locker
room space, spectator viewing areas, and gathering areas for tennis events.

Main Fire Station 214
This fire station is fully utilized with undersized spaces for storage, server, electrical
and exercise space.

South Shore Fire Station 212
The South Shore Station has several significant space and functional deficiencies
including no drive-thru apparatus bays, bays too short to accommodate larger
apparatus, inadequate bunk rooms for cohabitation for both genders, no
conditioned turn out equipment storage space, and undersized exercise and
storage space.

Jean Road Fire Station 211
This fire station has few space deficiencies including no conditioned turn out
equipment storage space and a lack of general storage space.

Westlake Fire Station 214
This fire station has few space deficiencies including no conditioned turn out
equipment storage space.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Municipal Facilities Included in Report:
City Hall
380 ‘A’ Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

Main Fire Station 214
300 ‘B’ Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

Library
706 4th Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

South Shore Fire Station 212 1880 S
Shore Boulevard
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

Adult Community Center
505 ‘G’ Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97034

Jean Road Fire Station 211 4555 SW
Jean Road
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

West End Building
4101 Kruse Way
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

Westlake Fire Station 210
4900 Melrose Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

Indoor Tennis Center
2900 Diane Drive
Lake Oswego, OR 97035

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Asbestos Containing Building Material (ACBM): Acronym used in the
environmental assessment of building materials

American Disabilities Act (ADA): Federal law requiring universal access to
all public and commercial buildings

American Disabilities Act Application Guidelines (ADAAG):
Interpretation of the ADA requirements

Air Handling Unit (AHU): The fan portion of the HVAC system
Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA): Regulations

governing the testing and removal of hazardous materials in the building industry

Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS): Switch gear associated with the
emergency generator

Built Up Roofing (BUR): Multi-layered roofing systems of modified asphalt
and asphalt based sheet roofing typically hot applied

Emergency Medical Services (EMS): EMS associated with fire station
program area

Essential Facilities: Buildings identified as emergency operations centers,

emergency shelters, police, emergency call centers and fire stations as defined
by the International Building Code.

Exterior Insulation Finish System (EIF): Exterior finish system consisting
of exterior insulation board, fiberglass reinforcement and integral colored
synthetic stucco coating.
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Full Time Equivalent (FTE): A way to measure part time employees based
on equivalent full time positions

Gross Building Area: The total constructed area of the building including

circulation. Building gross square footage also accounts for wall thicknesses to
achieve the building footprint to the exterior face of the building.

HVAC: Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems
International Building Code (IBC): Governing building code adopted by the
State of Oregon in 2004, with modifications, see OSSC below.

Main Distribution Panelboard (MDP): The main distribution panelboard
of the electrical system

National Electric Code (NEC): Governing electric code adopted by the State
of Oregon

National Fire Protection Association (NFPA): National association of fire
protection engineers responsible for the development of fire protection codes
and requirements

Oregon Structural Specialty Code (OSSC): State of Oregon building code
incorporating specific revisions of the IBC, current 2006 edition adopted in April
2007

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB’s): Hazardous material found in ballasts
of older light fixtures.

Photovoltaic Panels (PV Panels): Solar panels incorporating technology
that converts light directly into electricity

Path of Travel (POT): Emergency egress path from interior spaces to point of
egress

United States Green Building Council (USGBC): National organization of
building design professionals focusing on energy and environmental design

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED): USGBC
sustainable building certification program

Right Sizing: Establishing the correct space allocation for a specific use or
task within a building space needs program

Uniform Building Code (UBC): Building code adopted by the State of
Oregon prior to 2003

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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2.1
City Hall
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Building Size
Current Use
Hours of Operation
Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
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Existing Building Deficiencies
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Remediation Recommendations
Cost Forecast
Space Program Assessment
Summary of Program Deficiencies and Future Needs
Existing Program Deficiencies
Future Space Program Requirements
Parking

2.1 Cit y H a l l Facil itie s A s s e s s ment
Facility Information
Date of Construction
1986

Building Size
39,404 SF

Current Use
The following departments are located within Lake Oswego City Hall:
Offices of the City Manager, including the Mayor’s office
City Attorney’s Office
Redevelopment Agency
Citizen Information Center & Public Affairs
City Recorder
Municipal Courts
City Council Chambers
Community Development
Long Range Planning
Development Review
Engineering
Building Permits
Finance
Human Services
Information Technology
Facilities
Mail and Copy Center
Police
LOCom (Emergency 911 Dispatch)

Hours of Operation
The City Hall is open to the public Monday through Friday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.
Hours for assembly areas vary. Police are available 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, year round. Police public office hours are Monday – Friday 8:00 AM to
5:00 PM.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
Three story over structured parking.
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Exterior Design / Materials
Cast-in-place concrete panels at the lower level. Pre-cast deck panels used at
upper parking deck. Steel frame structure with metal wall framing supported by
concrete stem walls and slab-on-grade at lower level. First floor is concrete over
steel decking. Upper floors are gyp-crete topping over plywood supported by open
web joists. Roof assembly is built-up roofing on tapered insulation over plywood
decking supported by open web steel joists. Main building has an Exterior
Insulation Finish System (EIFS) skin with aluminum windows.

Interior Design / Materials
Ceramic tile at entry and elevator lobby. Carpet used throughout. Typical wall
finish is painted wallboard. The central core has wood paneling. Decorative
carved wood panels are displayed in the first floor public circulation / lobby. A
plaster soffit with indirect lighting is incorporated in this area as well. Typical
ceilings are 24-inch square suspended acoustic panels. Hard ceilings are
provided in service areas. The suspended wallboard ceiling in the lower parking
garage has been removed due to water damage.

Zoning
PF - Public Functions Zone

Occupancy Designation
Mixed Use, B-Office and A3-assembly

Special Requirements
Essential Facility for Emergency Operations

Summary of General Building Conditions
The City Hall has multiple and significant deficiencies including both building and
program elements. Based on the January 2007 Remediation Analysis Report,
it was determined that replacing the existing building would be the most cost
effective approach to addressing the multiple deficiencies identified. Significant
building deficiencies include: lack of building and operational security, failing
exterior cladding system (EIFS) and related water intrusion and mold growth
within the exterior wall assembly, insect infestation within the exterior cladding
system, failing window system and related flashings, failing mechanical systems
and electrical systems at maximum capacity. Additionally, the building does not
meet accessibility requirements of the ADA and ADAAG. Currently identified as an
‘Essential Facility’ as required for Police and LOcom Departments, the building
does not meet the related seismic requirements. An edited version of the 2007
Report follows and a complete copy of the Report is included in the Appendix.

Existing Building Deficiencies
Architectural
SERA Architects and Consultant Team were previously retained to evaluate the
City Hall. A Remediation Analysis Report was issued in January 2007. With the
exception of the programming, which was based on a simple 20% growth factor,
the analysis is still applicable. In order to validate the square footage analysis,
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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a more in depth space needs program was developed and is included in this
report. The 2007 Remediation Analysis is included in the appendix.

Code / Site
The City Hall site measures approximately 409 feet by 120 feet (slightly more
than an acre) and is bounded by public right of way all of three sides and
on about a third of the fourth side. The site is fully developed with building,
landscaping and associated parking. The site has extensive mature landscaping
that includes numerous trees. Additional development on site would require
structured parking or additional off-site parking facilities.

Code / Building
Based on the number of occupants in the building the facility is deficient in the
number of toilets. There were no problems found with sizes of egress paths in
the open office areas or stair widths required for the occupancy load. It does
appear that the egress path may not comply with code requirements for safe
exiting from the building.

Accessibility
Since the City Hall was constructed before the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) and the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) it
does not meet all of the requirements of that act and guidelines. The building
is accessible but lacks adequately sized restroom stalls and clearances. Five
accessible parking spaces are provided including one accessible van space.
The accessible van space is located in the underground parking area and does
not meet the 98-inch required clearance height needed to fully comply with the
ADAAG.

Security
A review of the security for the building found a number of issues that should be
addressed during any upgrade to the facility. There are potential problems with
public parking allowed under and adjacent to the building.

Building Envelope
The façade of the building is composed of an EIFS skin which is composed of
synthetic stucco over foam board with insulation and gypsum sheathing behind
that material. Due to cracks and improper window flashings the EIFS has been
severely compromised by the intrusion of water. The windows as mentioned
do not contain adequate flashing to prevent the intrusion of water between
the exterior and interior walls. In addition, many of the windows observed had
moisture trapped between the layers of glass due to the failure of the thermal
seals.

Structural
The structure was built under the 1982 Uniform Building Code as amended by
the State of Oregon. The three stories over the parking garage are constructed
of plywood floors supported by wood joists, steel girders and steel columns.
Concrete columns in the garage support the structure. The first floor is also
constructed of concrete.
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Water intrusion was observed in the outer wall cavities and rot was observed in
non-structural materials, however it appears that existing structural members
have not been affected.
No information is shown on the construction plans to indicate whether the
building was designed as an essential facility even though the presence of
the police in the building is noted. In any case, the building would not meet
the requirements of the new building code (2003 International Building Code
as amended by the State of Oregon). The lateral system of the building is
inadequate to resist earthquake forces and would perform poorly in a seismic
event.
Since the construction of the Lake Oswego City Hall there have been major
changes in seismic standards in the State of Oregon. These new structural
requirements are an outgrowth of the increased awareness and understanding
of the earthquake hazards present in the state.
The seismic standards are divided into three levels based upon building use and
function. The most stringent level is for buildings considered “essential facilities”
that contain functions such as law enforcement and communications centers.
Functions such as general city offices would be assigned to a lower level of
standard.
If the Police Department and LOCom are retained in City Hall, the City will need
to consider the requirement of meeting the seismic standards for an essential
facility. In addition to structural requirements there are also increased needs for
emergency power and keeping the HVAC system operational.
The remediation and costing elements of this report will identify the areas where
increased standards will apply and show the cost differential for meeting those
higher standards.

Mechanical/Electrical/Voice/Data
The water systems (water service, domestic hot water, sanitary sewer and storm
water) of the building appear to be adequate and no major problems were noted.
The plumbing fixtures were fully functional as were the fire protection systems
and the natural gas service.
The main rooftop air handler unit appears functional but is reaching the end of
its useful life. The boiler that serves the air handler does not have adequate
controls which results in overheating in parts of the building. The duct system
is generally in good shape but there are several locations where leaks have
developed. The air delivery system is also inefficient due to the use of fiberglass
materials in the ducts. Building remodeling over the years has decreased the
efficiency of the system because temperature zones have not been adjusted
to account for the changes in walls and spaces. There are some code issues
related to amount of outside air provided to the building and the lack of an
emergency shutoff for the boiler. In addition, the condensing units are not
anchored to the roof curbs.
The air handler for the second floor is also located on the roof and is in good
condition but may not function well due to changes in the location of walls since

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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its construction. The air handler for the Map Room serves to maintain humidity
in the room and is located on the roof top. It is in good working condition. The
final unit is a package wall unit in the IT room and it is in good working condition.
Roof top exhaust and pressurization fans are operational but are not seismically
anchored to the roof curbs. These serve to exhaust the toilet rooms and other
areas in addition to pressurizing the elevator shaft.
The City Hall has one electrical service provided by PGE. The main distribution
panel is in good condition but has limited additional capacity. Branch panels
are located in electrical rooms on each floor and most panels are full and do not
have room for additional space for future loads. The electrical rooms have phone
and building control systems in them as well and lack space for added electrical
equipment. There is a boiler sharing the third floor electrical room which is a
code violation.
The building has a 30 kW diesel generator located in the parking garage. The
generator is able to carry the load connected to it but is close to being at
capacity. The loads for the emergency loads (life safety, egress lighting) are not
separated from the standby loads (IT equipment, 911 call center).
The site and building lighting were not evaluated but appear to be adequate. If
building upgrades are carried out, it would be necessary to evaluate the lighting
for code compliance and energy efficiency.
The fire alarm system is operational but does not have a visual annunciation
component. As noted above the electrical rooms are also used to house the
telephone equipment and are insufficiently sized, however the telephone system
appears to be in good working order. The IT room is also insufficiently sized but
functional.

Environmental
While the building has had many instances of water infiltration and the presence
of mold, there is no indication that the building should be considered unhealthy
from a mold contamination perspective. Repeated air quality tests do not show
the presence of mold contaminants in the air within the building.
When the exterior wall was opened up, extensive mold was found in the cavity
between the exterior finish and the interior gypsum board finish of the exterior
walls. The presence of the mold and the long history of water intrusion indicated
the need to remove and replace the façade of the building.
Based on the age of the building and through an asbestos survey it was
determined that the material was not present in the building. Indoor air
sampling indicated poor ventilation but no problems with carbon dioxide levels.

Roof
The building has five separate roof areas including the third floor step backs and
the terrace on the second floor. There are numerous penetrations that have
been added over the years that were not properly installed and may contribute
to water infiltration into the building. The main roof has antennas that are no
longer used that have been left in place. Flashings were added to the perimeter
at some point in an attempt to prevent water infiltration into the EIFS.
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Life expectancy for the type of roof used on the building is 20-25 years. The roof
was recently top coated to extend its performance life and is expected to last an
additional three to five years.

Remediation Recommendations
Architectural
Based on the observations of water intrusion into the exterior wall cavity and
the inside of the exterior wall of the building and behind the EIFS and the failure
of the thermal seals of the windows, it is recommended that the façade be
removed. At the same time the windows should be discarded and new window
systems installed that protect against water intrusion into the building and
behind the façade.
All interior drywall should also be removed and replaced (see also Environmental
section). Interior modifications should also take into account the ADAAG
requirements such as increasing the size of toilet stalls, areas where ramps may
be needed and other modifications that would bring compliance with the ADAAG.
An increase in the number of toilets is also needed to meet the requirements
based on occupancy loads of the building. A resolution to the egress issues
should also be developed.
At the time of building modifications the City will need to evaluate how to handle
parking under and adjacent to the structure and the security issues that arise
from the location of that parking. Increased security may also be desirable for
the police vehicles parked on-site as well as general parking lots and walkways.
The location of storage areas for explosives and ammunition should be
examined for possible re-location and added safety measures.
Since the building has need for additional space to accommodate services such
as IT and electrical and has a need for more conference space, an expansion
of the building needs to be considered as a part of any remediation project. If
the police/911 functions are retained in the facility, it should be expanded by
at least 20% or about 8,000 square feet. If the police and 911 functions are
not retained in the building, added space may be gained by the space those
activities abandon.

Structural
In order to upgrade the structure to meet present seismic requirements the
core of the building should be strengthened and stronger drag struts should
be added to the flooring system. Braced frames should be added on the east
and west sides of the building. Some of the openings in the garage (not drive
aisles) should be filled in with concrete walls. Piles need to be added at the core
and new footings are needed under the braced frames. This work will bring the
building up to the lowest level of seismic standards.
If the building is retained as an essential facility, the upgrade will require more
extensive use of the measures discussed above. There would also be other
mechanical and electrical requirements that are covered in the Mechanical/
Electrical report.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Mechanical/Electrical/Voice/Data
When upgrading the building, it is recommended that the water heater be
replaced with a new, more energy efficient unit and that standard roof drains
replace those currently used on the roof. Plumbing fixtures should be replaced
with low flow type fixtures when replacement is needed.
In any remodel or upgrade to the building all mechanical systems should be
replaced including the main air handler with a more energy efficient unit along
with the fiberglass ductwork. New heating units should be added when the other
HVAC work is carried out.
The second floor air handling unit should be replaced with a unit that will satisfy
the zoning requirements of the second floor. If this area is retained as an
essential facility there are also additional seismic bracing requirements that
need to be employed on the air handler.
The roof top exhaust fans need to be replaced and the new fans properly
anchored to the curbs. The exhaust fans also need to have screens on the
intakes to prevent accidental intrusion into the fan.
An upgrade to the building electrical system would include a new main
distribution panel with circuit breakers and additional spare capacity. Surge
protection should also be built into the main distribution panel.
The neutral conductor for the branch panels needs to be upsized and at least
one additional branch panel at each level should be added. Loads can then be
redistributed to segregate them by types of uses. The boiler should be removed
from the third floor electrical room and located elsewhere in the building.
If the building is used as a “non-essential” facility the existing generator is
adequate. The generator needs to be load tested to insure that it is in proper
working order.
If City Hall is continued to be occupied as an essential facility the existing
generator must be replaced with a larger generator (150 to 200 kW capacity)
and the loads need to be segregated between egress lighting and optional loads
(IT & 911 call center).
The interior lighting systems should be replaced to conform with the Oregon
Energy Code. The fire alarm system needs to be replaced with a new
addressable system with additional detectors added. The system should also
have visual annunciation. (See Appendix A also).
The phone system components should be moved out of the electrical rooms into
dedicated closets on each floor. The size of the IT room needs to be expanded to
allow greater work room and space for additional equipment when needed.

Environmental
The EIFS should be removed in isolation along with the interior walls that are
affected by water intrusion. The remaining framing should be cleaned and
treated with a fungicide. Carpeting throughout the building should be removed
and replaced and the sub floor cleaned and treated.
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Roof
Since the roofs are near the end of their life cycle (20-25 years) they should be
replaced if major work is undertaken on the building. As a part of this work,
there are a number of items that should also be accomplished such as changing
and improving the insulation and repairing areas of penetration.
Reference the 2007 Lake Oswego City Hall Remediation Analysis Report for
additional roof replacement options. The City may also want to consider an
energy star roof and even investigate the possibility of a “green roof”. A seal coat
was recently applied to the roof and should extend the performance life for 3 to
5 years.
As part of any major roof replacement, it will be necessary to add fall protection
in order to meet current safety and building codes.

Site/Parking
In order to meet current code requirements the site needs an additional 20
parking spaces. Expanded surface parking or a parking structure should be
considered to resolve the lack of adequate on-site parking if any major work is
performed on the facility.

Cost Forecast
The 2007 Lake Oswego City Hall Remediation Analysis Report provided cost
estimates, including both renovation and replacement options for City Hall and
Police/LOCom facilities. These cost estimates were completed by Andersen
Construction utilizing basic program and square footage assumptions made at
the time. Replacement of the current City Hall facility was determined to be most
cost effective in the 2007 report. The following cost forecast is based upon 15%
increase of the costs used in the 2007 Analysis to adjust the numbers to current
2008 costs. The square footage has been updated to reflect programming
projections obtained in the current Facilities and Space Planning Analysis.

Cost Option 1
New 78,994 square foot City Hall Building (essential facilities)
Departments included: Police, LOCom and all departments currently located
within City Hall, plus Parks and Recreation Administrative offices.
New 78,994 SF essential facility calculated at $167/SF: $13,191,998
New 63,195 SF tenant improvement area calculated at $75/SF: $4,739,640
(Tenant improvement is based on 80% of square footage, 20% will be core and
shell.)
Option 1 Total Cost = $17,931,638

Cost Option 2:
New 44,799 square foot City Hall Building (non essential facility)
Departments included: All departments currently located within City Hall, plus
Parks and Recreation Administrative offices. (Police and LOCom are excluded)

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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New 44,799 SF non-essential facility calculated at $155/SF: $6,943,849
New 35,839 SF tenant improvement area calculated at $75/SF: $2,678,929
(Tenant improvement is based on 80% of square footage, 20% will be core and
shell.)
Subtotal Cost = $9,631,778

New 34,196 square foot Police & LOCom Building (essential facility)
Departments included: Police and LOCom only
New 34,196 SF essential facility calculated at $167/SF: $5,710,732
New 27,357 SF tenant improvement area calculated at $75/SF: $2,051,775
(Tenant improvement is based on 80% of square footage, 20% will be core and
shell.)
Subtotal Cost = $7,762,507
Option 2 Total Cost = $17,394,285
The above cost estimates do not include the cost of land which may be required
for either a new Police/LOCom Facility or for additional parking area at the
current City Hall location. It also excludes the demolition of the existing building,
including haul away and disposal of debris which is estimated by Andersen
Construction at $950,000.
The cost of structured parking is not included in the estimates above. If the City
chooses to meet its parking needs by building a parking structure, the cost of
that facility would be in addition to the other building costs. Structured parking
generally costs between $20,000 and $25,000 per parking stall, depending on
the size and location.
The building cost scenarios include a markup of 30% for project soft costs. Soft
costs include items such as: architectural and engineering fees; furnishings and
equipment; permits and inspection fees; design and project contingencies; bid
publication; and moving costs.
Reference the appendix, 2007 Lake Oswego City Hall Remediation Analysis
Report, for a complete list of general assumptions and previously developed
project costs.

Space Program Assessment
Since City Hall was built 22 years ago, personnel demands have increased in
response to changing community needs and population growth. Current program
functions exceed the capacity of the existing City Hall building. The 39,404
square foot facility was built in 1986 to accommodate 1986 space needs,
without consideration for future growth, and was fully occupied upon move-in.
Space limitations are impeding the operational effectiveness of all departments.
The Police and LOCom departments are most significantly undersized, based
on the current functions performed. These space limitations will become more
problematic in the future as personnel increases to meet the needs of an
expanded city population. Growth of City Hall staff may displace departments to
other city owned or leased facilities, decentralizing the services provided to the
public.
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Existing Program Deficiencies
Internal personnel growth has occurred over the years by reducing the amount
of department support space such as conference, copy, file, and storage rooms.
The loss of such space affects operational efficiency. In some cases, program
elements are starting to impede standard office aisle widths, resulting in
inadequate circulation and dead end pathways within the departments.
Police and LOCom are most significantly undersized based on their current
functions and associated space needs. There are several necessary program
elements that cannot be accomodated today due to existing space constraints
including Suspect Holding Cells, Staff Fitness, In-Custody Report Writing and
Processing, and Hazardous Materials Storage rooms (see appendix, Space
Program Requirements, Police/ LOCom for a complete list). These items are
needed to support the current functions of the department.
City Hall is currently 39,404 square feet. The current number of staff residing
within City Hall is 178.5 (not including 23 Parks & Recreation administrative staff
located at the West End Building). Typically government office space averages
between 200 square feet and 250 square feet per FTE, and Lake Oswego City
Hall provides approximately 150 square feet per employee (based on net area).
To sufficiently accommodate the current number of employees within City Hall,
including Parks & Recreation administration, City Hall should be “right sized” to
74,790 square feet.
Current space program deficiencies within City Hall include the following:
• Lack of department support space, including conference, copy, storage,
and file rooms.
• Numerous missing or undersized program spaces for Police and LOCom .
• No room for future department growth
• Inadequately sized mainframe server room
• No enclosed data closets to provide security and special cooling
• Insufficiently sized building support spaces such as mechanical,
electrical, and telecom rooms
• No package delivery area or loading dock
• Lack of Facilities storage space and undersized repair shop
• Non-standard and undersized workstations
• Insufficiently sized public waiting areas
• Undesirable department adjacencies and departments divided between
floors and buildings
• Inadequate aisle widths and circulation in certain areas
Existing City Hall facility space policies ensure that space is used efficiently.
Conference rooms are shared among all departments and still often booked.
The City also maintains an archival process with one full-time staff dedicated
to scanning hard copy documents so that they are available electronically. The
original documents are then transferred to off-site storage located at the Farr
House which currently stores approximately 1200 banker boxes. As a result
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of these long standing policies within City Hall, there is presently little if any
underutilized space within the building.
Internal staff growth is no longer an option without displacing programs to off
site locations. In the spring of 2007 the Administrative division of Parks &
Recreation relocated to the West End Building as a result of growth within the
Community Development department. Parks & Recreation currently occupies
5,500 square feet in its new location. This department, however, would ideally be
co-located either within City Hall or as part of a community center.
Beyond space limitations, the current City Hall building fails to meet critical
requirements specific to Police and LOCom. The IBC mandates that such
facilities meet stringent essential facilities requirements. These departments
also require higher than normal security requirements with strict limitations to
staff space through secondary controls such as sallyports. The ability to control
the public’s access to the building is imperative and requires surveillance of all
building access points, including adjacent building parking.

Future Space Program Requirements
Again, the existing City Hall building is 39,404 square feet. To accommodate a
growth in population from 36,000 to 50,000, it is projected that an additional
31.5 full time equivalent staff will be required so that overall staff will grow from
201.5 currently to 233 in the future. This is a 15% increase in City Hall personnel
to support a population growth of 39%. This includes all departments currently
residing within City Hall in addition to Parks & Recreation administration (See
appendix for a complete summary of personnel projections).
The programming analysis also included a detailed review of both department
support spaces (meeting, copy, file, storage, etc) and building support spaces
(electrical, mechanical, restrooms, etc). It is in these categories that right sizing
showed the extent of current space deficiencies for the City Hall facility. The
growth from current building size to the future is comprised primarily of making
spaces adequate for today’s use, with a limited amount of growth attributed to
an increased number of staff and department support space to support this
staff. The complete programming analysis for City Hall identifies gross square
footage needs as indicated in the table on the following page.
Again, it is typical for office buildings to be sized at between 200 and 250
square feet per FTE, based on net staff and department support space. The
State of Oregon Department of Administrative Services, which oversees the
space standards for all state agencies, assigns tenant useable space at 250
square feet per FTE for standard office functions. This is based not on building
gross square footage, but on the net total of all the spaces dedicated to the
department, including internal circulation. This excludes building support space
such as electrical, mechanical, telecom/data server, and restrooms in addition
to building common corridors. This ensures optimal efficiency in regards to space
utilization.
The future space program requirements for the City of Lake Oswego, excluding
Police and LOCom, indicate an average of 201 square feet per FTE based
on the net department space for 147 personnel. This is an increase from
today’s average of 150 SF per FTE. This increase of program space will allow
operational effectiveness while remaining highly efficient. Facility space policies
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regarding shared meeting and copy rooms and off-site file archiving will remain. The
program requirements for non-office type spaces vary by function so that Police and
LOCom are expected to have a significantly higher square footage per FTE efficiency
ratio.

Regional Comparisons
In conjunction with this report, City staff gathered data regarding other existing City
Hall and Police Department facilities in the region. The findings showed significant
variance in facility size and personnel numbers by city population. However, the
data shows that the projected facility size for Lake Oswego’s Police and City Hall,
based on a population of 50,000, are reasonable and well within
the range
of
MUNICIPAL
FACILITIES
AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
other cities’ facilities. It further indicates that the existing City Hall building is below SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
average in size on a square foot per FTE basis (211 SF per FTE versus the average
SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENTS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff
growth, much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake
Oswego.

City Hall

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Department

Current
Building
Gross SF

Current Right
Size Building
Gross SF

Future
Building
Gross SF

29,471

41,436

44,799

Special Requirements & Comments:

City Manager's Office
City Attorney's Office
Mayor's Office
City Council Chambers
Municipal Courts
Citizen Information Center
Planning
Engineering
Building Permits
Redevelopment Agency
Finance and Human Resources
Public Affairs
Information Technology
Facilities
Meeting Rooms
Parks & Rec Admin Offices at City Hall

0

Assumes Parks & Rec is located at future City Hall

Police / LOCom

9,933

33,355

34,196

Existing City Hall

39,404

-

-

Based on a separate Police/LOCom facility

Parks & Rec Admin Offices at WEB

5,500

-

-

Totals

44,904

74,790

78,994

Library

27,738

47,000

66,024

Adult Community Center

12,526

26,858

na

Future SF included in Community Center total SF

Library
Right Size and Future SF based on previous studies

Parks & Recreation
Indoor Tennis Center

28,288

35,376

71,239

Pending future Parks comprehensive plan update

Indoor Recreation Programs

23,343

23,343

na

Future SF included in Community Center total SF

Future Community Center

na

na

141,220

210 - Westlake Fire Station

7,723

8,325

8,325

211 - Jean Road Fire Station

5,234

5,588

5,588

Future SF based on previous study

Fire Station

212 - South Shore Fire Station

5,463

n/a

9,075

214 - Main Fire Station

11,128

11,705

11,705
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of 374 SF per FTE, measured by building gross area as opposed to net area
indicated above). Reference appendix, Space Program Requirements, for more
information.

Parking
There are currently 138 parking spaces available at City Hall to meet the needs
of all departments that currently reside within the building, including staff and
visitors. In order to meet current code requirements, 20 additional parking
spaces are needed. The distribution of current spaces is as follows:
118 Open Spaces
38 under cover
68 outside
12 upper lot
11 Police
7 under cover
4 outside
4 Handicap
3 upper lot
1 under cover
5 Special Use
While a portion of the spaces at City Hall are located under cover, there are no
spaces that have perimeter security. The Police Department’s city-assigned
vehicles, including patrol cars, should be located within a secure perimeter.
These vehicles do not require undercover parking, though it is preferred.
Parks & Recreation administration, currently located at the West End Building,
utilizes 23 spaces for staff and an additional 4 spaces for visitors (27 spaces
total).
The future number of spaces required for City Hall, including both Parks &
Recreation administration and Police and LOCom, is 300. 150 of these spaces
are needed for Police and the remaining 150 spaces are required by the other
departments calculated at 3.33 spaces per 1,000 GFA, per the City’s zoning
code.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
1983

Building Size
27,738 SF

Current Use
The Lake Oswego Library, located in the First Addition Neighborhood, provides
library services, children’s library services, computer center, meeting rooms and
common areas for public gatherings and presentations.

Hours of Operation
The Library is open year round, seven days a week. Monday -Thursday 10:00 AM
to 9:00 PM, Friday and Saturday 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM, and Sundays 1:00 PM to
6:00 PM.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
Two story with partial basement. Steel and wood frame construction. Slab on
grade at basement and south half of the first floor. Concrete stem walls at lower
levels to grade, wood frame walls above. Gyp-crete subflooring over plywood deck
at framed floors. Exposed glu-lam beam framing and T&G wood deck ceiling /
roof assembly.

Exterior Design / Materials
Cedar drop siding with cedar trim and fascias. Composition shingle roofing
at perimeter sloped roof, metal panel roofing at clerestory roofs and asphalt
built-up-roofing at flat roof areas. Entry doors are equipped with automatic door
controls.

Interior Design / Materials
Gypsum board walls and ceilings with wood slat feature ceilings and trim.
Daylighting is provided by perimeter windows and a series of saw-tooth
clerestories. Large floor openings provide daylight to the first floor.

Zoning
PF - Public Functions Zone

Occupancy Designation
A3 - Assembly

Special Requirements
‘Essential Facility’ for use as an Emergency Shelter
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Summary of General Building Conditions
The Library building appears to be well maintained but many systems are
outdated and in need of upgrading or replacement. There is also a need for
additional program and support spaces that cannot be accommodated on site.

Structural Consultant Report - KPFF
Building Description
The library was built in 1982 and design was most likely based upon the
requirements of the 1982 Uniform Building Code as amended by the State of
Oregon. The structural drawings were made available for our review and do
reference the UBC but the year of the code used for design was not noted.
The library is two stories over a partial basement on the north half of the
building and two stories above finished grade at the south half of the building.
The roof is wood framed with glulam girders, glulam purlins, and 2x tongue
and groove decking. Wood members for the roof are exposed and appear
to be in good condition with no obvious signs of distress. The upper level
framing consists of wide flange beam girders with wood joists overlaid with
plywood sheathing. The ground level is a slab on grade at the south half of
the building. The north half of the building is framed with wide flange girders,
wood joists and overlaid with gypcrete over plywood sheathing.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of structural
damage or distress and the building appeared to be in good condition.
There were some signs of water damage from the roof leaking in the past
which have been addressed according to the facilities manager. Additionally
leaking has been noted to occur seasonally against the magazine racks in the
Southwest side of the building. This leaking occurs on the slab on grade and
damage to the structure cannot be determined but seems unlikely.

Seismic Resisting Lateral System
It is noted on the drawings that the building was designed for Seismic Zone II.
The seismic zone for the Lake Oswego area was increased to Zone III in 1991
which resulted in increased seismic design forces. Current code is based
upon seismic site specific considerations. Based upon a cursory review, the
current code design seismic forces are expected to be twice what the building
was originally designed for.

Recommendations
While the building appears to be adequate for the code it was designed to, we
expect the building is in need of a seismic hazards investigation and a seismic
upgrade. The seismic study would give specific improvements required for
the building which would probably include additional plywood sheathing, the
addition of holdowns to the ends of shear walls, additional steel hardware
at collector connections and additional framing for the transfer of forces
from the diaphragm to the shear walls. Some footings may also need to be
enlarged.
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Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced by 40-gallon
gas water heater located on the lower level.
• Sanitary Sewer: The building main waste system is gravity to the street,
however, there is a sewage ejector in the floor of the basement to handle
the basement toilets.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are vintage – tank type water closets and
urinals with flush valves.

General Condition:
• The domestic water piping is copper pipe and is in good shape.
• Problems with water closets in the children’s basement area have been
reported. The water pressure is reported to be 40 psig. This is at the
lower level of acceptability. Tank type water closets do not depend on
pressure to flush, but lower pressure will slow the fill rate. The problem
may be related to the type of water closet. Newer water closets, such
as American Standard Champion series, have a better ability to remove
effluent.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems. The sewage ejector in the
basement was recently refurbished.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional in good shape.

Code Issues: The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.

Fire Protection Systems
Description: The building has a wet sprinkler system.
General Condition: Good.
Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building is served by three units. A new Carrier 48HGE028 unit
on the roof with DX cooling serves the upper level. Two older units are
located in a mechanical room on the main level. One serves the main
level (Carrier 50BYN000085), the other (Carrier 40REM008) is ducted
down to the children’s area in the basement. The main floor unit has a
ducted condenser unit in the room while the other unit is a standard split
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system with a condensing unit outside.
• Heat is produced by a vintage Weil McLean water boiler.
• Roof mounted exhaust fans are used to exhaust toilet rooms.
• The controls for the new rooftop unit are Honeywell electric, the lower
floor units are Robertshaw pneumatic.

General Condition:
• The new unit on the roof is in excellent condition. The air handler serving
the main floor in the mechanical room has a bad compressor. Both older
units are nearing the end of their normal expected service life and neither
has the higher efficiency rating of today’s air handlers. Rather than repair
the unit, both should be replaced.
• The boiler is rusted out and needs to be replaced.
• The controls should be replaced by an electronic system with the ability to
monitor off-site.

Code Issues:
Current ventilation standards may not be met with these systems.

Electrical Constultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by the serving utility. Service
enters into the building underground to the main distribution panel (MDP)
at the basement level.
• Distribution – 208V: Power distribution is provided by at 208Y/120V. A
1200 amp Square-D I-Line is located in the basement electrical room
with feeds to one branch panelboard at the basement level, two branch
panelboards at the 1st level, two branch panelboards at the 2nd level and
a roof top air handler unit. The MDP does not have a main breaker and is
using the 6 main breaker rule and is at capacity. Branch panelboards are
located in the basement electrical room and flush mount on the upper
levels.

General Condition:
• Service: The service feeds are the responsibility of the utility which ends
at the basement level CT enclosure which is an integral part of the MDP.
No issues noted.
• Distribution – 208V: The electrical equipment is all original, same
vintage as the building and is in good condition and new breakers are
readily available. The MDP has 6 feeder breakers in use to feed the
branch panelboards and AHU; the MDP is not allowed per the National
Electric Code (NEC) to have any additional breakers added. The branch
panelboards all have the maximum quantity of breakers installed and
in use, except for one at level 2, which is planned to be used in the
immediate future for new computer stations. The building is using copper
conductors with THHN insulation throughout, no issues.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Recommendations: branch circuit capacity could be added by sub-feeding
new branch panelboards from the existing panelboards. Ceiling spaces
have limited access, via the light fixtures, for routing new circuit wiring.

Code Issues:
• Service: none.
• Distribution 208V: None.

Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: The building uses a diesel engine generator set
located in a dedicated room on level 1, west side. The fuel tank is exterior,
underground. There is one automatic transfer switch (ATS) located in the
basement electrical room, which feeds the branch panelboard ‘E’ located
on level 1.

General Condition:
• Source: diesel generator appears to be regularly tested, maintained and
in good condition.
• Distribution: branch panelboard ‘E’ and ATS are in good condition, branch
panelboard is at full breaker capacity.

Code Issues:
• Source: None.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Spacing looks appropriate for uniform
coverage of the areas. Mounted to building exterior and parking lot.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Interior illumination is provided with a variety
of luminaire types, the most common being a recessed 2x2 troffer with
a parabolic lens. Most of the interior lighting uses a fluorescent lamp
source using T8 or compact type lamp; these appear to be retrofitted into
the original fixtures. Electronic ballasts were most likely added during the
retrofit.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Selected lights have been connected to the
generator power source. Spacing and placement of the luminaries to
provide the required one (1) foot c and le (FC) illumination for Path of
Egress (POE) is not known.
• Control: A building lighting control timeclock system was not observed.
Interior spaces have wall switch control, most single level control. No
occupancy sensors.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Luminaires appear in good condition.
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Fittings and bases complete.
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires in good condition, use of
a parabolic lens is not the best light distribution for a book stack
environment.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Automatic timeclock lighting control should
be provided to meet Oregon energy code for buildings greater than 5000
sq/ft.
• Exit/Path of Egress: futher analysis is needed to determine if coverage
meets code.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: The fire alarm system is a Silent Knight addressable system
5808 panel. System was upgraded approximately 2 years ago. Initiating
devices consist of manual pull stations (corridors, exits), smoke detectors
(ceiling mounted, corridors, mechanical spaces). Notification consists of
strobes bell/strobes in corridors and general public spaces.
• Telcom: Telcom rack is located overhead in the storage area, level 1 west
side of building.

General Condition:
• Fire Alarm: Fire Alarm system is newer and in good condition, coverage of
smoke detection and annunciation devices appears adequate.
• Telcom: System coverage appears adequate. Cabling is routed open and
in cable tray and appears to be plenum rated and neatly organized. The
overhead rack system does limit accessibility for maintenance, requiring
work to be preformed from a ladder.

Code Issues:
• Fire Alarm: There is not a remote annuncator located at the building
entry point for fireman use. Per NFPA 72 “annunciation means shall be
readily accessible to responding personal”
• Telecom: Telecom cables were observed to be routed in and above the
lighting fixtures on level 2; while this is not a code issue, the cables could
be in contact with lamps. The cables should be restrained above the
lights with a clip or raceway.
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Owner:
City of Lake Oswego
Building Name: Library
th
Address:
706 4 Avenue
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97034

Roofing Consultant Report
LIBRARY

Area C
Area B
Area A

Area D
A

ROOF AREAS:

C

D

BUILDING USE:

Library

Library

Library

Deck

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Plywood sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

Galvanized steel
pan.

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Laminated
Fiberglass Asphalt
Shingles

Asphalt BUR
membrane

Hybrid metal roof
system manufactured
by R-Mer Lite

Metal Pan

NOTES:

The asphalt
shingles were
recently installed
and are
performing well.

The asphalt BUR
membrane is
performing well and is
now showing signs of
aging.

The metal panel roof
system will require a
high level of
maintenance as the
roof system ages.

Difficult to access
when failures
occur. Many
flashings are failing
that incorporate into
the exterior walls.

25 - 30 years

5 - 8 years

5 - 8 years

5 - 8 years

Maintain

Maintain

Maintain

Maintain

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:
NEXT ACTION:
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Photo of upper roof edge, small standing seam metal
roof areas and one lower asphalt shingle roof area.

Area A: Asphalt shingles are installed around the
perimeter of the upper roof area as well as some
small lower bump-out roof areas.

1.03

1.04

Area B: Asphalt BUR roof area has a substantial
amount of HVAC equipment on the roof area.

1.05

Area B: Roof has been well maintained and is
performing well for its age. The adjacent dense foliage
requires continued maintenance to keep drains clear of
debris.

1.06

Area C: Roof panels are showing signs of age and
most fastener locations will require maintenance to
detour from water intrusion in the future.

Area D: Photo of deck with waterproof pan below.
Access is very limited and difficult to maintain.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Conclusions
Area A:
The asphalt shingle roof system has recently been installed with no failures
observed. Continue to maintain and monitor the roof system annually.

Area B:
The asphalt built-up roof system has received some repairs recently particularly
at the roof drain penetrations. The roof requires at a minimum of quarterly roof
maintenance to avoid drain blockage from organic debris.

Area C:
The metal roof panel system requires continued maintenance to avoid debris
build-up that activates leaks into the structure. A scheduled repair project
should be anticipated in 3 - 5 years to refurbish the existing roof system and
replace all failing screw penetrations.

Area D:
The pan deck has a history of leaks particularly after organic debris migrates
below the wood deck located over the pan deck system. The pan deck system
will require a substantial repair project in an effort to control all water intrusion
issues surrounding the roof assembly at this roof area.

Environmental Consultant Report - Apex
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Library building. The building was three stories with basement
kids’ areas, and two main levels of the library. The primary materials of the
investigation were Asbestos Containing Building Materials (ACBM), Lead
Containing Paint, mercury containing fixtures and potential polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, and destructive methods were not utilized during the
survey. All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site.
Materials in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised
by the presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there
may be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or
other inaccessible areas.
Suspect vinyl tile flooring was found in a storage room and lunchroom areas
(450 SF). Two types of suspect sheet flooring were found in the bathroom and
storage room areas. Gray duct sealant on roof ductwork was found (200 LF).
Eight suspect fire doors were observed on stairwells and mechanical rooms.
Gypsum wallboard/joint compound was observed at the site and tests positive
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in some cases. Wallboard is located throughout the facility. Roofing at the
site is reportedly a newer material and likely will not test positive for asbestos,
however testing of this material prior to impacts and/or demolition is required.
In addition, there is a deck area with suspect metal roofing pan membrane with
substrate under a wood deck overlayment.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations. Light fixtures at the site appear to be newer in style
and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however older fixtures may
still contain these materials and should be verified during demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates for abatement of potential hazardous materials will
vary widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from
$2,000-$45,000 for the Library building.

Photo 1: View of suspect sheet flooring
in the bathroom.

Photo 2: View of suspect vinyl floor tile
in the lunchroom area.

Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site
The current site is restricted by perimeter streets and residential housing to the
west. Expansion of the current library would require additional parking which is
essentially unavailable on site.

Code / Building:
No major code deficiencies were identified.

Accessibility:
The Library generally meets the ADAAG Accessibility Requirements with the
following exceptions:
• Handrails at stairs do not have top and bottom extensions.
• The main public restrooms do not meet current ADAAG requirements.
A clear 5-foot turning radius is provided but code compliant accessible
toilet stall or plumbing fixtures.
• The restrooms in the Children’s library are not accessible.
• Reception desk and service counter heights

Other Architectural Items
• The library staff noted a seasonal ground water leak along the west wall
of the first floor. This area is below exterior grade.
• The clerestory roof configuration has had previous leaks due to blocking
of roof drains. Roof depressions and drains should be carefully monitored
to prevent further leak potential.
• Several clerestory windows have lost their perimeter seals.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Gyp-crete subflooring has failed in areas of high use. Some areas have
been repaired but it continues to be an ongoing problem.
• Book shelves are at maximum capacity and are not seismically braced or
secured.

Structural
Seismic code requirements have significantly increased since the original date of
construction. New seismic requirements are approximately twice the capacity of
the existing design. The building could suffer significant damage in a moderate
seismic event. Seismic upgrade should be implemented.

Plumbing
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADA or low-flow requirements of the
current code
• Basement level toilet fixtures frequently overflow due to older design and
size of trapway
• No shower facilities for ‘Essential Facilities’ emergency shelter use

Fire Protection
No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
• Air flow may not meet current ventilation standards
• Two mechanical units are nearing the end of their service life, are not
energy efficient and have pneumatic controls
• Boiler is rusting out

Electrical
• Panels are at full capacity

Roof
• Metal roofing and asphalt built-up-roofing will require replacement in 6 to
9 years

Environmental
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos at tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos at gray duct sealant
• Asbestos at fire doors
• Asbestos at gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Asbestos at asphalt BUR roofing
• Lead Paint at painted surfaces
• PCB’s at older lighting fixtures

Recommended Further Investigations
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Essential Facilities Study due to emergency shelter status
• Evaluate existing conditions relating to essential facilities requirements
including structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services
and access.

A Seismic Hazards Investigation
Accessibility Study to identify non-code compliant features
• Restroom access, clearance, fixtures and mounting heights
• Handrail extensions
• Reception desk / service counters

Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s

Air flow testing to verify required air flows.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Cost Forecast

H & A Construction
FORECAST OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS

H & A Construction: Forecast of Construction Costs
Project:
Owner:
Date:

Public Library
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. Full ADAAG Upgrades
1. Renovate two existing public restrooms including all new plumbing fixtures at
2. Renovate two existing public restrooms at children's library into two single
3. Install handrail extensions
4. Modify reception desk and service counters
B. HVAC Upgrades
1. Install two new high efficiency air handlers with electronic controls. Integrate
2. Install new high efficiency boiler
C. Increase Electrical Capacity
1. Install new branch panelboards sub-fed from existing panelboards
D. Repair Leaking West Retaining Wall
1. Remove soil to expose retaining wall and leaking areas
2. Identify location of leak and seal wall as required
3. Provide drainage matt and drain system with positive drainage
4. Backfill and repair landscaping as required
E. Repair Gyp-crete Subflooring
1. Remove carpet and defective areas of gyp-crete subflooring
2. Replace subflooring materials and install new carpet throughout entire area
repair Roofing (5 to 8 Years)
F.of
Replace
1. Remove metal roofing at clerestory roofs and replace with new standing
2. Remove metal pan roofing at deck and replace with single-ply membrane
3. Remove asphalt built-up roofing at flat roof areas and replace with new

LOW
AMOUNT

HIGH
AMOUNT

94,000
62,000
12,000
24,000
80,000
22,000
24,000
8,000
4,000
10,000
10,000
-

107,000
70,000
24,000
35,000
98,000
30,000
35,000
10,000
5,000
11,000
12,000
-

42,000

59,000

129,000
32,000
68,000
38,000

146,000
35,000
84,000
49,000

Space Program Assessment
A number of studies have been done to evaluate the existing space deficiencies
and needs of the Library. In 2006 Boora Architects conducted a complete
programming analysis to determine the appropriate space requirements of a
library facility that would accommodate the long-term needs of the community.
This was completed as part of the Community Center study. The report was
based on a current service area population of 47,612 with a forecasted 2030
population of 68,369. This result was not that dissimilar from the results of the
2006 Clackamas County study that indicated a future need for 64,850 square
feet of library space.
The Public Library space requirements continue to remain consistent with
this study. This study projects the need to grow from 27,738 SF to 66,024 SF.
This growth responds to being beyond capacity for two decades in addition to
expansion space.
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Without expanding program offerings, one of the most significant program
deficiencies is in the “behind the scenes” staff and volunteer work areas. These
spaces are inadequately sized. Based on an Oregon Libraries study, the library
should be 47,000 square feet to adequately support current program functions.
Additionally, the current library facility has an insufficient amount of space to
achieve the following goals for which Library staff indicates there is a public
demand for:
• Expand the collection
• Offer a wider range of public events

Existing Program Deficiencies
According to existing reports, the shelves exceeded their maximum 75% capacity
beginning in 1988, causing shelves to sag, and in some cases, collapse. This
also impacts material filing and recirculation. Instead of expanding the material
collection, older materials are replaced with newer materials, often before the
end of their useful life. While a certain amount of replacement is normal, some
discarded materials would otherwise be used by the public if they were retained.
Current program deficiencies for the Public Library include the following:
• Inadequate volunteer and staff work space
• Inadequate staff support space including meeting rooms
• Inadequate space to retain and expand material collections and
accommodate the desired level of adult, children, and teen programs.
• Lack of flexibility for reconfiguration as a result of light placement and
other architectural features
• Lack of community use rooms and flex space, including area to show
movies and hold readings and presentations
• Limited general and archival storage space
• Undesirable relationships of functional areas
• Minimal public circulation and seating space
• Inability to easily adapt to and accommodate technological changes due
to the building infrastructure
• Lack of vending area for the purchase of food or beverage

Future Space Program Requirements
A future 66,000 square foot library will serve the public into the future by
providing additional space to meet current needs and accommodate future
growth through flexible space planning. The recommended program space will
also address the space deficiencies identified above.

Parking
Parking is one of the major deficiencies at the existing library. The existing 64
parking spaces are insufficient to accommodate the library’s 1,000 average
visitors per day. When parking can’t be met on-site, parking overflows onto
neighborhood streets. An estimated 208 parking spaces would be needed to
meet the needs of the future 66,000 square foot library.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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2. 3 Adult C om m unit y C enter Facilities Assessm ent
Facility Information
Date of Construction
The Adult Community Center (ACC) has been built in multiple phases.
The original Center was built in 1975 with expansion / renovation projects
constructed in 1986 and 2002.

Building Size
12,526 SF with a 448 sf freestanding storage building. Auditorium has an
occupancy capacity of 217 persons (Oak Room only) and 297 persons (Oak and
Acorn Rooms combined)

Current Use
The ACC is managed and operated by the Parks & Recreation Department to
serve adults age 50 or better. It offers recreational opportunities, educational
programs, and social services to both residents and non-residents of Lake
Oswego.

Hours of Operation
The ACC is open year round, six days a week. Monday - Friday 8:00 AM to 4:30
PM and Sundays 12:00 PM to 4:30 PM.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
One story wood frame with full basement and slab-on-grade floor. Concrete stem
walls, wood frame walls, floor and roof construction. Timber post and beam
framing at main entry porch.

Exterior Design / Materials
Cedar board on board siding with cedar fascias and cedar shingle roofing. Roof
crickets at nested gable roofs have a single-ply membrane roof assembly. Decks
have wood railings with tube steel handrails at stairs and ramps. Roof surface
under north deck is a single-ply membrane.

Interior Design / Materials
Typical interior finishes include gypsum board walls and ceilings with wood
wainscot and trim. The auditorium has an oak floor and exposed beam framing
with steel tie rods and tectum ceiling panels. There are two stacked brick
masonry fireplaces which appear to be in working order.

Special Features
Full commercial kitchen supporting the lunch program and meals on wheels.

Zoning
PF – Public Functions Zone
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Occupancy Designation
A3

Special Requirements
Essential Facility for use as an Emergency Shelter

Summary of General Building Conditions
The Adult Community Center is in fair condition considering the age of the
structure. Building deficiencies include aging plumbing, mechanical and
electrical systems that will require replacement in the near future.

Structural Consultant Report - KPFF
Building Description
The adult community center is a one story wood framed building over a finished
basement. The original building appears to have been built in 1975 with a
remodel to the building in 1986 and another in 2002. Existing drawings were
made available for the entry remodel and the media center addition performed
in 2002. Drawings were not available for review of the original building.
The roof structure appears to be wood framed, with wood framed walls above
grade. Basement walls are all concrete.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of structural
damage or distress and the building appeared to be in good condition.
At the dining hall, structural members that are exposed appear to be in good
condition, and there were no signs of rot or structural damage visible. At the
entry remodel, structural members that were visible appeared to be in good
condition. The exterior cladding of the building also appeared to be in good
condition.

Seismic Resisting Lateral System
A review of the seismic lateral resisting system is not possible as all lateral
elements were covered up by architectural finishes and existing structural
drawings were not available for review. Without existing drawings available for
review it is difficult to evaluate the lateral resisting system of the building. It is
assumed that the lateral system is plywood sheathed shearwalls. Based upon
the age of building it is assumed that the building would not be able to resist
current code level seismic forces and may be insufficient.

Recommendations
A seismic hazards investigation should be performed to assess the seismic
condition of the building and recommend seismic improvements to the building
as required.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced by dual 120gallon gas water heater located on the lower level.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are mixed – tank type water closets and
urinals with flush valves.

General Condition:
• The domestic water piping is mainly galvanized, with some copper pipe.
Galvanized piping is not expected to have a long service life.
• The water heaters were installed in 1997, and are approximately half way
through their expected service life. They appear to be in good order.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional and in good shape.

Code Issues:
The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.

Fire Protection Systems
Description:
The building has a wet sprinkler system in the lower level only

General Condition: Good
Code Issues: None noted

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building is served by nine split system heat pump units, dedicated to
their respective zones of temperature control.
• Roof mounted exhaust fans are used to exhaust toilet rooms. The kitchen
has a Type I hood with an Amerex Fire Surpression system.
• There is an “Air Curtain” unit at the front entry.

General Condition:
• The small split systems are high maintenance and are difficult to service.
The older units are failing as they reach the end of their service life. In
most cases, the units are repaired instead of replaced. Certain areas are
cool in the winter because the units cannot provide enough heat (or the
building insulation is not sufficient.)
• The heat pump units sometimes freeze up in the heating cycle because
there is not a defrost cycle.
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• The outdoor condensing units are located around trees and shrubs
that cover the ground with leaves. In some cases, the amount of tree
droppings are 2 and 3-inches deep, partially covering the coil section of
the condensing unit.
• The kitchen make-up air supply diffusers have been blocked to prevent
drafts or poor temperature control in the room.
• The Air Curtain unit has failed and is not being used at all.

Code Issues:
• Minimum ventilation standards may not be met with these systems.
• The kitchen grease duct is constructed of galvanized duct, not stainless
steel, and does not have cleanouts.
• The kitchen equipment is not anchored to the floor.

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by serving utility, with a pad
mounted transformer on east side on the building. The CT enclosure and
service meter are also located at the building exterior next to the service
transformer.
• Distribution – 208V: The main building electrical service is provided from
the exterior CT enclosure, through the ATS, and routed underground to
the basement level main electrical room, main distribution panel (MDP).
The MDP is located in a small electrical room with the phone service
terminations. The MDP is a fused switch type and probably original with
the building. The MDP feeds various branch panelboards throughout the
building. The various branch panelboards are of different brands and
ages due to the building addition and remodels and typically support a
designated building area.

General Condition
• Service: The service apprears to be a newer addition and is in good
condition and maintained by the utility up to the CT enclosure.
• Distribution – 208V: The older, original distribution and branch
panelboards from the original building are at the end of practical life (30+
years), in some cases parts are available only in a refurbished condition,
and equipment was manufactured by companies that are no longer in
business. The panels added for the newer 1986 and 1999 building areas
seem in reasonable condition and are still serviceable. The MDP is using
6 main breakers and is at it’s maximum breaker capacity per the National
Electrical Code (NEC). The conduits routing from the MDP are congested
and routed disorganized in a tight space; additional conduits would not
be practical.

Code Issues:
• Service: none
• Distribution 208V: The branch panelboard in the maintenance office does
not meet code required clearances.
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Elevator: main power to elevator does not have a shutdown device to
allow elevator power to be disconnected prior to sprinkler water activation
in the shaft.

Power System – Emergency
Description
• Emergency Source: A diesel engine generator with a sub-base fuel tank is
located at the exterior, the automatic transfer switch (ATS) is also located
in the same area. The generator is connected to carry the entire building
load.
• Distribution: Emergency power is distributed via the ATS just after the
building service point.

General Condition:
• Source: The generator appears to be newer and in good condition.
• Distribution: The ATS appears to have been installed at the same time as
the generator and is in good condition.

Code Issues:
• Source: None.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Site and parking luminaires are present.
Spacing looks appropriate for uniform coverage of the areas.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Interior illumination is provided with a variety
of luminaire types and sources (recessed, surface, suspended). Most of
the lights have been retrofit with electronic ballasts and T8 or compact
fluorescent lamps.
• Exit/Path of Egress: All lighting and loads within the building are
generator backed up.
• Control: Interior spaces have wall switch control, most single level
control. No occupancy sensors.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Luminaires appear to be in good condition.
Fittings and bases complete.
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Most luminaires are in good condition.
Surface mounted luminaires in the kitchen area are showing their age
with yellowed lenses.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: None.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: None.
• Exit/Path of Egress: None.
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Signal Systems
Description:
Fire Alarm: The fire alarm system is a zoned Silent Knight panel. Panel and
components have been upgraded and are in good condition. Initiating devices consist of manual pull stations (corridors, exits), smoke detectors (ceiling mounted, corridors, mechanical spaces). Notification consists of strobes
bell/strobes in corridors and general public spaces.
• Telecom: The original phone service is in place and shares the same
closet as the MDP.

General Conditions:
• Fire Alarm: Fire Alarm system is newer and in good condition.
• Telecom: remodels and alteration to the phone cables at the main punch
down blocks has taken it’s toll, cabling is disorganized, some components
that appear to be abandoned and not in service are still in place.

Code Issues:
• Fire Alarm: Fire alarm components are in place at the elevator (smoke
detector), but connections are not made to the elevator controller for cab
recall.
• Telcom: None.
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Owner:
City of Lake Oswego
Building Name: Adult Community Center
Address:
505 G Avenue
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97034

Roofing Consultant Report - PRC
ADULT COMMUNITY CENTER

Area A
Area B

Area C
ROOF AREAS:
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A

B

C

BUILDING USE:

Multi-use Building

Computer Room

Storage Building

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

2x6 T&G Decking /
Plywood sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Cedar Shakes w/ APP membrane
at valleys

45 mil. EPDM

Cedar Shakes

NOTES:

The cedar shakes are performing
well at this time. The valley
membrane is aged and will require
repairs and future replacement

The roof system was
installed below industry
standards
and
has
multiple failures and
temporary repairs at this
time.

The cedar shakes are
performing well at this
time.

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:

Cedar Shakes 6 - 9 years
Valley membrane: 1 -3 years

Failing

6 – 9 years

NEXT ACTION:

Cedar Shake: Maintain
Valley Membrane: Repair

Replace

Maintain
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Area A: Photo of valley membrane. Membrane is aged
and beginning to show signs of failure.

Area A: Cedar shake roof system performing well.
Debris has collected at drainageways that impeads
drainage from roof.

1.03

1.04

Area B: Exterior deck rests over the roof membrane
making any repairs difficult to access.

1.05

Area B: Roof membrane was installed with existing
deck in place. The roof membrane does not extend
vertically up the adjacent building wall and does not
utilize a counter flashing at the membrane termination.

1.06

Area C: Location of building has a high level of tree
debris through all seasons and required continued
maintenance.

Area C: View of storage building facing northwest.
Cedar shakes are performing well with no failures.
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Conclusions
Area A:
The cedar shake roof system is performing well for its age; however, the cedar
roof system must be kept clean from all organic debris and moss growth to avoid
premature deterioration. The valley membrane is nearing the end of its useful
service life and will require replacement in 1-3 years.

Area B:
The roof membrane located directly below the north exterior deck was installed
well below industry standards and has had ongoing leaks since construction.
Substantial repairs will be required to control leaks into the structure.

Area C:
The adjacent storage building is performing well without any observed failures.
Continued maintenance is required to remove organic debris from adjacent trees
for the roof system to defer premature failure.

Environmental Consultant Report - Apex

Photo 1: View of suspect sheet flooring
dining area off of kitchen.

Photo 2: View of suspect sheet flooring
kitchen area.

Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Community Center building. The building was wood-framed with
two levels - a basement level and a main floor level. The primary materials of
the investigation were Asbestos Containing Building Materials (ACBM), Lead
Containing Paint, mercury containing fixtures and potential polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey.
All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials
in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the
presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there
may be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities
or other inaccessible areas. Roofing at the site is cedar shake shingle with no
felt underlayment and therefore is not suspect to contain asbestos. Roofing at
crickets has APP roofing and is a suspect to contain asbestos. No suspect piping
or other suspect insulations were identified during the inspection.
Four types of suspect sheet flooring were found in the bathroom and storage
room areas (4,500 SF). Suspect glued-on (2,200 SF) and lay-in ceiling tiles
(800 SF) were identified in various locations at the site. Gypsum wallboard/joint
compound was observed at the site and tests positive in some cases. Wallboard
is located throughout the facility.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
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Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations due to mercury content. Light fixtures at the site appear
to be newer in style and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however
older fixtures may still contain these materials and should be verified during
demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates abatement of potential hazardous materials will
vary widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from
$20,000-$40,000 for the Community Center.

Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site
• Building and parking occupy the entire site. There is minimal area for
expanded building footprint or additional parking.
• Site concrete walks have settled creating trip hazards and barriers.
• The trash dumpster is currently located within the generator / mechanical
enclosure.
• There is no dedicated space for recycling.

Code / Building
• No significant code deficiencies were identified.

Accessibility
• A fully accessible single occupancy restroom is provided on the main
floor. All other restrooms are not ADAAG code compliant.
• Second exits from basement and auditorium have stair egress only. Ramp
access is desired.

Other Architectural Items
• A mechanical room is being used for the maintenance and facilities office.
This office function is not code compliant.
• Existing restrooms are outdated and in need of renovation.
• The new computer lab ceiling / roof assembly is leaking. See roof
assessment for additional information. Walls and carpet have been
damaged.

Structural
• The lateral resisting system for the building is likely insufficient to resist
current code requirements. A seismic hazards investigation should be
performed to assess the lateral condition of the building.

Plumbing
• Galvanized pipe used for water distribution is aged and approaching the
end of its service life
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADA or low-flow requirements of the
current code
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• No shower facilities for ‘Essential Facilities’ emergency shelter use

Fire Protection
• No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
• Older split systems are approaching the end of their service life. Some of
the condensing units do not have defrost functions.
• Exhaust ductwork at range hood is galvanized and does not have
cleanouts. Stainless steel ductwork is preferred in this application.
• Kitchen equipment is not anchored floor to prevent movement in a
seismic event.
• Make-up air louver has been blocked. Make-up air is required for proper
exhaust hood operation

Electrical
• Original distribution and branch panelboards from 1975 installation are
approaching the end of their service life.
• Access is restricted and wiring is not well organized
• Elevator does not have shunt switch as required by the current elevator
code
• Elevator cab recall is not tied in to fire alarm system
• Emergency lighting is not provided

Roof
• Existing single-ply membrane roofing at computer lab roof is leaking
and is not flashed properly at wall to deck as required for water tight
installation.
• Existing cedar shingle roofing and crickets will need to be replaced in 6 to
9 years.

Environmental
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos @ tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos @ gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Lead paint @ painted surfaces
• PCB’s at older lighting fixtures

Recommended Further Investigations
Essential Facilities Study due to emergency shelter staus
• Evaluate existing conditions relating to essential facilities requirements
including structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services
and access.

A seismic hazards investigation
Accessibility Study to identify non ADAAG code compliant features
• Restroom access, clearance, fixtures and mounting heights
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• Site paving survey to identify potential trip hazards
Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s
Air flow testing to verify required air flows

Cost Forecast:

H & A Construction
H & A Construction Forecast of Construction
Costs

FORECAST OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Project:
Owner:
Date:

Adult Community Center
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. Full ADA Upgrades
1. Renovate four existing public restrooms including all new plumbing fixtures
B. Plumbing Upgrades
1. Install new copper water distribution lines
C. HVAC Upgrades
1. Replace (9) older split system condensing units and air handlers with new
2. Install new kitchen make-up air unit
3. Install new restroom exhaust fans and ducts
D. Improve/Increase Electrical Capacity
1. Provide new distribution and branch panelboards to replace 1975
2. Clean up wiring and provide required clearances
E. Anchor Kitchen Equipment to Floor
1. Anchor kitchen equipment
F. Repair Leaking Roof Assembly at Computer Room Roof Located Under
1. Remove existing wood deck to expose roof surface
2. Remove existing single-ply roofing material
3. Repair any damage caused by water intrusion
4. Install new single-ply roof assembly

LOW
AMOUNT

HIGH
AMOUNT

187,000
24,000
183,000
27,000
9,000
20,000
10,000
10,000
4,000
2,000
10,000
10,000

225,000
40,000
202,000
34,000
11,000
24,000
12,000
12,000
5,000
3,000
20,000
12,000

5. Install proper flashing at roof to wall connection for water tight installation

4,000

6,000

6. Water test and reinstall wood decking
7. Repair walls and carpet in computer lab as required to restore original
G. Provide Site Enclosure for Trash Dumpster and Recycling Sorting and
1. 10' x 16' fenced enclosure
2. 10' x 16' concrete paving and curb cut
H. Replace Roofing (6 to 9 Years)
1. Remove all existing roofing materials
2. Install new single-ply membrane roofing system at valley crickets
3. Install new composition roofing system to replace cedar shingles

15,000
13,000
10,000
6,000
40,000
10,000
90,000

18,000
20,000
13,000
7,000
50,000
12,000
109,000
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Space Program Assessment
Without expanding program offerings, one of the most significant issues is
related to the current configuration of enclosed staff offices. They are too small
to function adequately for the 10 current full time employees. Additionally, the
current ACC facility has an insufficient amount of space to add program offerings
for which Parks & Recreation staff indicates there is a public demand for.
Over the past several years there has been some discussion within the
department regarding how to best serve the community through these types of
programs. National trends show a greater movement towards intergenerational
multipurpose facilities. Not only does this improve the efficiency of staff and
space, but the newer generation of older Americans is sometimes reluctant
to utilize facilities with age restrictions. User preference is the primary reason
behind this change towards intergenerational facilities.

Existing Program Deficiencies
Building renovations have added a limited amount of program space over the
years with the most recent project occurring in 2002 to expand the reception
area and add a computer room. Despite these improvements, there is presently
an inadequate amount of space.
Current program deficiencies within the ACC include the following:
• Poorly configured and inefficient staff space to serve current program
offerings
• Inability to offer health and wellness programs due to a lack of space and
staff
• Insufficient amount of storage space
• Limited amount of multi-purpose “Hobby Room” space to host large
events

Future Space Program Requirements
Based on the department’s usage data, the Parks & Recreation Department
has determined that there is a strong market demand for fitness and wellness
type program offerings that are designed specifically for older adults. To meet
these needs and/or desires, the recent plan for a future community center
would combine typical ACC spaces with indoor recreation program spaces, such
as aquatics ball courts, fitness, exercise, and health and wellness rooms. An
intergenerational facility such as this is expected to better serve the new older
generation.

Parking
The current surface parking lot adequately supports the existing facility.
Additional program space will increase parking requirements. Further evaluation
of parking needs is required.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
1980

Building Size
88,872 SF

Current Use
The Lake Oswego West End Building is the current home of the Parks and
Recreation Department. Both Department offices and recreational program
space are provided. The building contains several meeting and assembly rooms
that are utilized for public meetings and community gatherings as well as rooms
for indoor recreation programs such as classrooms, a teen center, and a dance
studio. The City’s Lake Oswego Interceptor Sewer (LOIS) project team also has
its offices in the West End Building. The west wing of the building is currently not
occupied due to code compliance issues.

Hours of Operation
Park and Recreation Offices are open to the public Monday through Friday 8:00
AM to 5:00 PM. The McKenzie Teen Lounge is open on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from 12:00 PM to 8:00 PM, through August 29th. Hours for assembly
areas and recreational programs vary.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
Two story structure. Steel structural frame with metal frame walls on concrete
stem walls and slab on grade. The second floor has a steel deck and concrete
slab. Roof structure is steel deck with tapered insulation. The original roof was a
built-up roof assembly. A new single -ply roof has recently been installed over the
top of the existing system.

Exterior Design / Materials
Painted brick cladding with aluminum windows and doors. Aluminum windows
in office areas are set at a slope and have deep sloping brick sills. Brick frames
with large openings define entry points and outdoor terraces. Outdoor terraces
have a pedestal paving system. Plastic dome skylights partially cover the south
roof terrace. A sloping glass skylight provides daylighting at the main south entry
hall.

Interior Design / Materials
Carpet flooring throughout office, circulation and assembly rooms. Tile floors
and wet walls at restrooms. Quarry tile floors at commercial kitchen, servery and
dishwashing areas. Painted plaster is the typical interior wall finish. Suspended
acoustical ceiling tiles are used throughout the office areas and assembly rooms.
Existing ceiling tiles were 5’-0” square and appear to support the coffer light
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fixtures. Some areas of the building have a new ceiling system utilizing 24-inch
square ceiling tile. The large second floor assembly room has a painted plaster
ceiling with circular soffit. Ceilings at kitchen, servery, restrooms and service
areas are painted plaster. Doors are solid wood with stained finish. Hardware is a
mix of oil rubbed bronze and stainless steel.

Special Features
Full commercial kitchen, servery and dining room

Zoning
OC (Office Campus District) – Existing surface parking is adequate for current
and projected uses. Additional surface or structured parking is allowed. Existing
zoning allows for new buildings and / or expansion of the existing building.

Occupancy Designation
Mixed Use, B – Office and A3 – Assembly

Special Requirements
Potentially considered an emergency shelter which would require essential
facilities upgrades.

Summary of General Building Conditions
The West End Building is partially occupied by the Lake Oswego Park and
Recreation Department which is using the facility for both staff offices and
program space. The building was originally designed as ‘B’ occupancy for office
use. Portions of the building that are currently occupied have incorporated fire,
life, safety improvements required by the Fire Marshal allowing ‘A’ occupancy for
assembly use. The deficiencies relate mainly to the building envelop and the
mechanical systems.

Environmental
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment was completed by GeoEngineers in
June 2006 prior to the City’s purchase of the building. The assessment identified
several areas where suspect materials may be found. Testing indicated that most
suspect materials do not contain hazardous materials. The full report is included
in the appendix of this report.

Structural Consultant Report - PAE
Building Description
The West End Building is a two story steel framed structure of approximately
89,000 square feet. Our review of the existing building is based on the original
building drawings that were available for our review. The drawings were dated
November 28th, 1979 and it is assumed the building was built in 1980. The
building was designed to the 1973 Uniform Building Code (UBC).
The roof of the structure is framed with 14” deep steel wide flange beams,
spanning to 21” deep steel wide flange girders. Spanning over the top of the
beams is a 1 ½” metal roof deck. The floor is steel framed with 16” deep wide
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flange beams spanning to 24” deep wide flange beam girders. Spanning over
the top of the floor beams is a composite floor system of 2 ½” of concrete over
3” metal deck. Wide flange columns support the roof and floor framing and
transfer building loads down to the foundation. The foundation consists of
concrete spread footings.

Current Condition
The building appears to be in a condition reflective of its age, there were no
obvious signs of structural damage or distress. Vertical cracks in brick veneer
appear in several locations. Rusting lintels were noted in some areas. Further
investigations should be made to determine if there is structural damage at
these locations.

Seismic Resisting Lateral System
The original lateral system of the building is steel braced frames. In 1994 the
building was seismically upgraded to the requirements of the 1991 Uniform
Building Code (UBC). The seismic upgrade consisted of adding steel braced
frames in the building. In some areas, the existing braced frame members
were reinforced to provide additional strength. Additionally some of the beams
framing into braced frames and used to collect force and transfer that force to
the braced frames were reinforced to provide additional capacity. It does not
appear that any changes were made to the foundations at the new or original
braced frames.
Additionally, seismic anchorage and bracing was provided for the mechanical
equipment, piping and ductwork as part of the upgrade. This anchorage and
bracing was designed for increased seismic loading when compared to the
building seismic load.

Recommendations
The existing lateral system appears to be adequate to resist current code
prescribed forces for standard office building occupancy. If the building does not
have a change in occupancy we would expect the building to perform adequately
in a seismic event as required by the building code.
KPFF performed a seismic study of the building which is being included in the
appendix of this report.

Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced in several areas.
A 50 gallon electric water heater located in the mechanical room provides
point of use hot water for the mechanical space. One 120 gallon electric
AO Smith tank type water heater, coupled with another 120 gallon tank
provided hot water for the Kitchen, which is not currently in use. The
water heater is set for 120°F. Another set of water heaters is located in a
second floor mechanical room to serve toilet rooms.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are vintage original construction.
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General Condition:
• The domestic water piping appears to be copper and in good shape.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional in good shape.

Code Issues:
The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.

Fire Protection Systems
Description: The building has a wet sprinkler system throughout.
General Condition: Good.
Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building is served by six original PACE custom air handlers, with
variable frequency drives retrofitted to the motors, cooling coils, and VAV
terminal units with heating coils. The mechanical rooms are negatively
pressurized to pull return air from the ceiling plenum.
• Two original Carrier R-11 refrigerant chillers produce chilled water for the
air handlers. Condenser water is pumped to a cooling tower located on
the roof. There are two chilled water pumps and two condenser water
pumps.
• The original Cleaver Brooks 1.7 Mbh gas-fired boiler produces hot water
for heating, with two circulation pumps.
• The building has an Andover Building Automation system, with output
signals transduced to pneumatic for valve and damper operation. Fire
smoke dampers are pneumatically controlled.
• IT room is served by twin Carrier 3-ton split systems, with the condensing
units suspended above the loading dock.

General Condition:
• The building mechanical systems are very well cared for and in good
condition considering their age at approximately 30 years old. Typically,
these units are expected to last 20 to 25 years.
• One chiller was not operational due to requiring service. Replacement of
the chillers is being negotiated at this time.
• The exterior boiler stack is showing some signs of rust, likely from being
operated at temperatures that allowed condensing to occur.
• The air handlers do not have shaft grounding, which should be installed
when VFD’s are installed. Without shaft grounding, bearings may fail
prematurely.
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Using the mechanical space as a negative plenum has the potential to
bring in uncontrolled outside air, increasing the amount of energy used
for heating.

Code Issues:
• The air handlers are set up for minimum outside air with a separate
damper. The current minimum setpoint may not meet the current
ventilation code as set in the International Mechanical Code.
• The split system in the IT room does not have a pan to catch coil
condensate if the condensate pump fails.
• The split system units above the loading dock are not seismically braced,
which would be required if they handle data related to an “Essential
Facility.”

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by the serving utility.
Service is routed underground to CT enclosure that is part of the Main
Distribution Panel (MDP) located in the main electrical room.
• Distribution – 480V: Power distribution is provided by at 480Y/277V
and 208Y/120V. A 2000 amp Westinghouse MDP is located in the main
electrical room, the MDP uses fused switches for feeders. Distribution to
480/277V branch panel is through conduit and 480/277V branch panel
area located throughout the building in mechanical space and dedicated
electrical closets in the office areas.
• Distribution – 208V: 208V power is provided thru small dry type
transformers feeding a branch panelboard(s), typically located at the
electrical closets at the perimeter of the office areas. Feeders are conduit
and wire. Panel are located in electrical closets and mechanical rooms.

General Condition:
• Service: The high voltage service feed (primary and transformers) are the
responsibility of the utility.
• Distribution – 480V: The 1980 service distribution equipment is in good
condition and has 1 space available using the 6 main rule. Branch panels
appear in good condition.
• Distribution – 208V: (208V equipment and distribution condition similar
to 480V).

Code Issues
• Distribution 480V: Dry type transformers are located above the ceilings
and would need to be checked to see if code required clearance has
been maintained.
• Distribution 208V: None.
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Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: The building does not have a central emergency
power source. The original building design provided for a ‘tap ahead of
the main’ which feeds a dedicated branch panelboard. Additional backup
power is provided by point of use uninterruptable power supply (UPS) that
feeds a small branch panelboard located in the main electrical room.
This small panelboard feeds the emergency loads, such as the fire alarm
system. Emergency lighting is provided with built in battery packs.

General Condition:
• Source: Point of use UPS units appear to be newer and in good condition.
Units would need to be tested to see if they meet the required 90 minutes
of backup time. A written record of testing and maintenance of UPS
system is required per code. Analysis would be required to see if system
meets required breaker selective coordination for emergency systems.
• Distribution: Separate wiring system is usable for NEC 700 Emergency
power branch wiring.

Code Issues:
• Source: Testing records and selective breaker coordination is required
under NEC.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Site and exposed parking lumiaires are pole
mounted HIDs. Spacing looks appropriate for uniform coverage of the
areas.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Interior illumination is provided with a
variety of luminaire types and sources (recessed, suspended, track,
linear indirect). Most have been retroffited with electronic ballasts and
T8 lamps. Throughout the office areas a 2x2 parabolic troffer is used.
Lighting levels seem adequate. Further analysis would be required to see
if current Oregon energy code levels for light wattage are being met.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Selected lights have been provided with battery
backup built into the fixture. Further analysis would be required to see
if spacing of the luminaries will provide the required 1FC illumination
for Path of Egress (POE), and if egress pathways are changed in the
future luminaires would need to be relocated. Test would be required to
determine if units meet the required 90 minutes of backup time and are
still functional.
• Control: Exterior lighting control is provided by a networked lighting
timeclock control system (24hr/day, no weekend bypass). Interior lighting
is also controlled by the same time clock system. A few occupancy
sensors are present in select rooms. Interior office areas are controlled
via low voltage switches located in the electrical closets.
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General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Luminaires appear to be in good condition.
Fittings and bases complete.
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires in good condition.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.
• Control: none.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: None.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Luminaires do not have seismic restraint
supports (observed in the office areas).
• Exit/Path of Egress: Distribution of luminaires to meet require 1FC of
egress illumination would need to be checked.
• Control: None.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: The fire alarm system is an addressable Silent Knight system
recently installed. Initiating devices consist of manual pull stations
(corridors, exits), detectors (ceiling mounted, corridors, mechanical
spaces) and duct detectors (HVAC units). Notification consists of strobes
bell/strobes in corridors and general public spaces. Remote annunciators
have been provided at the front and rear building entry doors.
• Telecom: The telecom system is remaining from the last tenant, cabling
and infrastructure would need to be analyzed further to determine if
adequate.

General Condition:
• Fire Alarm: Fire Alarm system is new and in good condition. A building
wide survey would need to be performed to determine if coverage is
adequate and may depend upon usage of vacant areas.
• Telecom: see above.

Code Issues:
• Fire Alarm: There may be coverage issues, occupancy of building may be
changed in future and analysis of fire alarm system coverage would be
needed.
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Owner:
City of Lake Oswego
Building Name: West End Building
Address:
4101 Kruse Way
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97035
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Roofing Consultant Report - PRC
WEST END BUILDING
Area D
Area C

Area B
Area A

A

ROOF AREAS:

B

C

D

BUILDING USE:

Offices

Deck

Mechanical Well

Main Entrance

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Metal Deck

Galvanized Steel
Pan

Metal Deck

Concrete

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

PVC Single Ply
Membrane

Asphalt BUR

PVC Single Ply with
Elastomeric Coating

Elastomeric
Coating

NOTES:

Single Ply
membrane installed
over existing asphalt
BUR without overlay
board. Many details
are high
maintenance.

Membrane
performing well for
its age. Drainage
system below pavers
is failing resulting in
ponding water
conditions.

Existing membrane is
not secured to exterior
wall at all locations.
Membrane details are
sealant dependant.
Coating system in
good condition.

Membrane is
failing at numerous
location. New
deck coating
system membrane
required.

10 - 12 years

5 - 8 years

3 - 6 years

Failing

Repair

Repair

Repair

Replace

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:
NEXT ACTION:

PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
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1.01

1.02

Photo of a non-compliment detail where the
membrane is secured over existing wall flashings
rather than behind the wall flashing.

1.03

Existing aggregate over existing membrane telegraphs
through membrane surface due to missing overlay
board.

1.04

Sheet metal coping flashings have received
numerous repairs and do not utilize any slope
resulting in ponding conditions.

1.05

1.06

Mechanical well roof areas utilize minimal
securement
and
will
require
substantial
modifications when roof replacement occurs.
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Deck membrane is in good working condition, however;
the exterior deck components require substantial
detailing to provide a weathertight performance.

Photo of existing failing deck coating on main entrance.
Additional investigations are recommended to the
existing structural components below.
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Conclusions
Area A:
The roof membrane was installed below industry standards and requires
numerous repairs and continued maintenance to avoid future leaks within
the roof assembly. The new single ply roof membrane was installed utilizing a
polyester slip sheet that was laid over the existing asphalt built-up roof system
with aggregate surfacing in lieu of a required cover board. This method of
installation does not meet current building code requirements and is likely to age
the roof assembly at an accelerated rate. Many details are sealant dependant
and are installed in non-weatherlapped condition. This roof system will require
ongoing monitoring and maintenance to avoid future water intrusion.

Area B:
The asphalt built-up roof system located below the brick pavers and sand
base is performing well at this time; however, the drainage system requires
some maintenance due to its slow drainage during heavy rain events. Existing
flashings are showing signs of age and require maintenance and repairs to
extend their service life.

Area C:
The mechanical well roof areas utilize a PVC roof membrane with an elastomeric
coating system that is performing well with isolated securement failures to the
perimeter securement system of the PVC roof membrane.

Area D:
The main entrance traffic coating system is failing at numerous locations and
requires replacement in the immediate future. The structural components
appear to have received water damage for an extended period of time and
should be evaluated to assure the structural components of the entrance bridge
are in good working order.
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Environmental Consultant Report - Apex
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Westend Building. The building was two story building with several
large office spaces and a kitchen and cafeteria/dining area. The primary
materials of the investigation were Asbestos Containing Building Materials
(ACBM), Lead Containing Paint, mercury containing fixtures and potential
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

Photo 1: View of suspect ceiling texture
in the dining room area.

Photo 2: View of suspect vinyl floor tile
in the bathroom area.

The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. The building is a large concrete and metal/
wood framed structure. No sampling of suspect materials were conducted at the
site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey. All materials were
found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials in good condition
do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the presence of the
asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there may be asbestos
containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or other inaccessible
areas.
Suspect vinyl tile flooring was found in a restroom and teen room areas (1,200
SF). Gray window sealant on roof skylights was found (24 ea (5x5 windows)).
Ceiling texture in the dining room areas was observed (3,600 SF). Gypsum
wallboard/joint compound was observed at the site and tests positive in some
cases. Fireproofing was indentified in the Boiler room areas and is reportedly is
not asbestos containing. Wallboard is located throughout the facility. Roofing at
the site has many layers and is suspect to contain asbestos.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations. Light fixtures at the site appear to be newer in style
and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however older fixtures may
still contain these materials and should be verified during demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates abatement of potential hazardous materials will vary
widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from $
30,000-100,000 for the Westend Building.
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Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site
• None identified

Code / Building
• Fire, life, safety upgrades are required for assembly uses at the west wing
including fire alarms, strobes, emergency lighting and egress hardware.
• Future proposed uses of building may require additional code upgrades.

Accessibility
• Occupied areas of the building have accessibility improvements. A single
occupancy fully ADAAG accessible toilet room is provided in the east wing
on both floors. Public restrooms are spacious but do not have accessible
entries, stalls or lavatories.
• Stairs do not have the required handrail extensions.
• An elevator provides access from floor to floor but requires assistance to
operate.

Other Architectural Items
• Elevator was intended for freight and is not designed for public use.
• Exterior brick spandrel panels show signs of water intrusion. Several
weeps are blocked with moss. Steel lintels show signs of rust in several
locations. Further investigation should be made to determine if water
intrusion has caused other damage.
• Exterior brick frames have signs of water damage on the bottom plaster
surface.
• Under surface of bridge shows signs of water intrusion.
• Window wall systems are aged and are not thermally isolated for
improved thermal performance.
• Skylight system and glazing are aged. Several units have lost their
seals and the system is not thermally isolated for improved thermal
performance.
• Carpet is worn and in need of replacement
• 5’ x 5’ acoustical ceiling tile are no longer manufactured and are not
properly seismically braced

Structural
• Vertical cracks in brick veneer appear in several locations. Further
investigation should be made to determine the cause and repair options.
• Rusting lintels indicate areas where water has entered the exterior wall
assembly. Further investigations should be made to determine if there
has been structural damage.

Plumbing
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADAAG or low-flow requirements of the
current code
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Fire Protection
• No deficiencies observed
• Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
• Air handlers are in good condition but have exceeded their typical life
expectancy. Units of this type typically have an operational life of 20 to 25
years. Existing units are 30+ years old.
• Replacement of chiller is being negotiated at the time of this report.
• Air handler shafts were not grounded when variable speed drives (VFD)
were installed and will cause bearings to fail prematurely.
• Ventilation levels should be verified for defined use of space. Existing
system may not provide current code required ventilation depending on
final use.

Electrical
• Light fixtures mounted in 5’-0” ceiling panels are not structurally tied or
seismically braced.
• Further study is required to determine if point of use UPS units provide
the required 90 minute coverage.

Roof
• New single ply roof was installed over existing roof assembly. Moist
areas of the insulation were removed and replaced prior to installation
of the new roof system. New system includes moisture vents to allow
any trapped moisture to escape. Original gravel cap was not removed. A
protection fabric was used in place of protection board.
• Roof flashing of the brick frames appears to be leaking.
• Surface of bridge is worn and showing signs of failure.

Environmental
Additional testing should be completed prior to major renovation or demolition.
Suspect materials that should be further tested include the following items:
• Asbestos @ tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos @ gray duct sealant
• Asbestos @ asphalt built-up-roofing

Recommended Further Investigations
Full Code Review
• Final or intended use
• Temporary uses as identified
Remediation Analysis Report
• Full evaluation of the existing building similar to the 2007 Remediation
Report developed for the City Hall.
• Structural Investigation to review cause of cracks in masonry and rusting
lintels
• Accessibility Study to indentify non-code compliant features
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• Restroom access, clearance, fixtures and mounting heights
• Handrail extensions
• Door hardware
• Additional hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials listed above
• Air flow testing to verify required air flows
• Study to determine if point-of-use UPS units provide the required 90
minute coverage.

Cost Forecast:

H & A Construction

H & A Construction: Forecast
of Construction
Costs
FORECAST
OF CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
Project:
Owner:
Date:

West End Building
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. Upgrades for Occupancy of the West Wing for Assembly Uses
1. Alarms, strobes and exit lights
2. Emergency lighting
3. Door hardware upgrades
B. Replace Elevator
1. Upgrade elevator
2. Replace elevator
C. Full ADAAG Upgrades
1. Full renovation of 4 public restrooms
2. Handrail extensions
3. ADAAG/egress hardware
D. Resurfacing of Bridge
1. Remove existing coating to expose concrete substrate
2. Remove existing flashing
3. Install new waterproof coating and flashing system for water tight installation
E. Repair of Roof Flashing and Plaster Surfacing at Brick Frames
1. Remove existing flashing at masonry frames and at perimeter of cooling
2. Repair any damage caused by water intrusion
3. Install new flashing with standing seams
4. Repair plaster surface and repaint as required
F. Seismically Stabilize Light Fixtures at 5'-0" Ceiling Tiles
1. Add straps and braces to light fixtures
G. Replace Existing 5' x 5' Suspended Ceiling and Lighting
1. New 24" x 24" grid and tile
2. New direct/indirect linear light fixtures
H. Full Seismic Upgrade for Assembly Occupancy Based on KPFF Report
1. Seismic upgrade for assembly occupancy
I. Full Seismic Upgrade for "Essential Facilities" Designation Based on
1. Seismic upgrade for essential facilities
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LOW
AMOUNT

HIGH
AMOUNT

82,000
246,000
46,000
17,000
90,000
557,000
14,000
18,000
9,000
3,000
33,000
17,000
22,000

100,000
265,000
67,000
25,000
100,000
729,000
20,000
24,000
13,000
4,000
44,000
22,000
25,000

54,000

67,000

41,000
41,000
292,000
573,000
655,000
1,309,000

58,000
58,000
332,000
746,000
994,000
1,656,000
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Space Program Assessment
Parks & Recreation currently occupies approximately 23,343 square feet within
the West End Building for indoor recreation programs. This includes a significant
amount of restrooms and building support space based on the assembly
occupancy type of community-type gathering spaces.
All program requirements for Parks & Recreation administration offices are
addressed under the City Hall section of this report. This department moved
from City Hall to the West End Building Spring 2007 due to space constraints
within City Hall. In the future, Parks & Recreation offices would either be located
within City Hall or as part of a future community center.

Existing Program Deficiencies
The current space for indoor recreation programs functions well for current
program uses.

Future Space Program Requirements
Previous studies and surveys indicate a need or desire for other types of
recreation programs such as aquatics, ball courts, fitness and exercise areas
that would be combined in an intergenerational community center. A recent
plan for a community center was developed that included these and other
community-use spaces.

Parking
Current parking availability at the West End Building exceeds the current needs
of Parks & Recreation. Parking is provided to serve the entire building, though
only a portion of the building is currently occupied. The number of spaces used
by Parks and Recreation for assembly occupancy is higher than would be for
commercial office space. If all program spaces were in use simultaneously, the
number of parking spaces needed would be significant. The existing surface
parking lot would probably meets most or all of these needs.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
Built in 1974. Reroofed in 1993.

Building Size
31,180 SF

Current Use
The Indoor Tennis Center, located in Springbrook Park, is operated by the City’s
Parks & Recreation Department and offers four indoor tennis courts for public
use. The facility hosts special activities such as City League and USTA play,
Tiny Tot Tennis, competitive and social ladders, Special Olympic Training, and a
summer youth program. The center averages 85% use capacity during the fall
and winter season.

Hours of Operation
The Center is open year round, seven days a week. Courts are available from
6:00 AM to 10:00 PM daily. The Center is staffed Monday-Friday 10:00 AM to
8:00 PM, Saturdays 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM and Sundays 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
Single story pre-engineered steel frame with slab on grade foundation / floor.
Steel wall and ceiling framing.

Exterior Design / Materials
Metal wall and roof panels.

Interior Design / Materials
Exterior walls are lined with plastic scrim over wall insulation. Additional vinyl
curtains are hung between the steel frame columns. Ceilings are lined with
vinyl scrim over insulation. Courts are enclosed with vinyl and screen curtains
approximately 12’-0” in height.

Zoning
PNA – Park and Natural Area with RC Overlay District. Strict development
limitations imposed by original purchase agreement.

Occupancy Designation
A3 – Assembly (w/o spectator seating)

Summary of General Building Conditions
The Indoor Tennis Center is in fair condition and is actively used. The major
deficiencies are accessibility and adequate support spaces for staff and
community members. Expansion of building and parking is not allowed due to
restrictions in the city development code.
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Structural Consultant Report - KPFF
Building Description
The tennis center is a pre-manufactured metal building made by Varco Pruden
as evidenced by the VP symbol on the ridge of the building. The original design
drawings were made available for review and are dated 1974.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of distress in
the metal building frame. It appears that the roof does have some minor wind
damage and may require some maintenance. Additionally it appeared that the
gutter on the back side of the building was likely clogged and should be cleared
to ensure that leaking does not occur on the interior of the building.

Seismic Resisting Lateral System
The lateral resisting system consists of X-braced tie rods in the long direction
and steel frames in the short direction. Current code level seismic forces are
higher than those the building was designed for in 1974. The building weight is
light enough that it is possible wind loads would control the lateral design of the
building, but the building would not meet current code prescribed seismic forces.

Recommendations
A seismic hazards investigation should be performed to assess the seismic
condition of the building and recommend seismic improvements to the building
as required.

Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water system consists of an
electric water heater, located above the toilet rooms.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are vintage original construction.

General Condition:
• The domestic hot and cold water piping is largely galvanized pipe and is
not expected to have a long service life.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional in good shape.

Code Issues:
• The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.

Fire Protection Systems
Description: The building is sprinkled with dry-type heads.
General Condition: Good.
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The tennis courts are ventilation only, with large propeller exhaust fans at
the north and south ends of the building. Motorized outside air louvers
on the east and west sides of the building are to open when the fans
operate.
• A small Carrier split system heat pump was added to provide heating and
air conditioning to the main entry office and toilet rooms.

General Condition:
The exhaust fans appear to be operational. The motorized outside air louvers
are not working. They were closed when the fans were on, making the building
negatively pressurized.

Code Issues: None noted.

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by serving utility. Service
is routed underground to the distribution panel located at the level 1
electrical room.
• Distribution – 208V: Power distribution is provided at 208/120. A 600
amp main distribution panel (MDP) with a built-in CT enclosure has four
feeder breakers to the branch panelboards. The MDP has room for 2
future main breakers using the 6 main rule. Panels have adequate spare
breakers.

General Condition:
• Service: The service feed are the responsibility of the utility which ends at
the level 1 CT enclosure.
• Distribution – 208V: The electrical equipment is all original, same
vintage as the building. Replacement breakers are still readily available
for the Cutler-Hammer panels. A few spare breakers are available in the
branch panelboards.

Code Issues:
• Service: None.
• Distribution: None.

Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: Branch Panelboard ‘E’ is connected before the main
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at the MDP and provides power to the exit lights, smoke detector panel
and heaters.

General Condition:
• Distribution: Panel is in good condition and replacement breakers are
readily available.

Code Issues:
• Source: Tap before main emergency power source is not allowed per the
current NEC. Battery backup would need to be provided for egress lighting
(central inverter or built in battery packs).

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Most of the lighting is fluorescent and has
been retrofit to use T8 and compact fluorescent lamps. The fixtures over
the courts are reported to have been upgraded about 8 years ago. Tennis
court light fixture ballasts were recently replaced with electronic ballasts.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Exit signs with built-in battery packs are the only
emergency provisions.
• Control: Interior spaces are controlled with wall switches and central
lighting contactors in the main electrical room.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires are same age as building, and are
in good condition. New electronic ballasts have recently been installed in
all tennis court light fixtures.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: none.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: none.
• Exit/Path of Egress: none.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: Fire alarm system is present, used to monitor sprinkler water
flow only and provide annunciation.
• Telecom: No issues.

General Condition:
• Fire Alarm: fire alarm system is in good condition.
• Telecom: no issues.

Code Issues:
• Fire Alarm: None.
• Telecom: None.
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5 I ndoor City
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s COswego
enter Facilities Assessm ent
of Lake
Building Name: Tennis Center
Address:
2900 Diane Drive
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97035

Roofing Consultant Report - PRC
TENNIS CENTER
Area A

Area B

A

ROOF AREAS:
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B

BUILDING USE:

Tennis Courts

Office and Bathrooms

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Metal roof panels

Metal roof panels

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Trapezoidal Structural Roof Panels

Trapezoidal Structural Roof Panels

NOTES:

Roof system is showing signs of age, and
movement has occurred to many of the roof
system elements.. Possible wind damage
has occurred at the south roof edge.

This roof area was not accessible,
however; typical systems of this age
require maintenance particularly at the
roof penetrations.

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:

8 - 10 years

8 - 10 years

NEXT ACTION:

Repair

Repair
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Closer view of gutter support disconnected from the
roof panel.

Photo of a view of the roof system from the main
entrance. Many of the gutter securement brakets
have become dislodged from their intended
position.

1.03

1.04

Several downspout connections to the ground water
drainage system have become dislodged and are
not controlling drainage as designed.

Distant view of potential wind damage of roof system at
roof edge.
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Environmental Consultant Report - APEX
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Tennis Center building. The building was metal-framed with one
level with a small office/bathroom area and the remainder of the building tennis
courts. The primary materials of the investigation were Asbestos Containing
Building Materials (ACBM), Lead Containing Paint, mercury containing fixtures
and potential polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey.
All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials
in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the
presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there may
be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or other
inaccessible areas. Roofing at the site is was metal with no felt underlayment
and therefore is not suspect to contain asbestos. No suspect piping or other
suspect insulations were identified during the inspection.
One types of suspect vinyl floor tile were found in the bathroom and main entry
areas (200 SF). Suspect fire doors were observed at the site (6 each). Gypsum
wallboard/joint compound was observed at the site and tests positive in some
cases. Wallboard is located throughout office area of the facility.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations due to mercury content. Light fixtures at the site appear
to be newer in style and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however
older fixtures may still contain these materials and should be verified during
demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurring at the site. This survey is not intended to
be comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates for abatement of potential hazardous materials will
vary widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from
$1,000-$2,000 for the Tennis Center.
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Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site:
The Lake Oswego City Charter prohibits the center from expanding the building
footprint or parking area.

Code / Building:
There are five points of egress from the Center providing adequate exit width and
exiting distance. Further delineation of exits should be developed due to court
nets and screened enclosures.

Accessibility:
The Center does not meet the ADAAG requirements in several areas including
but not limited to; level change at main entry without ramp, door hardware and
clearances, restroom size, access and fixtures.

Other Architectural Items:
• Mechanical room doors are damaged and are in need of replacement.
• Court floors will require resurfacing within the next year and
approximately every five years thereafter.

Structural:
Seismic code requirements have significantly increased since the original date of
construction. There is no lateral force resistive system. The building could suffer
significant damage in a moderate seismic event. Seismic upgrade should be
implemented.

Plumbing:
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADA or low-flow requirements of the
current code
• Galvanized pipe used for water distribution is aged and approaching the
end of its service life

Fire Protection:
Dry type fire sprinklers. No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC):
Motorized louvers are not functioning

Electrical:
There is no emergency back-up lighting

Roof:
Damaged roof panels on south eave line

Environmental:
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos at tile and vinyl flooring
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Asbestos at fire doors
• Asbestos at gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Asbestos at asphalt BUR roofing
• Lead Paint at painted surfaces

Recommended Further Investigations
Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s
A seismic hazards investigation / lateral load analysis

Cost Forecast:

H & A Construction
FORECAST
OF CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
H & A Construction: Forecast
of Construction
Costs
Project:
Owner:
Date:

Indoor Tennis Center
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. Full ADA Upgrades
1. New concrete ramp to main entry with pipe railing
2. Renovate existing public restroom into two accessible single occupancy
3. Replace door hardware to meet egress and ADA requirements
B. Provide Emergency Lighting
1. Retrofit existing light fixtures with battery packs
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LOW
AMOUNT
30,000
87,000
6,000
27,000

HIGH
AMOUNT
37,000
106,000
7,000
29,000
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Space Program Assessment
The most significant program deficiencies for the Indoor Tennis Center, without
expanding program offerings, include the current non-compliance with ADA code
requirements and the lack of restroom, locker, and shower facilities. Additionally,
the current facility has an insufficient amount of space to accommodate
additional program offerings which Parks & Recreation staff indicates there is a
public demand for.

Existing Program Deficiencies
The existing Indoor Tennis Center facility has a number of significant deficiencies
that affect current program offerings. These include the following:
• The facility was not designed to meet American Disability Act (ADA)
accessibility and clearance requirements. It is currently non-compliant
with current ADA code.
• At 50 square feet for each of two restrooms, these facilities are
inadequate to meet the needs of the users and are not ADA compliant.
There are also an insufficient number of lavatory and toilet fixtures to
meet code requirements for such a facility.
• Showers are not provided.
• A changing room and lockers are not provided.
• Accommodations for families are not provided.
• The size of the equipment storage room is inadequate.
• The number of tennis courts is insufficient to meet current demand.
• Existing facility cannot readily accommodate serving of meals and
celebrations associated with tennis events and groups. There is a current
demand for such facilities.
• The current tennis courts do not have a dedicated area for spectators,
which, besides poor viewing opportunities, can also be a safety problem.
• The existing reception and lobby area is undersized to function
appropriately.
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Future Space Program Requirements
Based on usage statistics and the consistent waiting list for court availability, the
Parks & Recreation Department has determined that there is a strong market
demand for an expanded tennis facility that includes additional tennis courts
and support space to facilitate team events. While the majority of this demand is
based on the current population, the city’s anticipated future population growth
(from 36,000 to 50,000) would help ensure that an expanded facility would
continue to be fully utilized.
The following new or expanded program spaces would improve the capacity to
serve the public:
• (4) additional indoor tennis courts
• (2) new outdoor “bubbled” tennis courts
• Merchandise retailing
• Banquet, kitchen, and spectator viewing area
• Additional storage
• Expanded reception, lobby, and staff areas
• Expanded restroom, shower, locker, and changing facilities, including a
dedicated family changing room
To accommodate the above additional program spaces, it is projected that the
facility would need to grow from 28,288 square feet to 71,239 square feet
in the future. These possible additional program spaces will be given further
consideration as part of an update to the City’s Comprehensive Plan for parks
and recreation services.

Parking
The current surface parking lot adequately supports the existing facility.
Additional program space will increase parking requirements. Further evaluation
of parking needs would be needed at that time.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
1995

Building Size
11,128 SF

Current Use
The Main Fire Station (Station 214), located in the city’s northeast region,
provides fire response services including fire safety inspection and enforcement,
fire prevention and suppression, and public education and information.
Ambulance service is currently provided by a private company. Fire response
services must be dispersed based on geography and population area to meet
the goal of reaching 90% of fire, rescue, and medical emergencies in six minutes
or less, 24 hours a day. The Lake Oswego Fire Department also provides
contracted services to several areas outside of the city of Lake Oswego, including
Lake Grove, Alto Park, and Riverdale-Dunthorpe.
Station 214 is staffed by both fire crews and administrative staff. The public
lobby also includes an interpretive / display area highlighting the history of local
fire protection. A 1923 GM fire truck and historic fire bell are on display. The large
conference room also serves as the EOC during local emergency events.

Hours of Operation
Fire protection is provided year round, 24-hours a day, seven days a week. Fire
administration and inspection hours are Monday – Friday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
Two story structure with ‘jumbo’ brick, CMU and wood frame walls on concrete
stem walls and slab-on-grade at the first floor. Main framing is a combination of
steel and glu-lam beams with open web floor joists, wood frame interior walls
and roof structure. Timber trusses at engine bays with wood framing.

Exterior Design / Materials:
Brick with aluminum windows and doors. Teak windows and infill panels at
second level bay window above main entry. Composition roofing at sloped roofs,
metal roof panels at tower and single ply membrane at flat roof areas. North roof
terrace has new fluid applied surfacing.

Interior Design / Materials
Ceramic tile flooring at interpretive / lobby. Carpet and sheet vinyl in offices and
crew quarters. Exposed concrete at engine bays and support areas. Painted
gypsum wallboard is the typical interior wall finish. Doors are solid wood with
clear finish. Suspended acoustical ceiling in offices and crew quarters with
painted wallboard in service areas.
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Zoning
PF – Public Functions Zone

Occupancy Designation
B – Office

Special Requirements
Essential Facilities for Emergency Operations

Summary of General Building Conditions
The Main Fire Station is in good overall condition. The major deficiencies are
associated with the roofing and flashing.

Structural Consultant Report - KPFF
Building Description
The fire station was built in 1994. Structural drawings were made available for
our review. It appears that the building was designed to meet the requirements
of the 1991 UBC.
The roof above the garage area is framed with timber trusses with infill 2x12
joists at 24” o.c. and overlaid with 5/8” plywood sheathing. The roof over the
office and dorm area is framed with wood trusses and wood joists. Joists and
girders are supported by clay masonry and CMU bearing and shear walls. The
second floor is framed with steel wide flange beam girders and steel open web
joist overlaid with 2 ½” of concrete topping over 1 ½” metal floor deck. Walls
and columns are supported by spread footings and continuous wall footings.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of structural
damage or distress and the building appeared to be in good condition.

Seismic Lateral Resisting System
The lateral system of the building is clay masonry shearwalls with a CMU wall
along the back wall of the engineer bay. It is not noted on the drawings that the
building was designed for the increased importance factor as required by the
building code for essential facilities. However, it is assumed that the building was
designed for the increased importance factor in order to be approved by the City
Building Department as an essential facility. Based upon a comparison of the
1991 UBC to the 2006 IBC, the lateral loads are comparable however there is
a discrepancy in the importance factor. The 1991 UBC has a 1.25 importance
factor on essential facilities but the 2006 IBC has a 1.5 importance factor. This
corresponds to an approximate 25% increase in the seismic design lateral
forces. We feel that the building would probably perform adequately in a seismic
event but would not meet the requirements of an essential facility as prescribed
by the current code.
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Recommendations
A seismic hazards investigation of the building could be performed and seismic
upgrade recommendations provided to bring the building up to current code for
an essential facility.

Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced by a single
120-gallon gas water heater located on the upper level.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are the original units – tank type water closets
and urinals with flush valves.

General Condition:
• The domestic water piping copper pipe and is in good shape.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional and in good shape.

Code Issues:
• The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.
• Cold water piping near the water heater is not insulated.
• Backflow devices not seen on the building water where hoses connected.

Fire Protection Systems
Description:
The building has a wet sprinkler system throughout. Fire water service is
provided in the engine bay to fill pumper engines.

General Condition: Good.
Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building served by five Carrier 48TJE series package rooftop units
with gas heat located on the roof.
• Roof mounted exhaust fans are used to exhaust toilet rooms, cooking
spaces and the engine bay.
• Gas fired radiant heater is used in the engine bay.
• A small Fujitsu split system provides cooling for the IT room.
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General Condition:
• The package rooftop units appear to be well maintained and functional.
• There are complaints regarding the situation of occupants opening
windows when sleeping. If the room that has the thermostat also has the
window open, others occupants on the system are adversely affected.
Package single zone units are prone to this condition, which is not an
equipment problem. Sub-zoning is possible using a “VVT” dampers in the
duct to each room. However, there is still a master thermostat control, so
the problem may be reduced, but not completely go away.

Code Issues: None noted.

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by serving utility. Service
is routed underground and within walls to the main distribution panel
located at the level 2 electrical room.
• Distribution – 208V: Power distribution is provided by at 208Y/120V.
A 600 amp Square-D I-Line distribution panel is located in the level 1
electrical room with feeds to three branch panelboards. The MDP does
not have a main breaker and is using the 6 main breaker rule, currently
only three feeder breakers are installed, leaving three breaker spaces for
future use. The four branch panelboards are also located in the level 2
electrical room.

General Condition:
• Service: The service feed are the responsibility of the utility which ends at
the basement level CT enclosure which is an integral part of the MDP. No
issues noted.
• Distribution – 208V: The electrical equipment is all original, same
vintage as the building and is in good condition and new breakers are
readily available. The MDP is using 3 feeders breakers has 3 spaces
available for future feeder breakers. The branch panelboards all have
some spares spare breakers available for future. The building is using
copper conductors with THHN insulation throughout, no issues.

Code Issues:
• Service: None.
• Distribution 208V: None.

Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: The building uses a diesel engine generator set
located in covered shelter at the building exterior. The fuel tank is a
sub-base. There is one automatic transfer switch (ATS) located in the
lower level with a service disconnect, which feeds the branch panelboard
‘E’ located on level 1. Branch panelboard ‘E’ also subfeeds branch
panelboard ‘E2’.
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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General Condition:
• Source: diesel generator appears to be regularly tested, maintained and
in good condition.
• Distribution: branch panelboard ‘E’ and ATS are in good condition, Spare
circuit breaker location is available in the branch panelboards.

Code Issues:
• Source: None.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Spacing looks appropriate for uniform
coverage of the areas. Mounted to building exterior and parking lot.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Interior illumination is provided with a variety
of luminaire types, the most common being a recessed 2x2 troffer with
a prismatic lens. Most of the interior lighting uses a fluorescent lamp
source using T8 or compact type lamp.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Most of the lighting throughout the building is
connected to the emergency power source.
• Control: Interior spaces have wall switch control, most single level
control. No occupancy sensors.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: Luminaires appear to be in good condition.
Fittings and bases complete.
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires in good condition, most spaces
are well lit. Lighting at the fire truck museum area has been retro fit with
screw in fluorescent floods, lighting distribution is not optimal.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: none.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: none.
• Exit/Path of Egress: none.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: The fire alarm system is a zoned Pryotronics panel. Panel and
components have been upgraded and are in good condition. Initiating
devices consist of manual pull stations (corridors, exits), smoke detectors
(ceiling mounted, corridors, mechanical spaces). Notification consists of
strobes bell/strobes in corridors and general public spaces.
• Telecom: The main telecom rack is located in the level 2 electrical room
and has a fiber connection to the City Hall system.
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General Condition:
• Fire Alarm: Fire Alarm system is newer and in good condition.
• Telecom: telecom system appears new and well maintained.



Code
Issues:



• Fire Alarm: None.
Owner:

City of Lake Oswego

Address:

300 B Avenue
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97034

•Building
Telecom:Name:
None.Main Fire Station

Roofing Consultant Report - PRC
MAIN FIRE STATION

Area D

Area A
Area C

Area B

ROOF AREAS:

A

BUILDING USE:

Upper Roof of Fire
Station

Lower Roof of Fire
Station

Upper Perimeter Roof
of Fire Station

Deck

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Plywood sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

Metal Deck.

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Single ply EP
membrane
Manufactured by
Stevens Roofing.

Single ply EP
membrane
Manufactured by
Stevens Roofing.

Laminated Fiberglass
Asphalt Shingles

Epoxy Deck
Coating

NOTES:

Membrane has
disbonded at edge
metal detail. Extra
precaution must
be taken with roof
traffic.

Many leaks have
occurred due to
improperly installed
counter flashings at
brick veneer.

Shingles are
performing well.
Drainage areas are
difficult to access and
are plugged from
debris in areas.

Repairs have been
installed over the
original membrane.
The repairs were
not installed
correctly and may
result in continued
failures until
replaced.

6 - 8 years

Failing

6 - 8 years

Failing

Repair

Repair

Maintain

Replace

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:
NEXT ACTION:

B
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Area A: this roof area is performing well, however;
repairs are required at edge metal termination..

1.03

Photo of lower roof area where leaks are occurring at
surface mounted counter flashings at the brick veneer
substrates and where the coping flashings terminate to
the exterior walls.

1.04

Area B: Roof is performing well for its age. Gutters and
downspouts of the steep slope roof areas require
maintenance to repair impeded drainage.

Closer view of failing surface mounted counter
flashing where repairs have been attempted since
construction.

1.05

1.06

Area D: Photo of deck area. Repairs have been
performed in an effort to control leaks and remove
ponding water. The repairs have been installed
incorrectly and will require complete replacement.
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Area D: Photo of roof feature adjacent to deck.
Investigations revealed substantial leaks within feature.
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Environmental Consultant Report - APEX
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Main Fire Station building. The building was wood-framed with
two levels an upper living area and a main level with showroom for antique fire
truck and offices and meeting rooms for staff level. The primary materials of
the investigation were Asbestos Containing Building Materials (ACBM), Lead
Containing Paint, mercury containing fixtures and potential polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey.
All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials
in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the
presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there may
be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or other
inaccessible areas. Roofing at the site is built up roofing that was reportedly
recently installed however; the surface should be presumed to contain asbestos
until empirical sampling proves otherwise. No suspect piping or other suspect
insulations were identified during the inspection.

Photo 1: View of suspect sheet flooring
storage room

Photo 2: View of suspect vinyl floor
tile/mastic ground floor southeast
entry.

Four types of suspect sheet flooring were found in the bathroom, kitchen/dining,
lunchroom and workout room areas (1,400 SF). Suspect vinyl floor tile/mastic
was identified in the back office hallways (350 SF). Suspect lay-in ceiling tile
(800 SF) were identified in various locations at the site. Gypsum wallboard/joint
compound was observed at the site and tests positive in some cases. Wallboard
is located throughout the facility.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations due to mercury content. Light fixtures at the site appear
to be newer in style and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however
older fixtures may still contain these materials and should be verified during
demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates for abatement of potential hazardous materials will
vary widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from
$9,000-$30,000 for the Main Fire Station.
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Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site:
No site items identified.

Code / Building:
No major code deficiencies were identified.

Accessibility:
• First floor public areas are assessable including a code compliant toilet
room.
• Half flight of stairs between the office area and the engine bays.
• No elevator access to crew quarters on second floor.
• Second floor hardware does not meet accessibility requirements.
• Crew restrooms do not meet accessibility requirements.

Other Architectural Items:
Teak windows and infill panels are weathered and could use cleaning and
sealing.

Structural:
Building may not meet current seismic code requirements for an essential
facility.

Plumbing:
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADA or low-flow requirements of the
current code.
• It appears that there are no backflow devices at water hose connections.

Fire Protection:
No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC):
• Temperature variations caused by thermostat locations and operable
windows
• Interior office has poor air flow and temperature control

Electrical:
No major deficiencies observed

Roof:
• Single-ply membrane roofing at engine bay is failing due to improper
installation of perimeter flashing.
• Single-ply membrane roofing at crew quarters is disbonded at edge metal
detail.
• Metal roof panels and flashing at exterior tower and parapet wall appear
to be leaking.
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• Epoxy coating at roof deck is not installed correctly.
• Metal flashing at roof to masonry wall connection is surface applied and a
potential source of leakage.
• Drainage points in perimeter sloped roof are difficult to access and are
clogged with debris.

Environmental:
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos at tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos at ceiling tile
• Asbestos at gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Lead Paint at painted surfaces

Recommended Further Investigations
Essential Facilities Study
• Evaluate existing conditions relating to essential facilities requirements
including structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services
and access.
A seismic hazards investigation
Accessibility Study to identify non-code compliant features
• Restroom access, clearance and fixtures
• Counter and fixture heights
• Handrail extensions
• Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s
Air flow testing to verify required air flows
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Cost Forecast:

H & A Construction
H & A Construction: Forecast
of Construction
Costs
FORECAST
OF CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
Project:
Owner:
Date:

Main Fire Station 214
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION

LOW
AMOUNT

A. Full ADA Upgrades
1. Renovate crew quarters restrooms including all new plumbing fixtures
B. HVAC Upgrades
1. Provide sub-zoning of HVAC system at office/crew quarters. Use VVT
C. Repair Roof and Flashing
1. Replace single-ply roofing at engine bay and crew quarters
2. Repair metal roofing and flashing at roof deck/tower
3. Remove existing deck coating to concrete substrate. Remove existing
4. Repair metal flashing at roof to masonry wall connection as required to
D. Clean, Repair and Refinish Teak Window Assembly
1. Clean and refurbish teak wood components
2. Replace any damaged components
3. Reseal with UV resistant penetrating oil finish
E. ADD ELEVATOR
1. Holeless 2500 lb hydraulic elevator
2. Elevator pit, shaft and machine room

HIGH
AMOUNT

96,000
106,000
77,000
5,000
43,000
66,000
8,000
5,000
3,000
96,000
115,000

114,000
124,000
86,000
7,000
61,000
73,000
10,000
7,000
4,000
114,000
133,000

Space Program Assessment
Summary of Program Deficiencies and Future Needs
The apparatus bay currently accommodates 1 fire engine, 1 dive truck, 1
Battalion Chief response vehicle, and 1 reserve Battalion Chief response vehicle.
Two of the engine bays allow for drive-thru access while the other two allow for
single-sided access. The depth of the engine bays allow for standard fire engines
only. The Department’s ladder truck will not fit inside Station 214’s apparatus
bay. The crew’s living quarters are located on the 2nd floor with the exception of
the Battalion Chief’s office and bunk room which is located on the 1st floor.
An additional 577 square feet of space is required to resolve current minor space
deficiencies as noted below, expanding the existing 11,128 square foot facility to
11,705 square feet. Alternately, it may be possible to shift program requirements
to another station, if space is available.

Existing Program Deficiencies
While the facility generally functions well for the building’s users, the station has
some limitations and/or deficiencies including the following:
• Several program areas require additional space to meet the current
program needs. The existing storage, server, electrical, and exercise
rooms are undersized.
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• Station 214 is being fully utilized by current program functions, with
limited opportunities for growth within the building or on the site. Internal
growth can occur only by displacing current program to other stations.
The Battalion Chief Training officer was recently relocated to the Westlake
Fire Station (Station 210) so that the majority of training no longer occurs
at Station 214.
• The living accommodations for the fire crew are not designed to meet
American Disability Act (ADA) accessibility and clearance requirements.
There is no elevator to provide access to the second floor. While federal
law is currently under review to determine if an exception to the law
is appropriate for this occupancy type, this facility is currently noncompliant.
• The existing depth of the apparatus bays limits the ability to
accommodate oversized vehicles and prohibits flexibility as equipment
is replaced in the future. The drive thru apparatus bays cannot
accommodate an oversized ladder truck and the single door bays cannot
accommodate large trucks. The ability to relocate equipment between fire
stations is also limited.

Future Space Program Requirements
An additional 577 square feet of space will address current storage, server,
electrical, and exercise room space deficiencies. It does not address ADA
deficiencies. Existing apparatus bays are not expected to change in size, despite
current limitations.
The number of personnel is not projected to increase beyond the present level of
19 (4 response personnel per each of the 3 operational shifts, and 5 forty-hour
administrative positions) for Station 214 based on the population increase from
36,000 to 50,000.
To achieve additional space within Station 214, if required in the future, it may be
possible to relocate some of the administrative staff to another location.

Parking
With a total of 20 on-site parking spaces currently available, there are frequently
not enough spaces to meet the needs of the facility. Parking shortages occur
primarily as a result of functions being held within the EOC room and visitors
to the facility including business conducted with administrative staff. Parking
is further complicated by the transition of staff at shift change when there is a
duplication of staff vehicles for a brief period of time. An increase of 9 parking
spaces to serve the facility, for a total of 28, will alleviate these issues.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
1971

Building Size
5,463 SF

Current Use
The Lake Oswego South Shore Fire Station (Station 212), located in the city’s
southeast region, provides fire response services including fire safety inspection
and enforcement, fire prevention and suppression, and public education and
information. Ambulance service is currently provided by a private company. Fire
response services must be dispersed based on geography and population area
to meet the goal of reaching 90% of fire, rescue, and medical emergencies in
six minutes or less, 24 hours a day. The Lake Oswego Fire Department also
provides contracted services to several areas outside of the City of Lake Oswego,
including Lake Grove, Alto Park, and Riverdale-Dunthorpe.
Station 212 is the oldest of the four Lake Oswego fire stations. Currently there is
no administrative component at this station.

Hours of Operation
Fire protection is provided year round, 24-hours a day, seven days a week.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
One story structure with concrete block on concrete stem walls and slab on
grade. Interior walls and roof are wood framed.

Exterior Design / Materials
Stucco with aluminum windows and doors. Composition and metal panel roofing
at sloped roofs, APP torch applied roof at flat roof areas.

Interior Design / Materials
Carpet flooring at office and living area of crew quarters. Kitchen / Dining in
crew quarters has wood plank flooring system. Sheet vinyl flooring in restrooms.
Exposed concrete at engine bays and support areas. Painted concrete block is
the typical interior wall finish. Painted gypsum wallboard is the typical interior
ceiling finish. Doors are solid wood with paint finish.

Special Features
Engine bay has subgrade holding tank for foam fire additive. Tank has a gate
valve to direct waste to storm or sewer systems.

Zoning
PF – Public Functions Zone
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Occupancy Designation
B – Office

Special Requirements
Essential Facilities for Emergency Operations

Summary of General Building Conditions
The South Shore Fire Station is old and out-of-date. The station does not meet
current facility standards found at other stations within the city. The major
deficiencies are associated with the building systems and envelop.

Structural Consultant Report-KPFF
Building Description
The South Shore Fire Station was built in 1971 based upon the existing building
drawings that were available for our review. It appears that a seismic upgrade
was done to the garage portion of the building but drawings for the upgrade
were not available for review. The code used for the building design is not listed
on the existing drawings. It is expected that portions of the building that were
not seismically improved are insufficient for immediate occupancy in a seismic
event.
The building is a one story wood framed roof supported by concrete block walls.
The roof is framed with 2x joists and overlaid with 3/8” plywood sheathing.
Concrete block walls appear to be reinforced with vertical reinforcement but
horizontal shear reinforcing does not appear to be shown on the drawings.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of structural
damage or distress and the building appeared to be in good condition. It
appears possible that some roof leaking may be occurring and could lead to
structural damage of the roof framing.

Seismic Lateral Resisting System
The lateral resisting system for the building is CMU shearwalls, reinforcing is
unknown. Although the main garage bay for the fire station was seismically
improved it is not clear what it code forces it has been designed for.

Recommendations
A seismic study of the building should be performed if the building is expected to
continue to be used as a fire station and if the building is expected to maintain
occupancy in a seismic event. It is likely that new plywood sheathing would be
required on the roof, additional steel hardware would be required at joist and
beam connections to the walls to transfer diaphragm shear, and additional
improvements may be required for the garage bay.
It is also recommended the roof and supporting structure be reviewed for leaks
and signs of water damage.
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Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced by a single 50gallon gas water heater.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are a mixture of older style units – tank type
water closets and urinals with flush valves.

General Condition:
• The domestic water piping is galvanized and not expected to have an
extended service life.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems, other than the roof drains
tend to clog from tree leaves and limbs.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional in good shape.

Code Issues:
• The roof drains are single units without a secondary path for overflow
protection. Roof overflow drains are required under current code.
• The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.
• Backflow devices were not observed on the building water service where
water hoses are commonly connected.

Fire Protection Systems
Description:
The building has a wet sprinkler system in the office / crew quarters. Fire water
service is provided in the engine bay to fill pumper engines.

General Condition: Good.
Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building served by three package rooftop units (two Carrier
48BH006’s and one Lennox GCS16) with gas heat located on the roof.
• Roof mounted exhaust fans are used to exhaust toilet rooms, cooking
spaces and the engine bay.
• Gas fired radiant heater is used in the engine bay.

General Condition:
• The package rooftop units appear to be old and beyond their useful
service life. The units have reportedly been in water when the single roof
drain plugs up and floods the roof. The units have been elevated using
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4x4 timbers, but are not anchored in any way.
• A neighbor has complained about the sound of the rooftop unit operation
at night. Although the unit operation sounds normal, the configuration of
the units in a well may cause sound to be transmitted upward toward the
neighbor (on the hill behind the station.)

Code Issues:
• The air handlers are not seismically braced for an “Essential Facility.”
• Some exposed ductwork does not have insulation as required by the
Oregon Energy Code.

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by serving utility. Service
is routed underground to the CT enclosure, main disconnect and main
distribution panel located at the electrical room.
• Distribution – 208V: Power distribution is provided by at 240/120. A
main disconnect in the electrical room and feeds the two G.E. branch
panelboards. There are a few spare breakers in the panels.

General Condition
• Service: The service feed are the responsibility of the utility which ends at
the level 1 CT enclosure. The incoming conductor type would need to be
verified by the utility, if the building was to undergo a significant remodel,
the utility typically requires a new service be provided, due to the age and
conductor type used in the older services.
• Distribution – 208V: The electrical equipment is all original, same
vintage as the building, and is showing its age. Replacement breakers are
still readily available for the two G.E. panels.

Code Issues:
• Service: None.
• Distribution: Electrical room is being used as a storage closet, items are
blocking the clearance areas of the electrical equipment.

Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: The building uses a 15KW natural gas engine
generator set located in covered shelter at the building exterior. The
generator is connected to utility natural gas system and there is a backup
fuel storage tank. There is one automatic transfer switch (ATS) located in
the level 1 electrical room, which feeds both branch panelboards.

General Condition:
• Source: The generator is showing signs of age with rusting on the external
exhaust system and housing. Testing and maintainance and engine run
hours is unknown.
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Distribution: The ATS uses an older power relay system of controls and
has had field modifications done to provide a manual system testing
capability. Usable life expectancy is questionable.

Code Issues:
• Source: None.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Most of the original lighting was probably
a incandescent light source that has been retrofit with screw in type
compact fluorescent lamps. Truck bay is using T8 linear fluorescent
lamps, appear to be retrofit.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Most of the lighting throughout the building is
connected to the emergency power source.
• Control: Interior spaces have wall switch control, most single level
control. No occupancy sensors.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires are same age as building, service
life is questionable.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: none.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: none.
• Exit/Path of Egress: none.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: No fire alarm system is present, only ceiling type spot
detectors.
• Telecom: The phone rack is located in the electrical room.

General Condition:
• Fire Alarm: n/a.
• Telecom: n/a.

Code Issues:
• Fire Alarm: Fire detection and annunciation is required sleeping rooms.
• Telecom: None.
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Owner:
City of Lake Oswego
Building Name: South Shore Fire Substation
Address:
505 G Avenue
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97034

Roofing Consultant Report - PRC
SOUTH SHORE FIRE SUBSTATION

Area C

Area B

Area A

A

ROOF AREAS:

B

C

BUILDING USE:

Fire Station / Living
Quarters

Fire Station / Garage

Fire Station / Living
Quarters

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Plywood sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Metal roof panels with batten
covered seams

Fiberglass reinforced asphalt
shingles

APP torched
membrane

NOTES:

The metal roof system is
from original construction
and is near the end of it’s
service life. The gutters and
roof edges are deteriorated
and failing in areas.

The asphalt shingles appear
to be fairly new compared to
the structure. No failures
were observed to the roof
system.

The roof system has
reached the end of its
service life and is failing.

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:

1 -3 years

18 - 22 years

Failing

NEXT ACTION:

Replace

Maintain

Replace
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Area A: The metal roof system is aged and is
deteriorating in areas.

1.03

Area A: Photo of roof edge where the gutter and
downspouts are deteriorated and are failing in areas..

1.04

Area C: The roof area is failing at numerous locations
and requires replacement in the very immediate future.

Area B: Photo of asphalt shingles servicing the
garage area. Shingle roof system is performing well
with no failures observed.

1.05

1.06

Area C: Drains are problematic due to the high
level of tree leaves and other organic debris.
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Area C: No overflow drains exist resulting in standing
water as high as 3-inches deep over the entire roof
surface.
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Conclusions
Area A:
The metal panel roof system is at the end of its anticipated service life and
is failing at several locations. The edge flashings and gutter system have
deteriorated and are not controlling the drainage water at this time. Due to the
high level of trees surrounding the roof system, organic debris is a constant
impedance to the gutter assembly. Replacement is required in 1 – 3 years to
control water intrusion into the structure.

Area B:
The asphalt shingles are performing well with no observed failures. The
installation of this roof area is unknown but does appear to have been installed
in the last couple of years.

Area C:
The existing membrane has reached the end of its service life and has been
failing for the last several years. Replacement is required to control the ongoing
leaks into the building. Drainage must be upgraded to meet minimum building
code requirements.
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Environmental Consultant Report - APEX
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of
the Lake Oswego South Shore Fire Station building. The building was woodframed with one level. The primary materials of the investigation were Asbestos
Containing Building Materials (ACBM), Lead Containing Paint, mercury containing
fixtures and potential polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey.
All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials
in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the
presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there may
be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or other
inaccessible areas. Roofing at the site is built up roofing, the surface should be
presumed to contain asbestos until empirical sampling proves otherwise. No
suspect piping or other suspect insulations were identified during the inspection.
Flooring at the site was ceramic tile and is not suspect for asbestos. Six suspect
fire doors were observed at the site. Three mechanical isolation joints were
found on roof heating system and is suspect to contain asbestos. Gypsum
wallboard/joint compound was observed at the site and tests positive in some
cases. Wallboard is located throughout the facility.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations due to mercury content. Light fixtures at the site appear
to be newer in style and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however
older fixtures may still contain these materials and should be verified during
demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates for abatement of potential hazardous materials will
vary widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from
$1,000-$30,000 for the South Shore Fire Station.
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Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site:
• Insufficient parking.
• Current site does not allow for drive through fire engine bays.

Code / Building:
Building envelop does not meet current energy code.

Accessibility:
No accessibility improvements have been provided.

Other Architectural Items:
Private bunk rooms are not provided.

Structural:
Building does not meet current seismic code requirements for an essential
facility.

Plumbing:
• Galvanized pipe used for water distribution is aged and approaching the
end of its service life.
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet current ADA or low-flow code requirements.
• It appears that there are no backflow devices at water hose connections.

Fire Protection:
• R-13 residential fire suppression system. No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC):
• Roof top package units are old and beyond their use full service life.
Plugged roof drains have flooded roof and exposed units to standing
water.
• Units sitting on 4x4 timbers and are not connected or seismically braced
as required by code for an ‘essential facility’.
• Portions of the exposed ductwork are not insulated.

Electrical:
• Older service would require replacement if building were to undergo a
significant renovation.
• Electrical equipment is same age as building and would need to be
replaced if the building were to undergo significant renovation.
• Electrical room is being used for a storage closet and is a violation of the
code.
• Emergency generator is aging and showing signs of rust on exhaust and
housing. Condition is unknown. Usable life expectancy is unknown.
• Luminaries are the same age as building and are nearing their end of
service life.
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• No fire alarm annunciation is sleeping areas.
• Sprinkler water flow is not monitored.

Roof:
• Metal roof system is nearing its end of service life and will require
replacement in 1 to 3 years.
• APP torch applied membrane roofing at flat roofs is currently failing and is
beyond its service life.
• Roof drains are frequently clogged with tree debris and have flooded in
the recent past.

Environmental:
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos at tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos at ceiling tile
• Asbestos at gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Lead Paint at painted surfaces

Recommended Further Investigations
Essential Facilities Study
Evaluate existing conditions relating to essential facilities requirements including
structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services and access.
A seismic hazards investigation
Accessibility Study to indentify non ADAAG code compliant features
• Restroom access, clearance and fixtures
• Counter and fixture heights
• Handrail extensions
Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s
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Cost Forecast

H & A Construction
H & Construction: Foreconstruction
Costs
FORECAST OF
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Project:
Owner:
Date:

South Shore Fire Station 212
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. Seismic Upgrade
1. Install new roof sheathing
B. New Roofing
1. Replace metal roof with new raised seam metal roofing
2. Replace membrane roofing with single-ply membrane roofing
C. Full ADA Upgrades
1. Renovate crew quarters restrooms including all new plumbing fixtures
D. HVAC Upgrades
1. Replace three HVAC roof top units with high efficiency units

LOW
AMOUNT
33,000
114,000
18,000
138,000
67,000

HIGH
AMOUNT
37,000
133,000
22,000
152,000
89,000

Space Program Assessment
Station 212 currently includes an apparatus bay of 2,000 square feet with two
overhead doors for single-sided entry. There are no drive-thru bays at this station
with bays long enough to store the Department’s ladder truck. The apparatus
bay accommodates 1 fire engine, 1 boat, and 1 brush truck. No administrative
personnel are located here.
Station 212 has a number of significant issues that hinder the staff and the
overall function of the facility. These issues are related to both the size of the
facility as well as the layout.
In September 2007, Group Mackenzie completed a feasibility study for the
replacement of the South Shore Fire Station utilizing the existing site and the
property adjacent. Since this study was completed, the City completed the
purchase of the adjacent property. This study determined that a future 9,075
square foot facility is appropriate to replace the existing 5,463 square foot
building based on a program analysis and deficiency review completed at the
time. Today’s space requirements remain consistent with the study.

Existing Program Deficiencies
The station’s program deficiencies include the following:
• The lack of drive thru apparatus bays requires that all equipment,
including the station’s single fire engine, be backed into the bays.
• The existing bay depth requires the current rescue boat to be stored
separately from the truck, causing a delay in emergency response time
due to the time required to negotiate the attachment of the boat to the
truck.
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• The existing bay depth does not allow for an oversized ladder truck if this
program element were required in the future.
• There is no conditioned turn out equipment storage space outside of the
apparatus bay, causing premature degradation of the equipment caused
by UV light exposure.
• The facility does not adequately support staff of both genders because of
co-habitation within large bunk rooms rather than in small, single bunk
rooms.
• At approximately 80 SF, the shop is significantly undersized.
• Program functions such as training, large meetings and community
functions cannot be accommodated within the building.
• The EMS supply room is located within the Laundry Room as a result of a
lack of space.
• The staff exercise area is undersized to function effectively.
• The facility is lacking dedicated general storage space, causing storage to
be dispersed throughout the building in other program areas.

Future Space Program Requirements
Station 212, in its current state, will be the least prepared of the four fire
stations, to serve the projected population growth. This is primarily a result of
current program and building deficiencies.
In Group Mackenzie’s feasibility study to replace Station 212, several site and
floor plan options were analyzed, including both one and two story schemes.
“Site Scheme A” was chosen by the Fire Department as the preferred option with
a projected gross building area of 9,075 square feet. Site Scheme A assumed a
one-story building layout.
Program spaces included in Group Mackenzie’s Site Scheme A include 3 drive
thru apparatus bays, a community multi-purpose room, 4 bunk rooms, and a
Battalion Chief’s office and living quarters. Reference this study for a complete
list of program spaces.
With a provision of 4 bunk rooms, this fire station will have the capacity to staff
one fire engine or ladder truck at any one time. Each fire engine requires a staff
of 3 to 4 per shift, with 3 shifts required for 24 hour a day operation.

Parking
Currently there are 6 on-site parking spaces available at Station 212. Per the
existing feasibility study, zoning code indicates the following parking ratios
for Industrial Uses under storage, warehouse, truck and auto storage uses: 1
space per 1500 SF or .75 spaces per employee on the max shift, whichever is
greater. The study assumed 10 parking spaces, based on the fire department’s
recommendations.
Additional parking may be required to meet the community room’s assembly
occupancy type.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
1989

Building Size
5,463 SF Main Building, 152 SF Storage Building, 152 SF Generator Enclosure

Current Use
The Jean Road Fire Station (Station 211), located in the city’s southwest region,
provides fire response services including fire safety inspection and enforcement,
fire prevention and suppression, and public education and information.
Ambulance service is currently provided by a private company. Fire response
services must be dispersed based on geography and population area to meet
the goal of reaching 90% of fire, rescue, and medical emergencies in six minutes
or less, 24 hours a day. The Lake Oswego Fire Department also provides
contracted services to several areas outside of the city of Lake Oswego, including
Lake Grove, Alto Park, and Riverdale-Dunthorpe.
Station 211 the smallest station of the four fire stations. No administrative
personnel are located here.

Hours of Operation
Fire protection is provided year round, 24-hours a day, seven days a week.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
One story structure with partial second floor. Wood frame walls on concrete stem
walls and slab on grade. Wood framed roof structure. Timber trusses at engine
bay. Second floor storage and workout room.

Exterior Design / Materials
Vinyl lap siding with aluminum windows and insulated metal doors. Composition
roofing.

Interior Design / Materials
Carpet flooring at office and living area of crew quarters. Kitchen has stained
concrete floor. Sheet vinyl flooring in restrooms. Exposed concrete at engine bays
and support areas. Painted wallboard is the typical interior wall and ceiling finish.
Doors are solid wood with paint finish.

Zoning
PF – Public Functions Zone
Occupancy Designation
B – Office
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Special Requirements
Essential Facilities for Emergency Operations

Summary of General Building Conditions
The Jean Road Fire Station is of newer construction and is in overall good
condition. The major deficiencies are associated with the accessibility and
program deficiencies.

Structural Consultant Report - KPFF
Building Description
The Jean Road fire substation was built in 1989. The original structural drawings
were made available for our review but the drawings do not appear to be a
complete set. No building code is listed on the existing drawings but it assumed
that the 1988 Uniform Building Code was used for design. It appears that this
building had a seismic upgrade in 2004 and would meet current code design
requirements. Drawings were made available for review of the seismic upgrade.
The building is a two story wood framed structure. The roof is framed with 2x
joists and glulam beams that were not visible at the time of the site visit. The
roof framing is overlaid with 5/8” plywood sheathing. The floor is framed out
with 14” deep wood I joists and glulam beams. The floor framing is overlaid
with ¾” tongue and groove sheathing. Joists and beams are supported by wood
framed bearing walls and tube steel columns.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of structural
damage or distress and the building appeared to be in good condition.

Seismic Lateral Resisting System
The lateral resisting system of the building is plywood sheathed shearwalls
and the addition of a steel moment frame when the building was seismically
upgraded.

Recommendations
The building appears to be in good condition and no structural improvements
appear to be required as it has already been seismically upgraded.

Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced by a single 75gallon gas water heater.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are vintage original construction – tank type
water closets and urinals with flush valves.
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General Condition:
• The domestic water piping appears to be mostly copper and in good
shape.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional in good shape.

Code Issues:
• The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.
• Backflow devices were not observed on the building water service where
water hoses are commonly connected.

Fire Protection Systems
Description:
• The building has a wet sprinkler system throughout. Fire water service is
provided in the engine bay to fill pumper engines. Some sprinkler piping is
orange CCPVC plastic pipe.

General Condition: Good.
Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building served by two original horizontally mounted Lennox gas
furnaces, with split system DX cooling and electrostatic filters.
• Roof mounted exhaust fans are used to exhaust toilet rooms, cooking
spaces, and the engine bay.
• Gas fired radiant heater is used in the engine bay.
• General Condition: The building mechanical systems are generally well
cared for and in good condition.
• Code Issues: The air handlers are not seismically braced for an
“Essential Facility.”

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by serving utility. Service
is routed underground to the distribution panel located at the level 1
electrical room.
• Distribution – 208V: Power distribution is provided at 208/120. A
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main service panel with a 300 amp main breaker subfeed three branch
breaker panelboards. Panels have adequate spare breakers.

General Condition:
• Service: The service feed are the responsibility of the utility which ends at
the level 1 CT enclosure.
• Distribution – 208V: The electrical equipment is all original, same
vintage as the building. Replacement breakers are still readily available
for the Siemens panels.

Code Issues:
• Service: None.
• Distribution: None.

Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: The building uses a 15KW natural gas engine
generator set located at the building exterior on a concrete pad. The
generator is connected to utility natural gas system. There is one
automatic transfer switch (ATS) located in the level 1 electrical room,
which feeds the ‘E’ branch panelboard.

General Condition:
• Source: The generator appears to be in reasonable condition, it is
showing rusting on the external exhaust system. Testing and maintenance
and engine run hours is unknown.
• Distribution: The ATS is in good condition.

Code Issues:
• Source: No backup fuel source for the generator, only utility natural gas
system, requirements subject to AHJ.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Most of the lighting is fluorescent and has
been retrofit to use T8 and compact fluorescent lamps.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Most of the lighting throughout the building is
connected to the emergency power source.
• Control: Interior spaces have wall switch control, most single level
control. No occupancy sensors.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires are same age as building, and are
in good condition.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.
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Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: none.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: none.
• Exit/Path of Egress: none.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: No fire alarm system is present, only ceiling type spot
detectors.
• Telecom: The telecom rack is located in the truck bay mezzanine level
storage room.

General Condition:
• Fire Alarm: n/a.
• Telecom: The Telecom rack is located in a unconditioned area of the
apparatus bay, subject to higher temperatures in the summertime.

Code Issues:
• Fire Alarm: Fire detection and annunciation is required in sleeping
rooms.
• Telecom: None.
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Owner:
City of Lake Oswego
Building Name: Jean Road Fire Substation
Address:
4555 Jean Road
Lake Oswego, Oregon
97035

Roofing Consultant Report - PRC
JEAN ROAD FIRE SUBSTATION

Area B

Area A

A

ROOF AREAS:

B

BUILDING USE:

Fire Station

Storage Building

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Plywood sheathing

Plywood Sheathing

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Fiberglass reinforced asphalt shingles

Fiberglass reinforced asphalt shingles

NOTES:

Roof system is showing signs of age,
however: the roof system is performing well
with no failures at this time.

The storage building roof system is
performing well with no failures observed.

2 - 5 years

3 - 6 years

Maintain

Maintain

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:
NEXT ACTION:
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Area A: Drainage ways have been well maintained.
Shingles are performing well for their age with no
observed failures.

Area A: Ashalt shingle roof system is performning
well for its age. Replacement is required in the near
future.

1.03

1.04

Area A: Photo looking under deck at garage area.
No signs of water intrusion observed.

Area A: Photo looking into attic space. Note the
fiberglass batt insulation with foil facing located
between joists.

Conclusions:
Area A:
The asphalt shingle roof system is performing well with signs of aging beginning
to occur. Overall, the roof system requires only standard maintenance at this
time. No repairs are required.

Area B:
Continue to maintain the storage building roof system until replacement is
required.
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Environmental Consultant Report - APEX
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Jean Road Fire Station building. The building was wood-framed
with two levels an workout and storage area and a main level with living area
and offices level. The primary materials of the investigation were Asbestos
Containing Building Materials (ACBM), Lead Containing Paint, mercury containing
fixtures and potential polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey.
All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials
in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the
presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there may
be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or other
inaccessible areas. Roofing at the site is built up roofing that was reportedly
recently installed however; the surface should be presumed to contain asbestos
until empirical sampling proves otherwise. No suspect piping or other suspect
insulations were identified during the inspection.

Photo 1: View of suspect sheet gray
flooring laundry room

Photo 2: View of suspect beige
speckled sheet flooring restroom.

Three types of suspect sheet flooring were found in the bathroom, storage room
and laundry room areas (600 SF). Suspect vinyl floor tile/mastic was identified
in the back office hallways (350 SF). Gypsum wallboard/joint compound was
observed at the site and tests positive in some cases. Wallboard is located
throughout the facility.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations due to mercury content. Light fixtures at the site appear
to be newer in style and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however
older fixtures may still contain these materials and should be verified during
demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates abatement of potential hazardous materials will
vary widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from
$3,000-$20,000 for the Jean Road Fire Station.
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Existing Building Deficiencies
Code / Site:
• Drive through fire engine access is tight for ladder truck.

Accessibility:
• No ADAAG / accessibility improvements have been made.
• No accessible water closets, lavatories, showers or sinks
• Hardware does meet ADAAG / access requirements
• Utility room does not have required clearances

Other Architectural Items:
• Turnout storage is not enclosed.

Structural:
• No structural deficiencies were observed

Plumbing:
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADA or low-flow requirements of the
current code
• It appears that there are no backflow devices at water hose connections.

Fire Protection:
• No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC):
• Air handlers are not seismically braced as required by code for an
‘essential facility’

Electrical:
• Emergency generator uses propane fuel and does not have on-site
storage for emergency backup.
• External exhaust system is showing sign of rust.
• Telecom rack is located in unconditioned space
• No fire alarm annunciation is sleeping areas
• Sprinkler water flow is not monitored

Roof:
• Composition shingle roofing at station roof is performing well but is
approaching its end of life
• Composition shingle roofing at storage building roof is installed below
industry standards and has multiple failures and temporary repairs

Environmental:
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos at tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos at floor mastic
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• Asbestos at gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Lead Paint at painted surfaces

Recommended Further Investigations
Essential Facilities Study
• Evaluate existing conditions relating to essential facilities requirements
including structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services
and access.
A seismic hazards investigation
Accessibility Study to indentify non ADAAG compliant features
• Restroom access, clearance, fixtures and mounting heights
• Door Hardware
Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s

Cost Forecast

& A Construction
H & A Construction FOrecast of H
Construction
Costs

FORECAST OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Project:
Owner:
Date:

Jean Road Fire Station 211
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. FULL ADA UPGRADES
1. Renovate crew quarters restrooms including new plumbing fixtures
2. Renovate single occupancy toilet/shower room
3. Renovate Utility Room
4. Door Hardware
B. Seismic Bracing
1. Provide seismic bracing of attic mounted HVAC units as required by code
C. New Roofing
1. Replace composition shingle roofing
D. Emergency generator
1. Install new diesel generator with storage tank
2. Reconfigure electrical circuits for increased emergency power distribution
E. Alarms
1. Provide fire alarm with annunciation
2. Provide fire water flow alarm
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LOW
AMOUNT
71,000
34,000
29,000
23,000
5,000
59,000
55,000
42,000
13,000
8,000

HIGH
AMOUNT
95,000
43,000
36,000
25,000
9,000
70,000
63,000
53,000
19,000
9,000
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Space Program Assessment
Station 211 has an apparatus bay of 2,300 square feet that accommodates 1
oversized ladder truck and 1 reserve fire engine. The ladder truck is a fire engine
with a 105-foot aerial ladder that carries specialized rescue and firefighting
equipment. One of the two engine bays allows for drive thru access. The building
was designed as a one story building, although a previously unoccupied 300
square foot attic storage space was converted to a staff fitness room.
An additional 354 square feet of space is required to resolve current minor
space deficiencies as noted below, expanding the existing 5,234 square foot
facility to 5,588 square feet. Alternately, it may be possible to shift program
requirements to another station, if space is available.

Existing Program Deficiencies
While the facility generally functions well for the building’s users, the station has
some limitations and/or deficiencies including the following:
With the conversion of the attic space, the amount of general storage space is
insufficient. Essential bulk supplies for all fire department facilities are kept at
this station for distribution.
There is no conditioned turn out equipment storage space outside of the
apparatus bay, causing premature degradation of the equipment.
The 2nd floor area has no elevator access and is therefore non-compliant with
American Disability Act (ADA) code requirements.

Future Space Program Requirements
An additional 354 square feet of space will address general and turn out storage
space deficiencies. It does not address ADA deficiencies. Existing apparatus bays
are not expected to change in size.
This station will largely be unaffected by an increase in population (from 36,000
to 50,000). The number of personnel is not projected to increase beyond the
present level of 12 for Station 211.
Typically, Station 211 is staffed with 3 personnel for each of 3 shifts, or 9 in total.
At times, there is an additional firefighter at the station totaling 4 for each of the
3 shifts, or 12 total.
The deficiencies indicated above are based on the existing building program. No
additional program is anticipated for the future. It may be possible to shift bulk
storage to another station, if space is available.

Parking
Currently there are 8 on-site parking spaces available at Station 211. No
additional parking spaces are required.
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Facility Information
Date of Construction
1989

Building Size
7,723 SF Main Building, 96 SF Storage Building, 1,058 SF Fire Training Tower

Current Use
The Westlake Fire Station (Station 210), located in the city’s northwest region,
provides fire response services including fire safety inspection and enforcement,
fire prevention and suppression, and public education and information.
Ambulance service is currently provided by a private company. Fire response
services must be dispersed based on geography and population area to meet
the goal of reaching 90% of fire, rescue, and medical emergencies in six minutes
or less, 24 hours a day. The Lake Oswego Fire Department also provides
contracted services to several areas outside of the city of Lake Oswego, including
Lake Grove, Alto Park, and Riverdale-Dunthorpe.
The Lake Oswego Westlake Substation provides fire protection services and
some administrative functions. The adjacent 1,200 square foot, 3-story training
tower provides fire and life safety training for department employees and also
houses public restrooms for Westlake Park. It is an unconditioned space.

Hours of Operation
Fire protection is provided year round, 24-hours a day, seven days a week.

Existing Conditions Assessment
Building Description
Construction
One story structure with partial second floor. Wood frame walls on concrete stem
walls and slab on grade. Wood framed roof structure. Timber trusses at engine
bay. Second floor storage and training room. Fire Tower is concrete block with
stainless steel windows and doors and metal panel roof.

Exterior Design / Materials
Fiber cement board lap siding with aluminum windows and insulated metal
doors. Composition roofing.

Interior Design / Materials
Carpet flooring at office and living area of crew quarters. Kitchen and restrooms have sheet
vinyl flooring. Exposed concrete at engine bays and support areas. Painted wallboard is the
typical interior wall and ceiling finish. Doors are solid wood with paint finish.

Zoning
PF – Public Functions Zone

Occupancy Designation
B – Office
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Special Requirements
Essential Facilities for Emergency Operations

Summary of General Building Conditions
The Westlake Fire Station is of newer construction and is in overall good
condition. The major deficiencies are associated with the accessibility and
program deficiencies. The Fire Training tower deficiencies include failing stainless
steel windows, failing metal roof and associated water intrusion.

Structural Consultant Report - KPFF
Building Description
The Westlake fire substation was built in 1989. The original structural drawings
were made available for our review but the drawings do not appear to be a
complete set. No building code is listed on the existing drawings but it assumed
that the 1988 Uniform Building Code was used for design.
The building is a two story wood framed structure. The roof is framed with 2x
joists and glulam beams that were not visible at the time of the site visit. The
roof framing is overlaid with 5/8” plywood sheathing. The floor is framed out
with 14” deep wood I joists and glulam beams. The floor framing is overlaid
with ¾” tongue and groove sheathing. Joists and beams are supported by wood
framed bearing walls and tube steel columns.

Current Condition
A walk through of the building did not show any obvious signs of structural
damage or distress and the building appeared to be in good condition.

Seismic Lateral Resisting System
The lateral resisting system is assumed to be plywood sheathed shearwalls but
these walls are not clearly shown on the existing drawings. No holdowns to resist
overturning appear to be provided on the foundation plan. It is possible that
an adequate lateral resisting system is not present in the building though this
unlikely for a building this age.

Recommendations
Based upon a comparison of the 1988 Uniform Building Code and the
2006 International Building Code it appears the design seismic lateral force
on the building is now greater. Based upon the lack of a clear designated
lateral resisting system on the existing drawings and the lack of holdowns
it is recommended that a seismic study be performed on this building.
Once a seismic study is completed recommendations for seismic resisting
improvements can be suggested. Improvements would most likely include
the addition of plywood sheathed shearwalls and holdowns at the ends of
shearwalls. Improvements could also require additional framing to transfer
diaphragm shear to the shear walls and existing footings may have to be
enlarged.
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Plumbing Consultant Report - PAE
Water and Plumbing Systems
Description:
• Domestic Hot Water: The domestic hot water is produced by a single 75gallon gas water heater.
• Fixtures: Plumbing fixtures are vintage original construction – tank type
water closets and urinals with flush valves.

General Condition:
• The domestic water piping appears to be mostly copper and in good
shape. Some white plastic pipe was observed.
• The storm drain and sanitary sewer piping systems appear to be in
working condition, with no known problems.
• Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully functional in good shape.

Code Issues:
• The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low water flow requirements.
• Backflow devices were not observed on the building water service where
water hoses are commonly connected.

Fire Protection Systems
Description:
• The building has a wet sprinkler system throughout, with fire service
in the engine bay. Piping is provided to fill pumper engines with water.
Some sprinkler piping is orange CCPVC plastic pipe.

General Condition: Good.
Code Issues: None noted.

(HVAC) Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning
Consultant Report - PAE
Building Systems
Description:
• The building served by two original horizontally mounted Lennox gas
furnaces, with split system DX cooling and electrostatic filters.
• Roof mounted exhaust fans are used to exhaust toilet rooms, cooking
spaces, and the engine bay.
• Gas fired radiant heater is used in the engine bay.

General Condition:
• The building mechanical systems are generally well cared for and in good
condition.
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Code Issues:
• The air handlers are not seismically braced for an “Essential Facility.”

Electrical Consultant Report - PAE
Power System
Description:
• Service: Electrical power service is provided by serving utility. Service
is routed underground to the distribution panel located at the level 1
electrical room.
• Distribution – 208V: Power distribution is provided at 208/120. A
main service panel with a 300 amp main breaker subfeed three branch
breaker panelboards. Panels have adequate spare breakers.

General Condition:
• Service: The service feed are the responsibility of the utility which ends at
the level 1 CT enclosure.
• Distribution – 208V: The electrical equipment is all original, same
vintage as the building. Replacement breakers are still readily available
for the Siemens panels.

Code Issues
• Service: None.
• Distribution: None.

Power System – Emergency
Description:
• Emergency Source: The building uses a 40KW Diesel engine generator
set located at the building exterior inside a covered shed. The generator
has a built in sub-base fuel tank. There is one automatic transfer switch
(ATS) located in the level 1 electrical room, which feeds the ‘E’ branch
panelboard.

General Condition:
• Source: The generator is in good condition, appears to be well
maintained.
• Distribution: The ATS is in good condition.

Code Issues:
• Source: None.
• Distribution: Branch wiring appears to be per code.

Lighting System
Description:
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: Most of the lighting is fluorescent and has
been retrofit to use T8 and compact fluorescent lamps.
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• Exit/Path of Egress: Most of the lighting throughout the building is
connected to the emergency power source.
• Control: Interior spaces have wall switch control, most single level
control. No occupancy sensors.

General Condition:
• Luminaire/Source -Interior: Luminaires are same age as building, and are
in good condition.
• Exit/Path of Egress: Luminaires condition same as interior.

Code Issues:
• Luminaire/Source - Exterior: none.
• Luminaire/Source - Interior: none.
• Exit/Path of Egress: none.

Signal Systems
Description:
• Fire Alarm: No fire alarm system is present, only ceiling type spot
detectors.
• Telecom: No issues.

General Condition
• Fire Alarm: n/a.
• Telecom: no issues.

Code Issues
• Fire Alarm: Fire alarm annunciation in sleeping rooms, monitoring of
sprinkler water flow not present.
• Telecom: None.
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Owner:
City of Lake Oswego
Building Name: West lake Fire Substation
Address:
4900 Melrose Street
Lake Oswego, Oregon
roofing consultant
report
97035

- prc

WEST LAKE FIRE SUBSTATION

Area A

Area B

A

ROOF AREAS:

B

BUILDING USE:

Fire Station

Training Tower

GENERAL ROOF
STRUCTURE:

Plywood sheathing

Metal roof panels

ROOF SYSTEM TYPE:

Fiberglass reinforced asphalt shingles

Precoated galvanized steel roof panels

NOTES:

Roof system is showing signs of age. A
diverter flashing is missing from a building
corner resulting in an ongoing leak issue.

The metal roof system was installed below
industry standards and has multiple
failures resulting in numerous leaks.

3 - 6 years

Failing

Repair

Repair

ESTIMATED LIFE
REMAINING:

NEXT ACTION:
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PHOTO DOCUMENTATION & OBSERVATIONS
1.01

1.02

Area A: Area at corner of building where diverter
flashing is missing. Repairs have been applied to
temporarily control leak, however; a new flashing will be
required for a permanent repair.

Area A: Ashalt shingle roof system is performning
well for its age. Replacement is required in the near
future.

1.03

1.04

Area B: The Fire Training Tower surface mounted
counter flashings are installed below industry
standards and are failing.
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Area B: At the Fire Training Tower, the opening in the
roof is not providing a weathertight seal resulting in
water intrusion within the structure.
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Conclusions:
Area A:
The asphalt shingle roof system is performing well for its age and has primarily
one ongoing leak that has been temporarily repaired at this time. A permanent
repair will be required to avoid future water intrusion at the building corner where
a diverter flashing was not installed during the buildings original construction.

Area B:
The Fire Training Tower was constructed for training purposes only; however,
the side buildings are utilized as permanent use buildings with bathrooms
and storage requiring weathertight construction. The details utilized at these
structures do not provide a weathertight seal nor are they intended to provide
any weathertight performance. Modifications to the transition flashings and roof
penetrations will be required to control the water intrusion into the side buildings.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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Environmental Consultant Report - APEX
Apex Environmental conducted a limited hazardous materials inspection of the
Lake Oswego Westlake Fire Station building. The building was wood-framed
with two levels an workout and storage area and a main level with living area
and offices level. The primary materials of the investigation were Asbestos
Containing Building Materials (ACBM), Lead Containing Paint, mercury containing
fixtures and potential polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).
The survey team was comprised of Brad Kelsay (Project Manager, Asbestos
Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) Accredited Inspector).
This limited survey characterized the extent of suspect ACBMs and lead painted
surfaces throughout the structures. No sampling of suspect materials were
conducted at the site, destructive methods were not utilized during the survey.
All materials were found to be in relatively good condition at the site. Materials
in good condition do not give off fibers and health is not compromised by the
presence of the asbestos containing building materials. Therefore, there may
be asbestos containing building materials concealed within wall cavities or other
inaccessible areas. Roofing at the site is built up roofing that was reportedly
recently installed however; the surface should be presumed to contain asbestos
until empirical sampling proves otherwise. No suspect piping or other suspect
insulations were identified during the inspection.
One type of suspect sheet flooring were found in the bathroom, storage room
and kitchen areas (1,200 SF). Gypsum wallboard/joint compound was
observed at the site and tests positive in some cases. Wallboard is located
throughout the facility.
All painted surfaces at the site are presumed to contain lead based upon the age
of the structure. Adherence with OSHA 1926.62 is required including exposure
assessment elements from contractors to be performing demolition activities.
Fluorescent light fixtures at the site will need to be recycled and/or disposed of
according to regulations due to mercury content. Light fixtures at the site appear
to be newer in style and therefore are unlikely to contain PCB ballasts; however
older fixtures may still contain these materials and should be verified during
demolition.
A comprehensive survey for asbestos materials would be required prior to
demolition or renovation occurs at the site. This survey is not intended to be
comprehensive and many of the materials indicated above may not contain
asbestos. Cost estimates abatement of potential hazardous materials will vary
widely due to lack of empirical sampling. Cost estimates could range from $
7,000-23,000 for the Westlake Fire Station.
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Existing Building Deficiencies
Required Maintenance / Deficiencies
Code / Site:
No site items identified

Accessibility:
• No ADAAG / accessibility improvements have been made.
• No accessible water closets, lavatories, showers or sinks
• Door hardware does meet ADAAG / access requirements
• Utility room does not have required clearances
• No elevator access to second floor training room.

Other Architectural Items:
• Turnout storage is not enclosed.
• No public toilet is available for guests.
• Hardware on stainless steel windows at the Fire Training Tower is
corroded and broken.
• Training Tower cast-in-place tie-off embeds were not certified and cannot
be used.

Structural:
Seismic code requirements have increased since the original date of
construction. Seismic upgrade should be implemented as required for an
‘essential facility’.

Plumbing:
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADAAG or low-flow requirements of the
current code
• It appears that there are no backflow devices at water hose connections.

Fire Protection:
No deficiencies observed

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC):
Air handlers are not seismically braced as required by code for an ‘essential
facility’

Electrical:
• No fire alarm annunciation is sleeping areas
• Sprinkler water flow is not monitored

Roof:
• Composition shingle roofing at station roof is performing well but is
approaching its end of life
• Missing diverter flashing is the cause of ongoing leak issues
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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• Metal panel roofing at Fire Training Tower is installed below industry
standards and has multiple failures resulting in multiple leaks

Environmental:
Suspect materials include:
• Asbestos at tile and vinyl flooring
• Asbestos at gypsum wallboard and joint compound
• Lead Paint at painted surfaces

Recommended Further Investigations
Essential Facilities Study
• Evaluate existing conditions relating to essential facilities requirements
including structural / seismic, mechanical, electrical, emergency services
and access.
A seismic hazards investigation
Accessibility Study to indentify non ADAAG code compliant features
• Restroom access, clearance, fixtures and mounting heights
Comprehensive hazardous materials survey is required for renovation or
demolition
• Asbestos materials
• Lead paint
• Mercury
• PCB’s

Cost Forecast

H & A Construction
FORECAST
OF CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
H & A Construction Forecast of Construction
Costs
Project:
Owner:
Date:

Westlake Fire Station 210
City of Lake Oswego

September 12, 2008

DESCRIPTION
A. Full ADAAG Upgrades
1. Renovate crew quarters restrooms including all new plumbing fixtures
2. Renovate single occupancy toilet/shower room
3. Renovate utility room
4. Door Hardware
B. Seismic Bracing
1. Provide seismic bracing of attic mounted HVAC units as required by code
C. Alarm Systems
1. Provide fire alarm with annunciation
2. Provide fire water flow monitoring
D. Renovation of Fire Training Tower
1. Replace stainless steel windows and hardware
2. Replace door hardware
3. Remove rust and repaint steel stair
E. ADD ELEVATOR
1. Holeless 2500 lb hydraulic elevator
2. Elevator pit, shaft and machine room
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LOW
AMOUNT
63,000
33,000
15,000
30,000
5,000
17,000
8,000
53,000
10,000
21,000
105,000
97,000

HIGH
AMOUNT
81,000
42,000
18,000
33,000
5,000
21,000
9,000
68,000
13,000
27,000
124,000
118,000
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Space Program Assessment
The station has an apparatus bay of 2,250 square feet that currently
accommodates 1 fire engine, 1 non-staffed reserve fire engine, and 1 unstaffed
rescue vehicle. One of the three engine bays allows for drive thru capability,
while the other two have single-sided access. With a total building area of 7,623
square feet, the facility is primarily one story with 1,200 square feet located
on the 2nd floor level. The staff exercise area and training room are located on
the second floor. Two administrative positions are located on site including the
Battalion Chief Training Officer and EMS Coordinator.
An additional 602 square feet of space is required to resolve current minor
space deficiencies as noted below, expanding the existing 7,723 square foot
facility to 8,325 square feet. Alternately, it may be possible to shift program
requirements to another station, if space is available.

Existing Program Deficiencies
Station 210 functions relatively well with a few exceptions as noted below:
• The 2nd floor area has no elevator access and is therefore non-compliant
with American Disability Act (ADA) requirements.
• The existing bay depth does not allow for an oversized ladder truck if this
program element were required in the future.
• There is no conditioned turn out equipment storage space outside of the
apparatus bay, causing premature degradation of the equipment caused
by UV light exposure.
• The outdoor firefighter training facility is not ideally suited for complete
training operations. Aesthetic requirements, as a result of the
neighborhood setting, affected the opportunity to design the facility
to achieve optimal program requirements. It is slightly undersized and
inappropriately configured.

Future Space Program Requirements
An additional 602 square feet of space will address current living area and
exercise equipment space deficiencies. It does not address ADA deficiencies.
Existing apparatus bays are not expected to change in size, despite current
limitations.
This station will largely be unaffected by an increase in population (from 36,000
to 50,000). The number of personnel is not projected to increase beyond the
present level of 11 for Station 210 (3 response personnel for each of the 3
shifts, and 2 forty-hour administrative positions).
The deficiencies indicated above are based on the existing building program. No
additional program is anticipated in the future.
To achieve additional space within Station 210 (without expanding), it may be
possible to relocate some staff and program functions, including the Battalion
Chief Training Officer and associated training space, to another station, if space
is available.
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Parking
Currently there are 11 on-site parking spaces available at Station 210. There is
a shortage of on-site parking spaces when training functions occur. However,
additional spaces are often available in the adjacent parking lot for Westlake
Park.
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3.0 Summary of Facility and Program
Deficiencies
Section 3 summarizes the list of building condition and program space
deficiencies for each of the nine buildings reviewed in this study. Most of the
building condition deficiencies fall into the more typical capital maintenance
categories including ageing mechanical, electrical and envelope systems.
Seismic upgrades are also needed for City buildings due to recent changes in
seismic standards and the need to bring buildings up to Essential Facility status.
The need for accessibility upgrades is also common to all the buildings.
While none of the deficiencies in any of the buildings require urgent attention,
several of the deficiencies regarding the building’s envelopes and mechanical
systems should be considered in the near term for possible upgrades and/or
replacements. Accessibility improvements should be a high priority for those
buildings that are heavily used by the public. In order to prioritize and budget
for improvements, the City should first decide about the future of the buildings,
including both the long term uses and possible disposition of each of the
buildings.

3.1 City Hall Deficiencies
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Overall security of facility
• Specific security issues relating to Police, LOcom and Municipal Court
functions
• Insufficient parking
• Non-compliant ADA access and accommodation
• Current exterior cladding does not meet downtown design requirements

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Failure of existing EIFS cladding, flashing and window systems that allow
water intrusion
• Insect infestation of exterior cladding
• Roof assembly is nearing its end of service life and will need to be
replaced in 2 to 3 years
• The parking deck leaks through to lower parking level

Structural deficiencies include:
• Non-conformance of seismic requirements for ‘Essential Facilities’ as
required for emergency operations, police and LOcom.

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Failing roof-top air handlers
• Ageing boiler, controls and emergency shut-off
• Boiler location on the 3rd floor is located in a closet and has clearance
and access constraints. Installation does not meet correct code.
• Air distribution is poor in several areas due to changes in building layout
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• Limited additional electrical capacity for future loads
• Emergency generator is near capacity and does not separate emergency
and stand-by loads
• The fire alarm system does not have a visual annunciation component
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements

Environmental hazards include:
• Extensive mold in exterior wall cavities due to the intrusion of water into
the building envelop
• Building materials containing asbestos: flooring, adhesive, drywall, etc
• Paint materials containing lead
• Older light fixtures with ballast containing PCB’s

Space Program deficiencies include:
• Lack of departments’ support space, including conference, copy, storage,
and file rooms.
• Numerous missing or undersized program spaces for Police and LOCom
• No room for department future growth
• Inadequately sized mainframe server room
• No enclosed data closets to provide security and special cooling
• Insufficiently sized building support spaces such as mechanical,
electrical, and telecom rooms
• No package delivery area or loading dock
• Lack of Facilities storage space and undersized repair shop
• Non-standard and undersized workstations
• Insufficiently sized public waiting areas
• Undesirable department adjacencies and departments divided between
floors and buildings
• Insufficient aisle widths and circulation in certain areas

3.2 Library Facility Deficiencies
Architectural deficiencies include:
• ADA access and accommodation
• Ongoing leaks at west wall
• Failing window seals at insulated glazing
• Ongoing failure of gyp-crete subflooring material

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Metal roofing at clerestory roofs will need to be replaced in 6 to 9 years
• Membrane roofing at flat roof areas will need to be replaced in 6 to 9
years
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Structural deficiencies include:
• Building is structurally sound but does not meet the current seismic
requirements nor does it meet the requirements for an ‘Essential Facility’
for the use as an emergency shelter
• Bookshelves are not seismically braced

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet ADAAG requirements
• Plumbing fixtures do not meet current water consumption requirements
• Two rooftop mechanical units are nearing their end of service life
• Boiler is rusting out and in need of replacement
• Electrical service is at full capacity and needs to be expanded to meet
current and future needs

Environmental hazards include:
• There are no exposed environmental hazardous materials.
• Building materials containing asbestos: flooring, adhesive, drywall, etc
• Paint materials containing lead
• Older light fixtures with ballast containing PCB’s

Space Program deficiencies include:
• Inadequate volunteer and staff work space
• Inadequate staff support space including meeting rooms
• Inadequate space to retain and expand material collections and
accommodate the desired level of adult, children, and teen programs.
• Lack of flexibility for reconfiguration as a result of light placement and
other architectural features
• Lack of community use rooms and flex space, including area to show
movies and hold presentations
• Limited general and archival storage space
• Undesirable relationships of functional areas
• Minimal public circulation and seating space
• Inability to easily adapt to and accommodate technological changes due
to the building infrastructure
• Lack of vending area for the purchase of food or beverage

3.3 Adult Community Center
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Site paving has settled and has created trip hazards in multiple locations
• Trash dumpster and recycling currently share the emergency generator
enclosure creating a potential conflict with emergency operations
• Restrooms are outdated and do not meet accessibility requirements
• Interior finishes are worn and outdated, natural wood needs to be
refinished
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• Second exits from basement and auditorium have stair egress only,
creating potential hazard for occupants in wheelchairs or using walkers.

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Leaking roof at computer lab / deck due to improperly installed roofing
and flashing materials
• Cedar roofing will need to be replaced in 6 to 9 years

Structural deficiencies include:
• Building is structurally sound but does not meet the current seismic
requirements nor does it meet the requirements for an ‘Essential Facility’
for the use as an emergency shelter
• Kitchen equipment is not secured causing a potential hazard during a
seismic event

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Galvanized domestic water distribution is in need of replacement
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements
• Ageing split mechanical units nearing end of service life
• No make-up air unit in kitchen as required for exhaust hood operation
• Non-Code compliant galvanized ductwork at kitchen exhaust hood
• Original 1975 electrical equipment is in need of upgrade and
replacement
• The elevator is not equipped with a shunt-trip device required by current
code
• Elevator cab recall is not tied to the fire alarm system

Space Program deficiencies include:
• Poorly configured and inefficient staff space to serve current program
offerings
• Inability to offer health and wellness programs due to a lack of space and
staff
• Insufficient amount of storage space
• Limited amount of multi-purpose “Hobby Room” space to host large
events

3.4 West End Building Deficiencies
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Public restrooms are outdated and do not meet ADAAG accessibility
requirements
• Non-compliance with various ADAAG requirements including handrail
extensions and hardware
• The west wing of the building is currently unoccupied due to code
compliance issues including alarm systems, emergency lighting and
egress hardware among other items
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• Change of occupancy designation from a ‘B’ Office use to an ‘A’ Assembly
use requires a full code upgrade
• Original ceiling system is out of date, non-standardized size, and
replacement tiles are not available
• Elevator is in need of major upgrade or replacement

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Parapet copping appears to be leaking allowing water intrusion into
exterior brick frames, causing damage to the exposed bottom plaster
surface
• Copping and roofing at mechanical chiller are in need of repair and
replacement
• Brick wall system shows signs of water intrusion in several locations as
indicated by moss growth in weep holes and rusting bottom surface of
steel lintels supporting brick veneer
• Existing non-thermally broken window system is aged and deteriorating
requiring repair or replacement
• New single-ply roofing was not installed to industry standards and will
need to be monitored.
• Second floor entry bridge waterproof surfacing is failing allowing water
intrusion into bridge structure.

Structural deficiencies include:
• Non-conformance of seismic requirements for ‘Essential Facilities’ for
use as an emergency shelter, emergency operations center and police /
LOcom operations.
• Brick wall system has several areas where hairline cracks can be seen
indicating settlement or deficiencies in the masonry support system.
• Original light fixtures are not structurally supported or seismically braced

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements
• The HVAC systems are beyond their normal life expectancy and are in
need of replacement including the main air handlers and the central
chiller plant

Space Program deficiencies include:
The current space for Parks & Recreation indoor recreation program and
administration offices functions well for current program uses. The administrative
offices would be better located within City Hall or a future Community Center.

3.5 Indoor Tennis Center
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Main entry is not accessible due to stair access and door hardware.
• Public restrooms are not ADAAG compliant
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Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Roof and gutter damage from falling tree limbs

Structural deficiencies include:
• Non-conformance of seismic requirements for life / safety

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements
• No emergency lighting is provided

Environmental hazards include:
• Building materials containing asbestos: flooring, adhesive, drywall, etc
• Paint materials containing lead
• Older light fixtures with ballast containing PCB’s

Space Program Deficiencies
The existing Indoor Tennis Center facility has a number of significant deficiencies
that affect current program offerings. These include the following:
• The facility was not designed to meet American Disability Act (ADA)
accessibility and clearance requirements. It is currently non-compliant
with ADA requirements.
• At 50 square feet for each of two restrooms, these facilities are
inadequate to meet the needs of the users and are not ADA compliant.
There are also an insufficient number of lavatories and toilet fixtures to
meet code requirements for such a facility.
• Showers are not provided.
• A changing room and lockers are not provided.
• Accommodations for families are not provided.
• The size of the equipment storage room is inadequate.
• The number of tennis courts is insufficient to meet current demand.
• Existing facility cannot accommodate celebrations or banquets
associated with tennis events and groups. There is a current demand for
such facilities.
• The current tennis courts do not have a dedicated area for spectators.
• The existing reception and lobby area is undersized to function
appropriately.

3.6 Main Fire Station 214
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Second floor crew quarters are not accessible due to stair access and
hardware
• Kitchen, restrooms, utility areas and sleeping rooms are not ADA
compliant
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Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Single-ply roofing at engine bay is failing and is in need of replacement
• Single-ply roofing at crew quarters is in need of repair to secure the
perimeter and repair flashing
• Exterior deck surfacing and perimeter flashing is failing and in need of
replacement
• Metal roof and flashing at tower feature are leaking and in need of repair
• Leaks are occurring at surface applied roof termination flashing at
masonry walls.
• Teak window system is weathered and in need of repair and refinishing

Structural deficiencies include:
• The building is structurally sound but does not meet the requirements for
an ‘Essential Facility’ for the use as an emergency operations center.

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements
• HVAC air distribution and temperature control are not consistent and
need additional controls, dampers and balancing

Space Program deficiencies include:
• Several program areas require additional space to meet the current
program needs. The existing storage, server, electrical, and exercise
rooms are undersized.
• Station 214 is being fully utilized by current program functions, with
limited opportunities for growth within the building or on the site. Internal
growth can occur only by displacing current program to other stations.
The Battalion Chief Training Officer was recently relocated to the Westlake
Fire Station (Station 210) so that the majority of training no longer occurs
at Station 214.
• The living accommodations for the fire crew are not designed to meet
American Disability Act (ADA) accessibility and clearance requirements.
There is no elevator to provide access to the second floor. While federal
law is currently under review to determine if an exception to the law
is appropriate for this occupancy type; this facility is currently noncompliant.
• The existing depth of the apparatus bays limits the ability to
accommodate oversized vehicles and prohibits flexibility as equipment
is replaced in the future. The drive thru apparatus bays cannot
accommodate an oversized ladder truck and the single door bays cannot
accommodate large trucks. The ability to relocate equipment between fire
stations is also limited.

3.7 South Shore Fire Station 212
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Office and crew quarters are not accessible
• Entry, kitchen, restrooms, utility areas, sleeping rooms, hardware,
plumbing fixtures, clearances and general circulation are not ADA
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compliant
• Group bunk room
• Ageing interior finishes

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Single-ply roofing at flat roof areas is failing and is in need of replacement
• Metal roof system is nearing its end of service life
• Aluminum windows are in need of replacement
• Minimal thermal insulation

Structural deficiencies include:
• The building does not meet the requirements for an ‘Essential Facility’ for
the use as an emergency operations center.

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements
• Galvanized domestic water distribution is in need of replacement
• HVAC systems are failing and in need of replacement
• The 1971 vintage electrical equipment is out of date and in need of
replacement and upgrade
• The emergency generator is old and in need of replacement

Space Program deficiencies include:
• The lack of drive thru apparatus bays requires that all equipment,
including the station’s single fire engine, be backed into the bays.
• The existing bay depth requires the current rescue boat to be stored
separately from the truck, causing a delay in emergency response time
due to the time required to negotiate the attachment of the boat to the
truck.
• The existing bay depth does not allow for an oversized ladder truck if this
program element were required in the future.
• There is no conditioned turn out equipment storage space outside of the
apparatus bay, causing premature degradation of the equipment caused
by UV light exposure.
• The facility does not adequately support staff of both genders because of
co-habitation within large bunk rooms rather than in small, single bunk
rooms.
• At approximately 80 SF, the shop is significantly undersized.
• Program functions such as training, large meetings and community
functions cannot be accommodated within the building.
• The EMS supply room is located within the Laundry Room as a result of a
lack of space.
• The staff exercise area is undersized to function effectively.
• The facility is lacking dedicated general storage space, causing storage to
be dispersed throughout the building in other program areas.
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3.8 Jean Road Fire Station 211
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Ladder truck access driveway is restricted making it difficult to maneuver
the truck into the engine bay
• Office and crew quarters are not accessible
• Entry, kitchen, restrooms, utility areas, sleeping rooms, hardware,
plumbing fixtures, clearances and general circulation are not ADA
compliant
• Second floor physical fitness center does not have elevator access and is
not ADA accessible

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Composition roofing is nearing the end of its service life

Structural deficiencies include:
• The building does not meet the requirements for an ‘Essential Facility’ for
the use as an emergency operations center.

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements
• HVAC equipment is not seismically braced
• The emergency propane generator does not have on-site backup fuel
storage as required by ‘Essential Facility’ requirements

Space Program deficiencies include:
• With the conversion of the attic space for a fitness room, the amount of
general storage space is insufficient. Essential bulk supplies for all fire
department facilities are kept at this station for distribution.
• There is no conditioned turn out equipment storage space outside of the
apparatus bay, causing premature degradation of the equipment.
• The 2nd floor area has no elevator access and is therefore non-compliant
with American Disability Act (ADA) requirements.

3.9 Westlake Fire Station 210
Architectural deficiencies include:
• Office and crew quarters are not accessible
• Entry, kitchen, restrooms, utility areas, sleeping rooms, hardware,
plumbing fixtures, clearances and general circulation are not ADA
compliant
• Second floor training center does not have elevator access and is not ADA
accessible
• Failing stainless steel windows at Fire Training Tower

Building envelop deficiencies include:
• Composition roofing is nearing the end of its service life
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• Failing metal roof system at Fire Training Tower
• Water intrusion into roof structure at south wing of Fire Training Tower

Structural deficiencies include:
• The building does not meet the requirements for an ‘Essential Facility’ for
the use as an emergency operations center.

Mechanical, electrical and plumbing system deficiencies
include:
• Plumbing systems do not meet current ADA or low flow requirements

Space Program deficiencies include:
• The 2nd floor area has no elevator access and is therefore non-compliant
with American Disability Act (ADA) requirements.
• The existing bay depth does not allow for an oversized ladder truck if this
program element were required in the future.
• There is no conditioned turn out equipment storage space outside of the
apparatus bay, causing premature degradation of the equipment caused
by UV light exposure.
• The outdoor firefighter training facility is not ideally suited for complete
training operations. Aesthetic requirements, as a result of the
neighborhood setting, affected the opportunity to design the facility
to achieve optimal program requirements. It is slightly undersized and
inappropriately configured.				
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3.10 Space Program Requirements Summary
MUNICIPAL
ANDas
SPACE
PLANNING
The following table summarizes the space program requirements
based onFACILITIES
data gathered
part of
this studyANALYSIS
for current,
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
current right size, and future building gross square footage. It is noted where existing studies
were used as the basis
for obtaining projected square footage. Existing gross building square footage was providedSUMMARY
by the CityOF
of DEPARTMENTS
Lake Oswego.
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population
of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth, much of the space growth is a result of an
insufficient
amountREQUIREMENTS:
of existing space for current program needs. Reference the appendix for all supporting programming
SPACE PROGRAM
The
current
program
space
is
based
on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff
documentation.
growth, much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake
Oswego.

City Hall

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Department

Current
Building
Gross SF

Current Right
Size Building
Gross SF

Future
Building
Gross SF

29,471

41,436

44,799

Special Requirements & Comments:

City Manager's Office
City Attorney's Office
Mayor's Office
City Council Chambers
Municipal Courts
Citizen Information Center
Planning
Engineering
Building Permits
Redevelopment Agency
Finance and Human Resources
Public Affairs
Information Technology
Facilities
Meeting Rooms
Parks & Rec Admin Offices at City Hall

0

Police / LOCom

9,933

33,355

34,196

Existing City Hall

39,404

-

-

Parks & Rec Admin Offices at WEB

5,500

-

-

Totals

44,904

74,790

78,994

Library

27,738

47,000

66,024

Adult Community Center

12,526

26,858

na

Future SF included in Community Center total SF

Indoor Tennis Center

28,288

35,376

71,239

Pending future Parks comprehensive plan update

Indoor Recreation Programs

23,343

23,343

na

Future SF included in Community Center total SF

Future Community Center

na

na

141,220

Assumes Parks & Rec is located at future City Hall
Based on a separate Police/LOCom facility

Library
Right Size and Future SF based on previous studies

Parks & Recreation

Future SF based on previous study

Fire Station
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210 - Westlake Fire Station

7,723

8,325

8,325

211 - Jean Road Fire Station

5,234

5,588

5,588

212 - South Shore Fire Station

5,463

n/a

9,075

214 - Main Fire Station

11,128

11,705

11,705

Future SF based on previous study

4.0
Appendix
Space Program Requirements (Revised October 15, 2008)
Survey of Comparable City Hall & Police Functions
(Provided by the City of Lake Oswego)
Building Floor Plans
2007 Lake Oswego City Hall Remediation Report
West End Building Reports
Electrical
Hazardous Materials
Mechanical Systems
Seismic
Structural

Space Pro gram Req uirement s
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
SUMMARY OF DEPARTMENTS

SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff
growth, much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake
Oswego.

City Hall

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Department

Current
Building
Gross SF

Current Right
Size Building
Gross SF

Future
Building
Gross SF

29,471

41,436

44,799

Special Requirements & Comments:

City Manager's Office
City Attorney's Office
Mayor's Office
City Council Chambers
Municipal Courts
Citizen Information Center
Planning
Engineering
Building Permits
Redevelopment Agency
Finance and Human Resources
Public Affairs
Information Technology
Facilities
Meeting Rooms
Parks & Rec Admin Offices at City Hall

0

Police / LOCom

9,933

33,355

34,196

Existing City Hall

39,404

-

-

Parks & Rec Admin Offices at WEB

5,500

-

-

Totals

44,904

74,790

78,994

Library

27,738

47,000

66,024

Adult Community Center

12,526

26,858

na

Future SF included in Community Center total SF

Indoor Tennis Center

28,288

35,376

71,239

Pending future Parks comprehensive plan update

Indoor Recreation Programs

23,343

23,343

na

Future SF included in Community Center total SF

Future Community Center

na

na

141,220

210 - Westlake Fire Station

7,723

8,325

8,325

211 - Jean Road Fire Station

5,234

5,588

5,588

212 - South Shore Fire Station

5,463

n/a

9,075

214 - Main Fire Station

11,128

11,705

11,705

Assumes Parks & Rec is located at future City Hall
Based on a separate Police/LOCom facility

Library
Right Size and Future SF based on previous studies

Parks & Recreation

Future SF based on previous study

Fire Station

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CURRENT RIGHT SIZE SPACE SUMMARY

Current Right Size City Hall

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Staff Net SF Subtotal:

11,402

Add'l 35% Circulation:

3,991

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

15,393

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

13,070

Add'l 35% Circulation:

4,575

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

17,645

Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)

2,994

BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:

36,031

85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:

5,405

CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

41,436

Current Right Size Police & E911 Dispatch

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Staff Net SF Subtotal:

4,078

Add'l 35% Circulation:

1,427

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

5,506

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

14,013

Add'l 35% Circulation:

4,905

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

18,918

Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)

3,372

BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:

27,795

80% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:

5,559

CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

33,355

Current Right Size Library
Data not available

Current Right Size Parks & Recreation - Adult Community Center
Data not available
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CURRENT RIGHT SIZE SPACE SUMMARY

Current Right Size Parks & Recreation - Indoor Tennis Center

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

184

Add'l 35% Circulation:

64

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

248

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

26,125

Add'l 10% Circulation:

2,613

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

28,738

Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)

1,776

BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:

30,762

85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:

4,614

CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

35,376

Current Right Size Parks & Recreation - Recreation Program

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

0

Add'l 35% Circulation:

0

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

0

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

14,971

Add'l 30% Circulation:

4,491

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

19,462

Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)

836

BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:

20,298

85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:

3,045

CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

23,343

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CURRENT RIGHT SIZE SPACE SUMMARY

Current Right Size Fire Station - 210 Westlake Fire Station

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Staff Net SF Subtotal:

520

Add'l 35% Circulation:

182

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

702

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 5% Circulation:
Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)

308
6,477
60

BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:

7,239

85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:

1,086

CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

8,325

Current Right Size Fire Station - 211 Jean Road Fire Station

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

213

Add'l 35% Circulation:

74

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

287

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 1% Circulation:
Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)
BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

162

6,169

4,474
45
4,519
53
4,859
729
5,588

Space Pro gram Req uirement s
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CURRENT RIGHT SIZE SPACE SUMMARY

Current Right Size Fire Station - 212 South Shore Road Fire Station
Data not available

Current Right Size Fire Station - 214 Main Fire Station

Square footage numbers exclude all Site Program
Staff Net SF Subtotal:

1,106

Add'l 35% Circulation:

387

Staff Net SF Subtotal:

1,493

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

7,317

Add'l 15% Circulation:

1,098

Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

8,415

Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal: (Additional ciculation not required)

271

BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:

10,178

85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:

1,527

CURRENT RIGHT SIZE BUILDING GROSS SF:

11,705

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CITY HALL

Department: City Hall
Information Technology, Community Development, Finance, Human Resources, Municipal Courts, General Services
Division or Sub-Department:
(Facilities), City Manager, City Attorney
Survey Date: August 13, 2008
Reported By: Chip Larouche, Stephan Lashbrook, Carol Bryck, David Donaldson, Fran Blake, Rachael Petersen, Brant Williams
Current Location: City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Floors
Adjacency requirements: HR, Finance - City Attny, City Manager
No. public visitors per day: Varies by department, 75-100 to Courts 1x per week
Areas requiring increased security: Server

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population
Department or
Division

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Commun Devel

CD Director

1

203

203

1

150

150

1

150

CD

Future Manager

0

0

0

0

120

0

1

120

150
120

CD/Planning

Development Review Manager

1

112

112

1

120

120

1

120

120
120

CD/Planning

LR Planning Manager

1

195

195

1

120

120

1

120

CD/Engineering

City Engineer

1

182

182

1

120

120

1

120

120

CD/Engineering

Planning Serv Super

1

64

64

1

120

120

1

120

120

CD/Engineering

1

64

64

1

120

120

1

120

120

1

64

64

1

120

120

1

120

120

CD/Building

Principal Traffic Eng
Construction Serv, Asst City
Eng
Building Official

1

140

140

1

120

120

1

120

120

Information Tech

Chief Technology Officer

1

64

64

1

120

120

1

120

120

City Manager

City Manager

1

218

218

1

220

220

1

220

220

CD/Engineering

City Manager

Mayor

1

140

140

1

150

150

1

150

150

City Manager

Capital Projects Director

1

100

100

1

120

120

1

120

120

City Recorder

City Recorder

1

64

64

1

120

120

1

120

120

City Attorney

City Attorney

1

224

224

1

220

220

1

220

220

City Attorney

Prosecuting Attorney

1

138

138

1

120

120

1

120

120

City Attorney
Redevelopment
Agency

Assistant City Attorney

1

102

102

1

120

120

1

120

120

Redevelopment Director

1

142

142

1

120

120

1

120

120

Citizen Info Center
& Public Affairs

Public Affairs Director

0

0

0

0

120

0

1

120

120

Citizen Info Center
& Public Affairs

Coordinator

1

105

105

1

80

80

1

80

80

HR

Director / Asst City Mgr

1

225

225

1

120

120

1

120

120

HR

Staff

2

108

216

2

120

240

1

120

120

Finance

Director

1

145

145

1

150

150

1

150

150

Finance

Payroll

1

107

107

1

120

120

1

120

120

Finance

Assistant Director

1

64

64

1

120

120

1

120

120

Municipal Court

Judge

1

150

150

1

150

150

1

150

150

CD/Planning

Develop Services Liason

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

CD/Planning

Sustainability Planner

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

CD/Planning

Recep / Admin

4

64

256

4

80

320

4

80

320

CD/Planning

LR Planning

7

64

448

7

80

560

8

80

640

CD/Planning

Development Review

5

64

320

5

80

400

7

80

560

CD/Planning

City Arborist

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

CD/Planning

Code Enforcement

1

64

64

2

64

128

2

64

128

164

CD/Engineering

Planning Services

8

64

512

8

80

640

9

80

720

CD/Engineering

Tech & Water Conserv

2

64

128

2

80

160

2

80

160

CD/Engineering

Construction Serv

8

64

512

8

80

640

10

80

800

CD/Engineering

Recep / Admin

3

64

192

3

80

240

3

80

240

CD/Building

Plans Examiner

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

CD/Building

Electrical Inspector

1

64

64

1

64

64

1

64

64

CD/Building

Building Inspector

3

64

192

3

64

192

3

64

192

CD/Building

Permit Coordinator

3

64

192

3

80

240

4

80

320

CD/Building

Recep / Admin

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

Information Tech

Network

4

64

256

4

80

320

5

80

400

Information Tech

Mail & Copy

1.5

64

96

1.5

80

120

2

80

160

(see Police/LOCom for add'l IT
staff)
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CITY HALL

Department: City Hall
Information Technology, Community Development, Finance, Human Resources, Municipal Courts, General Services
(Facilities), City Manager, City Attorney
Survey Date: August 13, 2008
Reported By: Chip Larouche, Stephan Lashbrook, Carol Bryck, David Donaldson, Fran Blake, Rachael Petersen, Brant Williams
Current Location: City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Floors
Adjacency requirements: HR, Finance - City Attny, City Manager
No. public visitors per day: Varies by department, 75-100 to Courts 1x per week
Areas requiring increased security: Server
Division or Sub-Department:

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Executive Asst
Management Analyst &
Assistant
Archive Records Staff

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

1

64

64

1

80

80

2

80

160

1

64

64

1

192

192

1

192

192

Administrative

2

64

128

2

80

160

2

80

160

Management Analyst

0

0

0

0

80

0

1

80

80

Citizen Info Center
& Public Affairs

Assistant

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

City Recorder

Assistant

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

HR

Staff

2

64

128

2

80

160

2

80

160

Department or
Division
City Manager
City Manager
City Manager
City Attorney
Redevelopment
Agency

Current
SF Each

HR

Staff

0

0

0

0

64

0

1

64

64

Facilities

Staff

3

64

192

3

64

192

3

64

192

Finance

Staff

6

64

384

6

80

480

8

80

640

Finance

Staff

2

64

128

2

64

128

2

64

128

Municipal Court

Staff

4

64

256

4

64

256

4

64

256

Municipal Court

Staff

1

64

64

1

80

80

1

80

80

P&R/ Admin

Director

1

161

161

1

150

150

1

150

150

P&R/ Admin

Senior Manager

1

173

173

1

120

120

1

120

120

P&R/ Admin

Staff

9

100

900

9

80

720

11

80

880

P&R/ Admin

Staff

10

100

1,000

10

64

640

11

64

704

P&R/ Admin

Staff

2

50

100

2

50

100

2

50

100

10,714

129.5

11,402

147

includes microfiche area

Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

128.5

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal: 12,810
Add'l 35% Circulation: 4,484
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal: 17,294

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CITY HALL

Department: City Hall
Information Technology, Community Development, Finance, Human Resources, Municipal Courts, General Services
(Facilities), City Manager, City Attorney
Survey Date: August 13, 2008
Reported By: Chip Larouche, Stephan Lashbrook, Carol Bryck, David Donaldson, Fran Blake, Rachael Petersen, Brant Williams
Current Location: City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Floors
Adjacency requirements: HR, Finance - City Attny, City Manager
No. public visitors per day: Varies by department, 75-100 to Courts 1x per week
Areas requiring increased security: Server
Division or Sub-Department:

Department Support Space:

Department or
Division

Space Name

Current - 36,000
Population
Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

City Manager

6-8 Seat Conference

1

172

172

1

172

172

1

172

172

City Attorney

6-8 Seat Conference / Library

1

198

198

1

198

198

1

198

198

1

209

209

1

209

209

1

209

209

Commun Devel

6-8 Seat City Council
Workroom
12-14 Seat Conference

1

278

278

1

320

320

1

320

320

City Manager
Police

12-14 Seat Conference

1

353

353

0

0

0

0

0

0

Parks & Rec

12-14 Seat Conference

1

347

347

1

320

320

1

320

320

HR/Finance

8-10 Seat Conference

0

0

0

1

220

220

1

220

220

Commun Devel

4-6 Seat Conference

0

0

0

2

120

240

2

120

240

All departments

12-14 Seat Conference

0

0

0

1

320

320

1

320

320

All departments

24-30 seat Conference

0

0

0

0

650

0

1

650

650

All departments

Lunch Room

1

643

643

1

643

643

1

643

643

All departments

Coffee

1

30

30

2

60

120

2

60

120

Finance / HR /
Facilities / LR
Planning

Copy/ Work

1

30

30

1

120

120

1

120

120

Municipal Court

Copy

1

30

30

1

80

80

1

80

80

Municipal Court

Public Help Desk

1

200

200

1

200

200

1

200

200

Municipal Court

Jury Room

0

0

0

1

160

160

1

160

160

Municipal Court

Courtroom

1

1,168

1,168

1

1,168

1,168

1

1,168

1,168

City Manager

Council Chambers

1

1,505

1,505

1

1,505

1,505

1

1,505

1,505

Facilities

File Storage

1

80

80

1

80

80

1

80

80

Facilities

Work Shop & Storage

1

120

120

1

612

612

1

612

612

HR

Waiting

1

50

50

1

65

65

1

65

65

HR

File Storage

1

120

120

1

120

120

1

120

120

Finance

Central File

1

180

180

1

225

225

1

225

225

Finance

Reception / Waiting

1

150

150

1

220

220

1

220

220

Finance

Archival File

1

150

150

1

150

150

1

150

150

Finance

Point of Sale

1

100

100

1

100

100

1

100

100

with plumbing
Shown in Police Requirements
(Existing conf rm in WEB)

includes internal storage,
moveable wall partition
includes internal storage, A/V,
moveable wall partition
currently in basement
currently in basement

currently in basement

Information Tech

Printer / File

1

50

50

1

100

100

1

100

100

Information Tech

Server Room

1

150

150

1

300

300

1

300

300

Information Tech

Data Closet

2

40

80

2

40

80

2

40

80

Information Tech

Storage

0

0

0

1

150

150

1

150

150

Information Tech

Mail Room

1

624

624

1

980

980

1

980

980

1st Floor by delivery area

Information Tech

Shipping & Receiving

0

0

0

1

500

500

1

500

500

1st Floor by delivery area
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CITY HALL

Department: City Hall
Information Technology, Community Development, Finance, Human Resources, Municipal Courts, General Services
(Facilities), City Manager, City Attorney
Survey Date: August 13, 2008
Reported By: Chip Larouche, Stephan Lashbrook, Carol Bryck, David Donaldson, Fran Blake, Rachael Petersen, Brant Williams
Current Location: City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Floors
Adjacency requirements: HR, Finance - City Attny, City Manager
No. public visitors per day: Varies by department, 75-100 to Courts 1x per week
Areas requiring increased security: Server
Division or Sub-Department:

Current - 36,000
Department or
Division

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Space Name

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Commun Devel

Map Plotter

1

410

410

1

410

410

1

410

Commun Devel

File Storage

1

150

150

1

150

150

1

150

150

Commun Devel

Copy / Work

1

280

280

1

280

280

1

280

280

410

Commun Devel

Library

1

120

120

1

200

200

1

200

200

Commun Devel

Counter / Waiting

1

300

300

1

400

400

1

400

400

City Attorney

File / Supplies

1

65

65

1

65

65

1

65

65

City Manager

Copy / Supply / HD File

1

180

180

1

180

180

1

180

180

City Manager

Waiting

1

80

80

1

80

80

1

80

80

Arts Foundation

1

107

107

1

100

100

1

100

100

1

280

280

1

280

280

1

280

280

P&R/ Admin

Non Affiliated Staff
Reception / Waiting /
Brochures
Supply / Copy

1

188

188

1

188

188

1

188

188

P&R/ Admin

General and File Storage

5

140

700

5

140

700

5

140

700

P&R/ Admin

Lunch Room

1

275

275

0

0

0

0

0

0

P&R/ Admin

Director's Conference

1

120

120

0

0

0

0

0

0

10

36

360

10

36

360

13

36

468

P&R/ Admin

All departments

Internship Space
SUBTOTALS:

10,632

Building Support Space Requirements:

Current - 36,000
Population

Space Name

Men's Showers /Lockers/
Restrooms
Women's Showers/ Lockers/
Restrooms
Janitor's Closet

13,070

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 13,828
Add'l 35% Circulation: 4,840
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 18,668

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

1

64

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total
64

1

600

600

1

600

600

2 showers
2 showers

0

0

0

1

600

600

1

600

600

1

36

36

3

36

108

3

36

108

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
Men's Public Restroom

3

139

417

3

250

750

3

250

750

Women's Public Restroom

3

139

417

3

250

750

3

250

750

Farr House Archival Storage

1

Exist

1

Exist

Entry Vestibule

2

93

2

93

SUBTOTALS:

186

2

93

1,120

186

186

2,994

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

Off Site file storage for all
departments, 1,200 banker boxes

2,994

[Add'l circulation not
required]
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
CITY HALL

Department: City Hall
Information Technology, Community Development, Finance, Human Resources, Municipal Courts, General Services
(Facilities), City Manager, City Attorney
Survey Date: August 13, 2008
Reported By: Chip Larouche, Stephan Lashbrook, Carol Bryck, David Donaldson, Fran Blake, Rachael Petersen, Brant Williams
Current Location: City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Floors
Adjacency requirements: HR, Finance - City Attny, City Manager
No. public visitors per day: Varies by department, 75-100 to Courts 1x per week
Areas requiring increased security: Server
Division or Sub-Department:

Subtotals:
FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

17,294
18,668
2,994

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

38,955
5,843
44,799

Existing Building Square Footage:

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
City Hall
Basement:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
3nd Floor:
Total Building:
2nd Floor Police/ LOCom Tenant Area*:
Basement Police/ LOCom Tenant Area:
*does not include building common areas such as restrooms
Building Area without Police / LOCom:

1,920
12,411
13,441
11,632
39,404
9,283
650
9,933
29,471

West End Building
Parks & Recreation Administrative space at West End Building:
Total:

Site Program:
Current Current
QuantitY SF Each

Program Type
Parking:
Visitor
Staff

Other:

City Assigned Vehicle

TOTAL

138 at
existing
City Hall

0

350

Current
SF
Subtotal

48,300

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:

149

350

149

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]
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5,500
5,500

52,213

calculated at 3.33 spaces per
1,000 GFA

52,213

52,213
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
POLICE LOCOM (E911)

Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Police / LOCom (E911)
August 13, 2008
Dan Duncan, Police Chief
City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 2nd Floor
Police / LOCom (E911), Municipal Court, Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Evidence Storage
18-20, 80% of which is for Records. Tickets are paid on 1st Floor at Municipal Courts.
Department perimeter, records should be enclosed, Drug and non-drug evidence, Armory

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Police

Chief of Police

1

180

180

1

150

150

1

150

150

Police

Operations Captain

1

100

100

1

120

120

1

120

120

Police

Admin Captain

1

100

100

1

120

120

1

120

120

LOCom

Manager

1

124

124

1

216

216

1

216

216

Police

Admin Assistant

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Patrol Lieutenant

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Detective Lietenant

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Detectives

4

48

192

4

64

256

5

64

320

Police

School Resource Officer

1

48

48

1

64

64

1

64

64

Police

Narcotics Officer

1

48

48

1

64

64

1

64

64

Police

Admin Secretary

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Traffic Lieutenant

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Motor Officers

3

48

144

3

64

192

3

64

192

Police

Community Service Officers

4

48

192

4

64

256

4

64

256

Police

Training Officer

1

48

48

1

64

64

1

64

64

Police

Records Supervisor

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Records Clerks

3

48

144

3

64

192

3

64

192

Police

Evidence Custodian

1

48

48

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Custodian

0.5

LOCom

IT / Technical Asst

2

64

128

2

80

160

2

80

160

currently located within IT dept

Police

Patrol Sergeants

6

48

288

6

26.6

160

6

26.6

160

(2) shared 80 sf workstations for
(6) staff over (3) shifts

Police

Patrol Officers

21

16

336

21

28.57

600

28

28.57

800

(10) shared 80 sf workstations for
(28) staff over (3) shifts

LOCom

Future IT / Technical Asst

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

40

80

(1) shared 80 sf workstation for
(2) staff over (2) shifts, currently
located within IT dept

LOCom

Call Taking Dispatch

15.5

16

248

15.5

58.38

905

18.5

58.38

1,080

2,656

73

4,078

86

Department or
Division

Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

73

0.5

1:8,000 persons

0.5

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

(8) shared 135 sf workstations for
(18.5) staff over (3) shifts

4,598
1,609
6,207
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POLICE LOCOM (E911)

Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Police / LOCom (E911)
August 13, 2008
Dan Duncan, Police Chief
City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 2nd Floor
Police / LOCom (E911), Municipal Court, Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Evidence Storage
18-20, 80% of which is for Records. Tickets are paid on 1st Floor at Municipal Courts.
Department perimeter, records should be enclosed, Drug and non-drug evidence, Armory

Department Support Space:

Department or
Division

Current - 36,000

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Space Name

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Police

Reception / Waiting

1

294

294

1

300

300

1

300

300

Police

55-60 Seat Public Meeting
Room

0

0

0

1

900

900

1

900

900

classroom style seating

Police

Records Files

1

1

600

600

1

600

600

includes active and archival

Police

Records Copy

1

1

140

140

1

140

140

Police

Report Writing

1

400

Police

Briefing Room

Police

Special Evidence Storage

915

915

1

400

400

1

400

1

175

175

1

320

320

1

320

320

seating for 12 to 14

1

62

62

1

900

900

1

900

900

drug and non-drug, secure

Police

Hazardous Materials

0

0

0

1

150

150

1

150

150

Police

General Evidence Storage

1

250

250

1

1,360

1,360

1

1,360

1,360

Police

Vehicle Impound

0

0

0

4

200

800

4

200

800

separate building
currently located off site, high
density shelves
secure

Police

Evidence Van Parking

0

0

0

1

200

200

1

200

200

secure

Police

Evidence Processing

1

50

50

1

413

413

1

413

413

secure

Police

Evidence Viewing & Receiving

0

0

0

1

90

90

1

90

90

secure

Police

Evidence / Patrol Staff Entry

0

0

0

1

100

100

1

100

100

secure

Police

General Storage

1

66

66

1

400

400

1

400

400

Police

Uniform Storage

1

60

60

1

120

120

1

120

120

Police

Detective Storage

1

53

53

1

120

120

1

120

120

Police

Lunch / Break

0

0

0

1

174

174

1

174

174

Police

Fitness

0

0

0

1

900

900

1

900

900

Police

Holding Cell

0

0

0

4

64

256

4

64

256

Police

1

67

67

1

100

100

1

100

100

0

0

0

1

180

180

1

180

180

Police

Intox / DUI processing
In Custody Report Writing and
Processing
Wellness / Nursing Mothers

0

0

0

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Armory

1

83

83

1

140

140

1

140

140

Police

Grab & Go Storage Alcove

0

0

0

1

80

80

1

80

80

Police

Hard Interview

1

77

77

2

100

200

2

100

200

Police

Soft Interivew

0

0

0

1

100

100

1

100

100

Police

12-14 Seat Conference

0

0

0

1

320

320

1

320

320

Police

Training Room / EOC

0

0

0

1

1,200

1,200

1

1,200

1,200

Police

Officer Bunk Room

0

0

0

2

100

200

2

100

200

Police

Bike Storage

1

50

50

1

220

220

1

220

220

LOCom

Conference

1

36

36

1

200

200

1

200

200

LOCom

Copy

1

10

10

1

90

90

1

90

90

LOCom

Supply

1

20

20

1

105

105

1

105

105

LOCom

Communications Equipment

1

144

144

1

1,000

1,000

1

1,000

1,000

LOCom

Communications Equipment

1

138

138

0

0

0

0

0

0

LOCom

Work Out / Fitness

0

0

0

1

150

150

1

150

150

Police

LOCom

Break

1

14

14

1

350

350

1

350

350

LOCom

Quiet/ Bunk Room

0

0

0

2

100

200

2

100

200

LOCom

Lockers

1

20

20

1

255

255

1

255

255

LOCom

Toilet Room

1

30

30

2

65

130

2

65

130

LOCom

Mail

1

10

10

1

45

45

1

45

45

LOCom

Staff Entry

0

0

0

1

25

25

1

25

25

SUBTOTALS:

2,624

14,013

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 14,013
Add'l 35% Circulation: 4,905
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 18,918
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Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Police / LOCom (E911)
August 13, 2008
Dan Duncan, Police Chief
City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 2nd Floor
Police / LOCom (E911), Municipal Court, Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Evidence Storage
18-20, 80% of which is for Records. Tickets are paid on 1st Floor at Municipal Courts.
Department perimeter, records should be enclosed, Drug and non-drug evidence, Armory

Building Support Space Requirements:

Current - 36,000

Current Right Size

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

1

594

594

Women's Showers/ Lockers/
Restrooms

1

209

Janitor's Closet

1

33

Space Name

Men's Showers /Lockers/
Restrooms

Future - 50,000 Population

1

1,250

1,250

1

1,250

1,250

3 showers

209

1

800

33

2

36

800

1

800

800

2 showers

72

2

36

72

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
Men's Public Restroom

1

136

136

1

250

250

1

250

250

Women's Public Restroom

1

136

136

1

250

250

1

250

250

Sallyport

1

595

595

1

750

750

1

750

750

SUBTOTALS:

1,703

3,372

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Subtotals:

Existing Building Square Footage:

with overhead door

3,372

[Add'l circulation not
required]

FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

6,207
18,918
3,372

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
80% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

28,496
5,699
34,196

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
City Hall
Basement:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
3nd Floor:
Total Building:
2nd Floor Police/ LOCom Tenant Area*:
Basement Police/ LOCom Tenant Area:
*does not include building common areas such as restrooms
Building Area without Police / LOCom:

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

1,920
12,411
13,441
11,632
39,404
9,283
650
9,933
29,471
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Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Police / LOCom (E911)
August 13, 2008
Dan Duncan, Police Chief
City Hall, 380 A. Ave, 2nd Floor
Police / LOCom (E911), Municipal Court, Emergency Operation Center (EOC), Evidence Storage
18-20, 80% of which is for Records. Tickets are paid on 1st Floor at Municipal Courts.
Department perimeter, records should be enclosed, Drug and non-drug evidence, Armory

Site Program:
Program Type

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current
SF
Subtotal

138 at
existing
City Hall

350

48,300

Parking:
Visitor
Staff
City Assigned Vehicle

Other:

Secured Vehicles

TOTAL

0

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
10

350

3,500

4 LOCom, 6 Police

60

350

21,000

50 Police, 10 LOCom

40

350

14,000

40 Police

40

350

14,000

40 Police

150

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]
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PUBLIC LIBRARY

Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Public Library
November 28, 2006
Bill Baars
706 4th Street

Future Program Space Requirements:
The Public Library space requirements remain consistent with the study completed by Boora Architects in September 2006 for the Lake Oswego Community Center.
This report is based on a current service area population of 47,612 with a forecasted 2030 population of 68,369. Reference this study for a complete list of projected
space and size requirements.

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
57% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [68,369 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:
Existing Building Square Footage:

46,217
19,807
66,024

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Public Library
Basement:
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
Total Building:

Site Program:
Program Type

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current
SF
Subtotal

64

350

22,400

Parking:
Visitor

Other:

Staff

TOTAL

4,904
11,791
11,043
27,738

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:

208

64

350

208

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

72,800

72,800

72,800
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PARKS & RECREATION
RECREATION PROGRAM
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Parks & Recreation
Recreation Program
August 15, 2008
Kim Gilmer, Parks & Recreation Director
West End Building, 4101 Kruse Way

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population
Department or
Division

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

Department Support Space:

Department or
Division
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation
Parks & Rec /
Recreation

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

0
0
0

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Space Name

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Multi-Purpose Meeting Room

1

3,700

3,700

1

3,700

3,700

1

3,700

3,700

(Willamette Room)

Large Class Room

1

1,125

1,125

1

1,125

1,125

1

1,125

1,125

(Santiam Room)

Conference Room

1

300

300

1

300

300

1

300

300

(Yamhill Room)

Multi-Purpose Active
Movement

1

3,781

3,781

1

3,781

3,781

1

3,781

3,781

Classroom

1

428

428

1

428

428

1

428

428

Program Storage

1

900

900

1

900

900

1

900

900

Add'l Program Storage

2

856

1,712

2

856

1,712

2

856

1,712

Teen / Multi-Purpose space

1

1,725

1,725

1

1,725

1,725

1

1,725

1,725

(McKenzie / Teen Area)

Multi-Purpose Room (Crafts,
Arts, Hobby)

1

1,300

1,300

1

1,300

1,300

1

1,300

1,300

(Sandy Room)

SUBTOTALS:

14,971

14,971

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 14,971
Add'l 30% Circulation: 4,491
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 19,462
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PARKS & RECREATION
RECREATION PROGRAM
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Parks & Recreation
Recreation Program
August 15, 2008
Kim Gilmer, Parks & Recreation Director
West End Building, 4101 Kruse Way

Building Support Space Requirements:

Space Name

Janitor's Closet

Current - 36,000
Population

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

1

36

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total
36

1

36

36

1

36

36

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
Men's Public Restroom

1

400

400

1

400

400

1

400

400

Women's Public Restroom

1

400

400

1

400

400

1

400

400

SUBTOTALS:

836

836

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Subtotals:

836

[Add'l circulation not
required]

FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

0
19,462
836

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

20,298
3,045
23,343

Existing Building Square Footage:
Future space requirements match existing program space at the West End Building.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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PARKS & RECREATION
ADULT COMMUNITY CENTER (ACC)
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Parks & Recreation
Adult Community Center (ACC)
August 15, 2008
Kim Gilmer, Parks & Recreation Director
505 G Avenue

Existing Programming Data:
Basement
First Floor
Storage Building

Total:

5,863
6,663
448
12,974

Additional Programming Data:
Staff:

The below program space is required in addition to the existing program square footage indicated above.

The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Parks & Rec / ACC Future Health & Wellness Staff

0

0

0

0

3

80

240

Parks & Rec / ACC

Additional Staff Space

7

existing

7

existing

7

0

0

no add'l space required

Parks & Rec / ACC

Existing Director's Office

1

existing

1

existing

1

0

0

no add'l space required

Parks & Rec / ACC

Assistant Director's Office

1

existing

1

existing

1

0

0

no add'l space required

Parks & Rec / ACC

Existing Receptionist
Workstation

1

existing

1

existing

1

0

0

no add'l space required

Department or
Division

Position

Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

10

10

13

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

Department Support Space:

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

240
84
324

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Department or
Division

Space Name

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Parks & Rec / ACC

Active Movement

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2,800

2,800

Parks & Rec / ACC

Equipment / Weight Training

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2,500

2,500

Parks & Rec / ACC

Health / Wellness Storage

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

350

350

Parks & Rec / ACC

Multipurpose Classroom

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1,800

1,800

Parks & Rec / ACC

Classroom Storage

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

200

200

Parks & Rec / ACC

Expanded Hobby Room

1

1,053

1,053

1

1,053

1,053

1

1,053

1,053

SUBTOTALS:

1,053

1,053

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 8,703
Add'l 35% Circulation: 3,046
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 11,749
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class to serve 25-30 people

with moveable wall partition to
divide room 50/50

double existing size (future size:
2,106 SF)

Space Pro gram Req uirement s
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
PARKS & RECREATION
ADULT COMMUNITY CENTER (ACC)
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Parks & Recreation
Adult Community Center (ACC)
August 15, 2008
Kim Gilmer, Parks & Recreation Director
505 G Avenue

Building Support Space Requirements:

Space Name

Current - 36,000
Population

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
SUBTOTALS:

0

0

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Subtotals:

Existing Building Square Footage:

0

[Add'l circulation not
required]

EXISTING BUILDING GROSS SF:

12,974

FUTURE ADDITIONAL STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE ADDITIONAL DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE ADDITIONAL BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

324
11,749
0

FUTURE ADDITIONAL BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

12,073
1,811
26,858

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Adult Community Center
Basement:
1st Floor:
Storage Building
Total:

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

5,863
6,663
448
12,974
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
PARKS & RECREATION
INDOOR TENNIS CENTER
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Parks & Recreation
Indoor Tennis Center
August 14, 2008
Kim Gilmer, Parks & Recreation Director
2900 Diane Drive
None
6 am to 11 pm / 7 day wk - 85% capacity, November to March

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population
Department or
Division
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Tennis Director

1

83

83

1

120

120

1

120

120

Staff

1

83

83

1

64

64

1

64

64

166

2

184

2

currently within storage area

Shared
Workstation:
SUBTOTALS:

2

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

Department Support Space:

Department or
Division
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis
Parks & Rec /
Tennis

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

184
64
248

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Space Name

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Indoor Tennis Courts

4

6,350

25,400

4

6,350

25,400

8

6,350

50,800

Outdoor Bubbled Courts

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Vestibule

0

0

0

1

125

125

1

125

125

Reception / Lobby

1

108

108

1

300

300

1

300

300

Pro Shop / Merchandise &
Storage

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

250

250

Banquet / Viewing Area

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1,800

1,800

Kitchen

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

600

600

Banquet Storage

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

300

300

Equipment Storage

1

167

167

1

300

300

1

300

300

SUBTOTALS:

25,675

26,125

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 54,475
Add'l 10% Circulation: 5,448
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal: 59,923

178

see below under site program

To accommodate 50 people, with
A/V, data, projector & screen

Tables, chairs

Space Pro gram Req uirement s
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
PARKS & RECREATION
INDOOR TENNIS CENTER
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Parks & Recreation
Indoor Tennis Center
August 14, 2008
Kim Gilmer, Parks & Recreation Director
2900 Diane Drive
None
6 am to 11 pm / 7 day wk - 85% capacity, November to March

Building Support Space Requirements:

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Men's Restrooms

1

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

Women's Restrooms

1

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

Men's Showers/ Lockers

0

0

0

1

800

800

1

800

800

3 showers, 20 person changing

Women's Showers/ Lockers

0

0

0

1

800

800

1

800

800

3 showers, 20 person changing

Family Restroom/ Shower

0

0

0

1

100

100

1

100

100

1 shower

Family Locker Vestibule

0

0

0

1

40

40

1

40

40

Janitor's Closet

0

0

0

1

36

36

1

36

36

Space Name

0

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
SUBTOTALS:

100

1,776

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

1,776

Subtotals:
FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

248
59,923
1,776

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

61,947
9,292
71,239

Existing Building Square Footage:

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Indoor Tennis Center
1st Floor:
Total:

Site Program:
Program Type

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current
SF
Subtotal

0

0

0

Parking:
Other:

[Add'l circulation not
required]

28,288
28,288

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:

(data not available)
Outdoor Bubbled Courts
TOTAL

2

0

6,350

2

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

12,700
12,700

12,700
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 214, MAIN FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 214, Main Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
300 B Avenue

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population
Department or
Division

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Admin

Fire Chief

1

189

189

1

189

189

1

189

189

Admin

Assistant Chief

1

120

120

1

120

120

1

120

120

Admin

Fire Marshal

1

88

88

1

88

88

1

88

88

Admin

Deputy Fire Marshal

2

76

152

2

76

152

2

76

152

Admin

Admin Manager

1

125

125

1

125

125

1

125

125

Admin

Admin Support

1

75

75

1

75

75

1

75

75

Fire

Battalion Chief

3

30.6

92

3

30.6

92

3

30.6

92

Fire

Eng 1 - Lieutenant

3

28.3

85

3

28.3

85

3

28.3

85

Fire

Eng 1 - Driver Engineer

3

30

90

3

30

90

3

30

90

Fire

Eng 1 - Firefighter

3

30

90

3

30

90

3

30

90

1,106

19

1,106

19

Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

19

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

180

1,106
387
1,493

(1) shared office for (3) staff over
(3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts

Space Pro gram Req uirement s
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 214, MAIN FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 214, Main Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
300 B Avenue

Department Support Space:
Current - 36,000
Population
Department or
Division

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Space Name

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Fire

Bunk Room

5

88

440

5

88

440

5

88

Fire

Battalion Bunk Room

1

92

92

1

92

92

1

92

92

Fire

Battalion Restroom / Shower

1

56

56

1

56

56

1

56

56

Fire

Exercise Equipment

1

148

148

1

300

300

1

300

300

Fire

Kitchen

1

168

168

1

168

168

1

168

168

Fire

Dining Room

1

299

299

1

299

299

1

299

299

Fire

Dayroom

1

349

349

1

349

349

1

349

349

Fire

Restroom / Shower

1

160

160

1

160

160

1

160

160

Fire

Restroom / Shower

1

37

37

1

37

37

1

37

37

Fire

Laundry Room

1

46

46

1

46

46

1

46

46

Fire

General Storage

1

365

365

1

500

500

1

500

500

Fire

Telephone Room

1

10

10

1

10

10

1

10

10

Fire

Fire Pole

1

32

32

1

32

32

1

32

32

Fire

Coat Closet

1

5

5

1

5

5

1

5

5

Fire

Drive Thru Fire Engine Bay

1

612

612

1

612

612

1

612

612

Fire

Drive Thru Fire Engine Bay

1

563

563

1

563

563

1

563

563

Fire

Vehicle Bay

2

390

780

2

500

1,000

2

500

1,000

Fire

Turn Out Storage

1

272

272

1

272

272

1

272

272

Fire

Shop

1

336

336

1

336

336

1

336

336

440

Fire

EMS Supply Room

1

86

86

1

86

86

1

86

86

Fire

Hazardous materials Storage

1

120

120

1

120

120

1

120

120

Admin

Work Room

1

247

247

1

247

247

1

247

247

Admin

Supply Closet

1

27

27

1

27

27

1

27

27

Admin

Break Room

1

165

165

1

165

165

1

165

165

Admin

EOC / Meeting Room

1

616

616

1

616

616

1

616

616

Admin

Building Lobby

1

779

779

1

779

779

1

779

779

SUBTOTALS:

6,810

OH Doors each side, (1) Engine
Current
OH Doors each side, (1) Dive
Truck
OH Door, (1) SUV
with turn out washing machine

outbuilding, Secure

7,317

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 15% Circulation:
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

includes mezzanine storage

7,317
1,098
8,415
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 214, MAIN FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 214, Main Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
300 B Avenue

Building Support Space Requirements:
Current - 36,000
Population

Space Name

Server

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

1

146

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total
146

1

146

146

1

146

146

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
Men's Public Restroom

1

42

42

1

42

42

1

42

42

Women's Public Restroom

1

49

49

1

49

49

1

49

49

Staff Restroom

1

34

34

1

34

34

1

34

34

SUBTOTALS:

271

271

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

271

Subtotals:
FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

1,493
8,415
271

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:
Existing Building Square Footage:

10,178
1,527
11,705

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Station 214
1st Floor:
2nd Floor:
Outdoor Storage:
Total:

Site Program:
Current
SF Each

Current
Quantity

Visitor

0

0

0

0

0

HC

1

450

1

450

450

Staff

12

350

20

350

7,000

City Assigned Vehicle

5

350

6

350

2,100

1

400

1

400

Parking:

Other:

Current
SF
Subtotal

Storage Building
TOTAL

19
1
1

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:

28
120

1

400

suburban

9,950
120

1

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]

182

7,635
3,493
120
11,248

Program Type

Oversized Vehicles
TOTAL

[Add'l circulation not
required]

120
120

10,070

Space Pro gram Req uirement s
MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 212, SOUTH SHORE FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 212, South Shore Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
1880 South Shore Blvd
0

Future Program Space Requirements:
Station 212 space requirements remain consistent with the study completed by Group Mackenzie in September 2007. Reference this study for a complete list
of projected space and size requirements. This study assumed a one-story building layout.

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:
Existing Building Square Footage:

0
0
9,075

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Station 212
1st Floor:
Total:

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

5,463
5,463

183
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 211, JEAN ROAD FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 211, Jean Road Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
1880 South Shore Blvd
0

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Position

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Fire

Eng 1 - Lieutenant

3

25.0

75

3

25.0

75

3

25.0

75

Fire

Eng 1 - Driver Engineer

3

15.3

46

3

15.3

46

3

15.3

46

Fire

Eng 1 - Firefighter

3

15.3

46

3

15.3

46

3

15.3

46

Fire

Eng 2 - Firefighter

3

15.3

46

3

15.3

46

3

15.3

46

213

12

213

12

Department or
Division
Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

12

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

Department Support Space:

Department or
Division

Space Name

Current - 36,000
Population
Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

213
74
287

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Fire

Bunk Room

4

80

320

4

80

320

4

80

320

Fire

Exercise Equipment

1

300

300

1

300

300

1

300

300

Fire

Kitchen

1

211

211

1

211

211

1

211

211

Fire

Dining Room

1

143

143

1

143

143

1

143

143

Fire

Dayroom

1

280

280

1

280

280

1

280

280

Fire

Restroom / Shower

1

73

73

1

73

73

1

73

73

1 shower

Fire

Restroom / Shower

1

187

187

1

187

187

1

187

187

2 showers

Fire

Laundry Room

1

42

42

1

42

42

1

42

42

Fire

EMS Supply

1

35

35

1

35

35

1

35

35

Fire

General Storage

1

72

72

1

172

172

1

172

172

Fire

Extinguisher Refill

1

55

55

1

55

55

1

55

55

Fire

Drive Thru Fire Engine Bay Ladder Truck

1

1,523

1,523

1

1,523

1,523

1

1,523

1,523

Fire

Vehicle Bay

1

787

787

1

787

787

1

787

787

Fire

Turn Out Storage

0

0

0

1

150

150

1

150

150

Fire

Shop

1

196

196

1

196

196

1

196

196

SUBTOTALS:

4,224

4,474

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 1% Circulation:
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

184

(1) shared office for (3) staff over
(3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts

4,474
45
4,519

expanded from current storage in
attic and 1st floor
OH Doors each side, (1) ladder
truck engine, (1) reserve status
engine
OH Door
currently located within Engine
Bay

Space Pro gram Req uirement s

MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 211, JEAN ROAD FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 211, Jean Road Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
1880 South Shore Blvd
0

Building Support Space Requirements:

Current - 36,000
Population

Current
Quantity

Space Name

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Mechanical

located within attic space
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
Entry Vestibule

1

53

SUBTOTALS:

53

1

53

53

53

1

53

53

53

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

53

Subtotals:
FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

287
4,519
53

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

4,859
729
5,588

Existing Building Square Footage:

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Station 211
1st Floor:
Total:

Site Program:

5,234
5,234

Program Type

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current
SF
Subtotal

Visitor

0

0

0

HC

0

0

0

1

450

450

Staff

8

350

2,800

12

350

4,200

Parking:

Other:

TOTAL
Storage Building
TOTAL

[Add'l circulation not
required]

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:

0

8
1

0

13
152

152

1

1

per code as req'd for community
assembly space - exact number to
be determined

4,650
152

1

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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152
152

4,802
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SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 210, WEST LAKE FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 210, Westlake Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
4900 Melrose Street
0

Staff:
The current program space is based on a population of 36,000 and the future program space is based on a population of 50,000. While some growth projections can be attributed to staff growth,
much of the space growth is a result of an insufficient amount of existing space for current program needs. All current square footage information is approximate.

Current - 36,000
Population

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Future
Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Right Size
SF
Right Size Right Size
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
FTE
Total

Current
Quantity
FTE

Current
SF Each

Battalion Chief Training

1

121

121

1

121

121

1

121

121

EMS Coordinator

1

82

82

1

82

82

1

82

82

Fire

Eng 1 - Lieutenant

3

25

74

3

24.6

74

3

24.6

74

Fire

Eng 1 - Driver Engineer

3

40.5

122

3

40.5

122

3

40.5

122

Fire

Eng 1 - Firefighter

3

40.5

122

3

40.5

122

3

40.5

122

520

11

520

11

Department or
Division

Position

Admin
Admin

Shared
Workstation:

SUBTOTALS:

11

Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 35% Circulation:
Future Staff Net SF Subtotal:

Department Support Space:

Department or
Division

Space Name

Current - 36,000
Population
Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current Right Size

520
182
702

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total

Fire

Bunk Room

4

78

312

4

78

312

4

78

312

Fire

Exercise Equipment

1

203

203

1

300

300

1

300

300

Fire

Kitchen

1

198

198

1

198

198

1

198

198

Fire

Dining Room

1

198

198

1

300

300

1

300

300

Fire

Dayroom

1

262

262

1

350

350

1

350

350

Fire

Restroom / Shower

0

0

0

1

80

80

1

80

80

Fire

Restroom / Shower

1

125

125

1

125

125

1

125

125

1 shower

Fire

Restroom / Shower

1

75

75

1

75

75

1

75

75

2 showers

Fire

Laundry Room

1

42

42

1

42

42

1

42

42

Fire

General Storage

1

110

110

1

110

110

1

110

110

Fire

Work Room

1

243

243

1

243

243

1

243

243

Fire

Drive Thru Fire Engine Bay

1

750

750

1

750

750

1

750

750

Fire

Vehicle Bay

2

750

1,500

2

750

1,500

2

750

1,500

Fire

Turn Out Storage

0

0

0

1

150

150

1

150

150

Fire

Shop

1

302

302

1

302

302

1

302

302

Fire

Classroom Training

1

980

980

1

980

980

1

980

980

Fire

EMS Supply

1

106

106

1

106

106

1

106

106

Fire

Radio Room

1

42

42

1

42

42

1

42

42

1

204

204

1

204

204

1

204

204

Fire

SCBA
SUBTOTALS:

5,652

6,169

Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:
Add'l 5% Circulation:
Future Department Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

186

(1) shared office for (3) staff over
(3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts
(1) shared workstation for (3) staff
over (3) shifts

6,169
308
6,477

1 shower

OH Doors each side, (1) Engine
current, (1) reserve engine
current, (1) ambulance
OH Door
currently located with engine bay
includes some storage
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MUNICIPAL FACILITIES AND SPACE PLANNING ANALYSIS
SPACE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
FIRE DEPARTMENT
STATION 210, WEST LAKE FIRE STATION
Department:
Division or Sub-Department:
Survey Date:
Reported By:
Current Location:
Adjacency requirements:
No. public visitors per day:
Areas requiring increased security:

Fire Department
Station 210, Westlake Fire Station
August 14, 2008
David Morris, Battalion Chief
4900 Melrose Street
0

Building Support Space Requirements:

Space Name

Janitor's Closet

Current - 36,000
Population

Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

1

17

Current Right Size

Future - 50,000 Population

Current
Current Current Current
Right Size Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
SF
Right Size Right Size
Each Sub-Total Comments:
SF Sub Quantity
Subtotal Quantity SF Each
Total
17

1

17

17

1

17

17

1

43

43

Mechanical
Included in Net to Gross Efficiency Factor

Electrical
Telecom
Entry Vestibule

1

43

43

SUBTOTALS:

1

43

60

43
60

Future Building Support Space Net SF Subtotal:

60

Subtotals:
FUTURE STAFF NET SF SUBTOTAL:
FUTURE DEPARTMENT SUPPORT SPACE NET SF:
FUTURE BUILDING SUPPORT SPACE NET SF SUBTOTAL:

702
6,477
60

FUTURE BUILDING NET SF TOTAL:
85% NET TO GROSS EFFICIENCY FACTOR:
FUTURE [50,000 POPULATION] BUILDING GROSS SF:

7,239
1,086
8,325

Existing Building Square Footage:

Existing gross building square footage provided by the City of Lake Oswego.
Station 210
1st Floor & 2nd Floors:
Storage Building (not including Outdoor Training):
Total:

Site Program:
Current
Quantity

Current
SF Each

Current
SF
Subtotal

Visitor

0

0

0

0

0

0

HC

0

0

0

1

450

450

Staff

9

350

3,150

8

350

2,800

2

350

700

2

350

Parking:

Other:

7,723
96
7,819

Program Type

City Assigned Vehicle
TOTAL

[Add'l circulation not
required]

Future Future SF Future SF Special Requirements &
Quantity
Each Sub-Total Comments:

11

11

Storage Building

1

96

96

Outdoor Training
TOTAL

1

1200

1,200

1

1,400

2

1,400

1

96

96

1

1,400

1,400

2

Subtotal Site Program Gross SF:
[Add'l circulation not required]

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis

700
3,950

outbuilding, 3 Floors

1,496

5,446
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The following data was obtained by Lake Oswego City staff.










29,471

9,933

39,404

105.5

81

211

/

/

33,000

19,352

52,352

273

208

245

Yes

4

279

29,548

34,562

64,110

152

411

230

No

49

5,141

4,228

9,369

257

146

191

No






















Lake Oswego

36,698

Combined

/

134

73

207

Albany

47,239

Separate

/

121

93

214

Bothell

32,238

Separate

/

195

84

Canby

15,602

Sperate

/

20

29






 




Corvallis

51,125

Separate

/

126

86

212

25,992

40,034

66,026

206

466

311

No

Hillsboro

91,436

Separate

/

180

160

340

115,000

49,000

164,000

639

306

482

Yes

5

Keizer

35,312

Combined

Dispatch

44

49

93

69,000

0

0

742

Yes

1

Kirkland

47,325

Combined

/

147

110

257

60,000

10,000

70,000

408

91

272

No

/

McMinnville

30,899

Separate

Parks

33

53

86

13,000

30,000

43,000

394

566

500

Yes

Mercer Is.

23,894

Combined

/

54

38

92

36,000

0

0

391

Yes

Milwaukie

20,662

Separate

/

20

45

65

11,000

15,000

26,000

550

333

400

No

Redmond

23,769

Separate

/

46

61

107

15,000

15,250

30,250

326

250

283

No

6

Sherwood

17,219

Separate

Parks

32

26

58

15,000

17,500

32,500

469

673

560

No

2

Tualatin

26,303

Separate

/

52

40

92

12,542

22,000

34,542

241

550

375

No

3
7

Wilsonville

18,814

Separate

/

52

40

92

10,000

8,000

18,000

192

200

196

Luke
warm

Woodburn

22,044

Separate

/

67

41

108

19,030

27,270

46,300

284

665

429

Yes

AVERAGE

33,592

/

/

79

64

143

28,019

22,477

50,763

293

324

374

/
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The following data was obtained by Lake Oswego City staff.





























105.5

81

186.5

29,471

9,933

39,404

279

123

211

Albany

121

93

214

33,000

19,352

52,352

273

208

245

Bothell

195

84

279

29,548

34,562

64,110

152

411

230

Canby

20

29

49

5,141

4,228

9,369

257

146

191

Corvallis

126

86

212

25,992

40,034

66,026

206

466

311

Hillsboro

180

160

340

115,000

49,000

164,000

639

306

482

Keizer

44

49

93

69,000

0

0

742

Kirkland

147

110

257

60,000

10,000

70,000

408

91

272

McMinnville

33

53

86

13,000

30,000

43,000

394

566

500

Mercer Is.

54

38

92

36,000

0

0

391

Milwaukie

20

45

65

11,000

15,000

26,000

550

333

400

Redmond

46

61

107

15,000

15,250

30,250

326

250

283

Sherwood

32

26

58

15,000

17,500

32,500

469

673

560

Tualatin

52

40

92

12,542

22,000

34,542

241

550

375

Wilsonville

52

40

92

10,000

8,000

18,000

192

200

196

Woodburn

67

41

108

19,030

27,270

46,300

284

665

429

AVERAGE

79

64

143

28,019

22,477

50,763

293

324

374

Lake Oswego

NOTES1- 69,000 includes a 8,800 sq. ft. community room
2- City Hall and Library Combined (15,000 sq. ft. is only city hall space)
3- Currently Tualatin is in several different buildings. However, they are moving into a combined city hall/ admin/ Police building.
4- Fire Department Management is Included in City Hall
5- They are very happy with this setup- The building is LEED Gold and combines public space/auditorium and many conference rooms for public use on the
1st floor, all other city functions are in the 2nd-5th floors.
6- They are curently in the process of building a new city hall which combines services (Excludes PD)
7- The Public Works Director was a bit less happy wih the current setup than the community development director.
The city hall has just recently been built. Wilsonville contracts out for police services.

8- She stated that the situation is ideal though they could sometimes use an extra 5,000 sq. ft.
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The following data was obtained by Lake Oswego City staff.

Comparison of Employee Numbers by City

147
110

126

64

67
41

52
40
52
40

45
46
61
32
26

38

53

54

20

20
29

79

Police

33

44
49

84

50

City Hall

86

121
93

100

73

Total

150

134

200

180
160

195

250

0

City

115,000

Comparison of Square Footage By Department
140,000
120,000

60,000

City Hall

28,019
22,477

19,030
27,270

10,000
8,000

12,542
22,000

11,000
15,000
15,000
15,250
15,000
17,500

Police

13,000
30,000

49,000

25,992
40,034

10,000

20,000

5,141
4,228

40,000

29,548
34,562

60,000

33,000
19,352

80,000

0

29,471
9,933

Square Feet

100,000

City
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The following data was obtained by Lake Oswego City staff.

Comparison of Average Square Footage Per Employee

City

192

665
550

293
324

284
192
200

241

469

550
333
326
250

408
306

91

146

206

0
0

0.0

0
0

100.0

152

200.0

105.5
81

300.0

273
208

400.0

257

411

Square Feet

500.0

466

600.0

394

700.0

566

639

673

800.0

City Hall
Police

Building Floor Plans

LIBRARY - BASEMENT

1

1/32" = 1'-0"

LIBRARY - FLOOR 1

1/32" = 1'-0"





08514
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LIBRARY - BASEMENT + FL1
08/19/08



2



ET

N/A

A100

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

193

Buil din g F loor P l a n s

LEVEL 2 FLOOR PLAN

1/32" = 1'-0"





08514




194

LIBRARY - FL2
08/19/08



1



ET

N/A

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

A102

Building Floor Plans

CITY HALL - BASEMENT

1/32" = 1'-0"

CITY HALL - FLOOR 1

1/32" = 1'-0"
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CITY HALL - BASEMENT + FL1

08514




2

08/20/08




1



ET

N/A

A110

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

195

Buil din g F loor P l a n s

CITY HALL - FLOOR 2

2

1/32" = 1'-0"

CITY HALL - FLOOR 3

1

1/32" = 1'-0"




08514




196

CITY HALL - FL2 + FL3
08/19/08





ET

Approver

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

A111

Building Floor Plans

JEAN ROAD FIRE STATION - FLOOR 1

1/32" = 1'-0"





08514
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JEAN ROAD FIRE STA. - FL1
08/19/08



1



ET

N/A

A121

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

197

Buil din g F loor P l a n s

MAIN FIRE STATION - FLOOR 1

1

1/32" = 1'-0"

MAIN FIRE STATION - FLOOR 2

2

1/32" = 1'-0"





08514




198

MAIN FIRE STATION - FL1 + FL2
08/19/08





ET

N/A

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

A131

Building Floor Plans

SOUTH SHORE FIRE STATION - FLOOR 1

1/32" = 1'-0"





08514
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SOUTH SHORE FIRE STA. FLOOR 1
08/19/08



1



ET

N/A

A141

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

199

Buil din g F loor P l a n s

TENNIS - FLOOR 1

1/32" = 1'-0"





08514




200

TENNIS - FLOOR 1
08/19/08



1



ET

N/A

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

A151

Building Floor Plans

WEST END - FLOOR 1

1/64" = 1'-0"

WEST END - FLOOR 2

1/64" = 1'-0"





08514
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2

WEST END - FL1 + FL2
08/19/08



1



ET

N/A

A161

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

201

Buil din g F loor P l a n s

WESTLAKE FIRE - FLOOR 1

1/32" = 1'-0"

WEST LAKE FIRE - FLOOR 2

1/32" = 1'-0"



202

WEST LAKE FIRE FL1 + FL2

08514




2

08/19/08




1



ET

N/A

LAKE OSWEGO MFSPA

A171
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PREPARED BY
SERA Architects
KPFF Consulting Engineers
PAE Consulting Engineers
APEX Environmental Consulting
Professional Roof Consultants
Andersen Construction Company
January 2007
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LAKE OSWEGO CITY HALL REMEDIATION ANALYSIS REPORT
I.

Introduction

SERA Architects and consultants were retained by the City of Lake Oswego to conduct
an analysis of City Hall and propose ways to remediate both known and unforeseen
problems with the building. The facility was constructed in 1986 and has housed most
City functions since that time. Over the years there have been modifications and
improvements to the building but there has not been an overall remodel or upgrade to the
structure or its support systems.
This remediation study was intended to review architectural and structural deficiencies,
examine the impact of new building standards such as the Americans with Disabilities
Act and energy codes, evaluate all building systems and prepare a report on strategies for
upgrading the building. As a part of this study, a review of the seismic status of the
building was undertaken. Since the building includes the Police and 911 functions, the
report details the different seismic reinforcing required with those functions still in the
building and without them present.
This report is organized so that the findings and recommendations of the consultants are
summarized in the first part with the detailed and supporting information attached as
appendices. The summary includes sections on: existing conditions; earthquake
standards; remediation recommendations; and costs and strategies for upgrading the
facility
II.

Existing Conditions

 Architectural (See report by SERA Architects in Appendix A)
The façade of the building is composed of an EIFS skin which is composed of
synthetic stucco over foam board with insulation and gypsum sheathing behind that
material. Due to cracks and improper window flashings the EIFS has been severely
compromised by the intrusion of water. The windows as mentioned do not contain
adequate flashing to prevent the intrusion of water between the exterior and interior
walls. In addition, many of the windows observed had moisture trapped between the
layers of glass due to the failure of the thermal seals.
Since the City Hall was constructed before the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) and the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) it
does not meet the requirements of that act and guidelines. The building is accessible
but lacks adequately sized restroom stalls. The parking provides accessible spaces
but needs modification to fully comply with the ADAAG.
Based on the number of occupants in the building the facility is deficient in the
number of toilets. There were no problems found with sizes of egress paths in the
open office areas or stair widths required for the occupancy load. It does appear that
the egress path may not comply with code requirements for safe exiting from the
building.

1
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II.

Existing Conditions (continued)
A review of the security for the building found a number of issues that should be
addressed during any upgrade to the facility. There are problems with public parking
allowed under and adjacent to the building and some internal issues for exposed
offices.

 Structural (See report by KPFF Consulting Engineers in Appendix B)
The structure was built under the 1982 Uniform Building Code as amended by the
State of Oregon. The three stories over the parking garage are constructed of
plywood floors supported by wood joists, steel girders and steel columns. Concrete
columns in the garage support the structure with the first floor also constructed of
concrete.
Water intrusion was observed in the outer wall cavities and rot was observed in nonstructural materials, however it appears that existing structural members have not
been affected.
No information is shown on the construction plans to indicate whether the building
was designed as an essential facility even though the presence of the police in the
building is noted. In any case, the building would not meet the requirements of the
new building code (2003 International Building Code as amended by the State of
Oregon). The lateral system of the building is inadequate to resist earthquake forces
and would perform poorly in a seismic event.
 Mechanical/Electrical/Voice/Data (See report by PAE Consulting Engineers in
Appendix C)
The water systems (water service, domestic hot water, sanitary sewer and storm
water) of the building appear to be adequate and no major problems were noted. The
plumbing fixtures were fully functional as were the fire protection systems and the
natural gas service.
The main rooftop air handler unit appears functional but is reaching the end of its
useful life. The boiler that serves the air handler does not have adequate controls
which results in overheating in parts of the building. The duct system is generally in
good shape but there are several locations where leaks have developed. The air
delivery system is also inefficient due to the use of fiberglass materials in the ducts.
Building remodeling over the years has decreased the efficiency of the system
because temperature zones have not been adjusted to account for the changes in walls
and spaces. There are some code issues related to amount of outside air provided to
the building and the lack of an emergency shutoff for the boiler. In addition, the
condensing units are not anchored to the roof curbs.
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II.

Existing Conditions (continued)
The air handler for the second floor is also located on the roof and is in good
condition but may not function well due to changes in the location of walls since its
construction. The air handler for the Map Room serves to maintain humidity in the
room and is located on the roof top. It is in good working condition. The final unit is
a package wall unit in the IT room and it is in good working condition.
Roof top exhaust and pressurization fans are operational but are not seismically
anchored to the roof curbs. These serve to exhaust the toilet rooms and other areas
and pressurize the elevator.
The City Hall has one electrical service provided by PGE. The main distribution
panel is in good condition but has limited additional capacity. Branch panels are
located in electrical rooms on each floor and most panels are full and do not have
room for additional space for future loads. The electrical rooms have phone and
building control systems in them as well and lack space for added electrical
equipment. There is a boiler sharing the third floor electrical room which is a code
violation.
The building has a 30 kW diesel generator located in the parking garage. The
generator is able to carry the load connected to it but is close to being at capacity.
The loads for the emergency loads (life safety, egress lighting) are not separated from
the standby loads (IT equipment, 911 call center).
The site and building lighting were not evaluated but appear to be adequate. If
building upgrades are carried out, it would be necessary to evaluate the lighting for
code compliance and energy efficiency.
The fire alarm system is operational but does not have a visual annunciation
component. As noted above the electrical rooms are also used to house the telephone
equipment and are very cramped, however the telephone system appears to be in good
working order. The IT room is cramped but functional.

 Environmental (See report by APEX Environmental Consulting in Appendix D)
While the building has had many instances of water infiltration and the presence of
mold, there is no indication that the building should be considered unhealthy from a
mold contamination perspective. Repeated air quality tests do not show the presence
of mold contaminants in the air within the building.
When the exterior wall was opened up, extensive mold was found in the cavity
between the exterior finish and the interior gypsum board finish of the exterior walls.
The presence of the mold and the long history of water intrusion indicated the need to
remove and replace the façade of the building.

3
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II.

Existing Conditions (continued)
Based on the age of the building and through an Asbestos Survey it was determined
that the material was not present in the building. Indoor air sampling indicated poor
ventilation but no problems with carbon dioxide levels.

 Roof (See report by Professional Roof Consultants in Appendix E)
The building has five separate roof areas including the third floor step backs and the
terrace on the second floor. There are numerous penetrations that have been added
over the years that were not properly installed and may contribute to water infiltration
into the building. The main roof has antennas that are no longer used that have been
left in place. Flashings were added to the perimeter at some point in an attempt to
prevent water infiltration into the EIFS.
Life expectancy for the type of roof used on the building is 20-25 years and the roof
is due for replacement in 2-3 years.
 Site/Parking (See report by SERA Architects in Appendix A)
The City Hall site measures approximately 409 feet by 120 feet (slightly more than an
acre) and is bounded by public right of way all of three sides and on about a third of
the fourth side. There are 137 parking spaces including 5 ADA spaces. Eleven
parking spaces are reserved for police vehicles. The site has extensive mature
landscaping that includes numerous trees.
The site needs an additional 20 spaces in order to meet code.
III.

Earthquake Standards (See Appendix B)

Since the construction of the Lake Oswego City Hall there have been major changes in
seismic standards in the State of Oregon. These new structural requirements are an
outgrowth of the increased awareness and understanding of the earthquake hazards
present in the state.
The seismic standards are divided into three levels based upon building use and function.
The most stringent level is for buildings considered “essential facilities” that contain
functions such a law enforcement and communications centers. Functions such as
general city offices would be assigned to a lower level of standards.
If the Police Department and the 911 Center are retained in City Hall, the City will need
to consider the requirement of meeting the seismic standards for an essential facility. In
addition to structural requirements there are also increased needs for emergency power
and keeping the HVAC system operational.
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III.

Earthquake Standards (continued)

The remediation and costing elements of this report will identify the areas where
increased standards will apply and show the cost differential for meeting those higher
standards.
IV.

Remediation Recommendations

 Architectural (See Appendix A)
Based on the observations of water intrusion into the exterior wall cavity and the
inside of the exterior wall of the building and behind the EIFS and the failure of the
thermal seals of the windows, it is recommended that the façade be removed. At the
same time the windows should be discarded and new window systems installed that
protect against water intrusion into the building and behind the façade.
All interior drywall should also be removed and replaced (see also Environmental
section). Interior modifications should also take into account the ADAAG
requirements such as increasing the size of toilet stalls, areas where ramps may be
needed and other modifications that would bring compliance with the ADAAG. An
increase in the number of toilets is also needed to meet the requirements based on
occupancy loads of the building. A resolution to the egress issues should also be
developed.
At the time of building modifications the City will need to evaluate how to handle
parking under and adjacent to the structure and the security issues that arise from the
location of that parking.
Increased security may also be desirable for the police
vehicles parked on-site as well as general parking lots and walkways. The location of
storage areas for explosives and ammunition should be examined for possible relocation and added safety measures.
Since the building has need for additional space to accommodate services such as IT
and electrical and has a need for more conference space, an expansion of the building
needs to be considered as a part of any remediation project. If the police/911
functions are retained in the facility, it should be expanded by at least 20% or about
8,000 square feet. If the police and 911 functions are not retained in the building,
added space may be gained by the space those activities abandon.
 Structural (See Appendix B)
In order to upgrade the structure to meet present seismic requirements the core of the
building should be strengthened and stronger drag struts should be added to the
flooring system. Braced frames should be added on the east and west sides of the
building. Some of the openings in the garage (not drive aisles) should be filled in
with concrete walls. Piles need to be added at the core and new footings are needed

5
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IV.

Remediation Recommendations (continued)
under the braced frames. This work will bring the building up to the lowest level of
seismic standards.
If the building is retained as an essential facility the upgrade will require more
extensive use of the measures discussed above. There would also be other
mechanical and electrical requirements that are covered in the Mechanical/Electrical
report (see Appendix C).

 Mechanical/Electrical/Voice/Data (See Appendix C)
When upgrading the building it is recommended that the water heater be replaced
with a new more energy efficient unit and that standard roof drains replace those
currently used on the roof. Plumbing fixtures should be replaced with low flow type
fixtures when replacement is needed.
In any remodel or upgrade to the building all mechanical systems should be replaced
including the main air handler with a more energy efficient unit along with the
fiberglass ductwork. New heating units should be added when the other HVAC work
is carried out.
The second floor air handling unit should be replaced with a unit that will satisfy the
zoning requirements of the second floor. If this area is retained as an essential facility
there are also additional seismic bracing requirements that need to be employed on
the air handler.
The roof top exhaust fans need to be replaced and the new fans properly anchored to
the curbs. The exhaust fans also need to have screens on the intakes to prevent
accidental intrusion into the fan.
An upgrade to the building electrical system would include a new main distribution
panel with circuit breakers and additional spare capacity. Surge protection should
also be built into the main distribution panel.
The neutral conductor for the branch panels needs to be upsized and at least one
additional branch panel at each level should be added. Loads can then be
redistributed to segregate them by types of uses. The boiler should be removed from
the third floor electrical room and located elsewhere in the building.
If the building is used as a “non-essential” facility the existing generator is adequate.
The generator needs to be load tested to insure that it is in proper working order.
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IV.

Remediation Recommendations (continued)
If City Hall is continued to be occupied as an “essential” facility the existing
generator must be replaced with a larger generator (150 to 200 kW capacity) and the
loads need to be segregated between egress lighting and optional loads (IT & 911 call
center).
The interior lighting systems should be replaced to conform with the Oregon Energy
Code. The fire alarm system needs to be replaced with a new addressable system
with additional detectors added. The system should also have visual annunciation.
(See Appendix A also).
The phone system components should be moved out of the electrical rooms into
dedicated closets on each floor. The size of the IT room needs to be expanded to
allow greater work room and space for additional equipment when needed.

 Environmental (See Appendix D)
The EIFS should be removed in isolation along with the interior walls that are
affected by water intrusion. The remaining framing should be cleaned and treated
with a fungicide. Carpeting throughout the building should be removed and replaced
and the sub floor cleaned and treated.
 Roof (See Appendix E)
Since the roofs are near the end of their life cycle (20-25 years) they should be
replaced if major work is undertaken on the building. As a part of this work there are
a number of items that should also be accomplished such as changing and improving
the insulation and repairing areas of penetration.
The report also outlines some options for replacement. The City may also want to
consider an energy star roof and even investigate the possibility of a “green roof”.
The City should have $5,400 budgeted for roof repair before the decision is made to
replace the existing roof. This will prevent problems with water intrusions from roof
areas.
With the work on the roof, it will be necessary to add fall protection in order to meet
current safety and building codes
 Site/Parking (See Appendix A)
In order to meet current code requirements the site needs and additional 20 parking
spaces. Expanded surface parking or a parking structure should be considered to
resolve the lack of adequate on-site parking if any major work is performed on the
facility. If 8,000 square feet are added an additional 26 spaces, including an
additional ADA space, would be needed for the added space based on the code
requirement of 3.3 spaces per 1,000 square feet of office space.

7
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V.
Costs and Strategies for Upgrading the Facility( See Report by Andersen
Construction in Appendix F)
The spreadsheet on the next page summarizes the different cost scenarios developed as a
part of this report. Note that the estimates do not include the cost of land that may be
required for either a new Police/911 Facility or for additional parking area at the current
City Hall location. Also, the cost of structured parking has been estimated but not
included in any project cost estimate. If the City chooses to meet its parking needs by
building a parking structure, the cost of that facility would be in addition to the other
building costs.
We have included in the building costs a markup of 30% for project soft costs. Those
soft costs include items such as: architectural and engineering fees; furnishings and
equipment; permits and inspection fees; design and project contingencies; bid
publication; and moving costs. The construction costs used in this report have been
escalated to October 2007.
The square footage of a new Police/911 facility was estimated at 16,000 square feet. This
size facility would require approximately one acre of land to accommodate the facility,
parking and landscaped area.
The three strategies analyzed were: 1) repair the existing structure while occupied; 2)
repair the existing structure and move the occupants out during the work; and 3) demolish
the building and build a new structure on the existing site. Each of those strategies were
examined with: a) keeping the Police/911 in the remodeled building at the current square
footage; b) keeping them and expanding the facility to 48,000 square feet; and c)
removing them, keeping the building at its current size, and building a new Police/911
Facility.
The 48,000 square foot facility size is based on an expansion of the current space by
20%. This space would be used for expansion of departments and to add back conference
space that had been taken for office use. Since programming work was not done as a part
of this study, this number is an estimate and would need to be revised after such a study
had been completed.
Based on the information developed as a part of this study the lowest cost approach
would be for the City to demolish the current building and build a new 40,000 square foot
structure to replace it. That facility would house all of the current departments, including
Police/911 that are currently housed at City Hall. Such an approach does not provide
additional space that may be needed by any of the departments.
The analysis also shows that any work effort that keeps the building occupied during
construction will increase the cost by up to one million dollars and lengthen the project
timeline by up to 7 months. These increased costs do not include the cost of replacement
space required in order to vacate the facility during the work, the funds needed to make
an alternate facility useable, or the costs associated with moving to and from an
alternative facility.
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LAKE OSWEGO CITY HALL REMEDIATION ANALYSIS REPORT

Option

Description

Occupied

Essential Square
Facility
Feet

Added
Parking

Time

Construction
Cost

Const. Cost/
Ft2

New Essential
Facility

Demolition of
Existing Bldg

Project Soft
Costs (30%)

Total Cost

A

Remove exterior wall system and
upgrade building

Y

Y

40,000

20

18 months

$13,450,632

$336

N/A

$0

$4,035,190

$17,485,822

B

Remove exterior wall system, upgrade
and expand the building by 20%

Y

Y

48,000

46

19 months

$16,183,882

$337

N/A

$0

$4,855,165

$21,039,047

C

Remove exterior wall system and
upgrade building

Y

N

40,000

9

12 months

$11,670,117

$292

$3,152,000

$0

$4,446,635

$19,268,752

D

Remove exterior wall system and
upgrade building

N

Y

40,000

20

12 months

$11,572,075

$289

N/A

$0

$3,471,623

$15,043,698

E

Remove exterior wall system, upgrade
and expand the building by 20%

N

Y

48,000

46

14 months

$14,249,731

$297

N/A

$0

$4,274,919

$18,524,650

F

Remove exterior wall system and
upgrade building

N

N

40,000

9

12 months

$10,181,861

$255

$3,152,000

$0

$4,000,158

$17,334,019

$11,479,000

G

New Building

N/A

Y

40,000

20

12 months

$7,880,000

$197

N/A

$950,000

$2,649,000

H

New Building

N/A

Y

48,000

46

12 months

$9,456,000

$197

N/A

$950,000

$3,121,800

$13,527,800

I

New Building

N/A

N

40,000

35

12 months

$7,480,000

$187

$3,152,000

$950,000

$3,474,600

$15,056,600

Structured Parking Costs @ $22,550/space + soft costs
Option A add $585,000
Option B add $1,345,500
Option C
N/A
Option D add $585,000
Option E add $1,345,500
Option F
N/A
Option G add $585,000
Option H add $1,345,500
Option I
add $1,023,100

Page 9
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Lake Oswego Remediation Analysis
General Overview
The Lake Oswego City Hall sits on
slightly more than an acre of land owned
by the City on A Avenue between 4th
Street and Evergreen Road. An
adjacent piece of undeveloped land
borders the site to the East and runs
along Evergreen Road and up 3rd Street
for approximately one quarter of the
block. See Image 1.
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departments. The main entrance is from
A Avenue and a secondary entrance is
from the parking deck. The building is
surrounded by mature trees some of
which, along A Avenue, block the
building from view. See Image 2.

Image 2
The City Hall was built in 1986 under the
Uniform Building Code. The exterior is
clad with the Exterior Insulation and
Finish System (EIFS). The interior
partitions are gypsum wall board over
metal stud framing. There are two public
access elevators and two stairwells. The
police have a secure elevator which
operates from the basement to their
department on the second floor.
Code Compliance Study

Image 1

214

A public access alley acts as a second
entrance to a basement level parking,
utility and storage areas. The basement
level serves as a deck for a small
parking platform and the three-story
office building which holds the City Hall

The building was built under 1982 UBC
with type IIIN construction due to the
use of glulam beams, plywood trusses
and plywood sheathing and a noncombustible exterior wall system.
Classifying the building type under the
current IBC code exposes two serious
conflicts with the types of occupancies
contained in the building. The 911 call
center and the police department are
considered essential facilities and
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should be properly housed in buildings
which are protected seismically per
today’s standards and built from rated or
construction assemblies to separate
them
from
potentially
hazardous
occupancies
like
explosive
and
ammunition storage areas. In addition
to the essential facilities, the building
contains mainly ‘B’ occupancy for the
office areas and the assembly area on
the first floor has an ‘A-3’ classification.

Image 4
Accessibility Review
Image 3
The building has an automated sprinkler
system and two stairwells which travel
from the basement to the third floor.
The stairwells exit into an un-rated lobby
on the ground floor, and the South stair
was retrofitted with a continuous
protected exit enclosure to meet code
requirements. See Image 3. Both stairs
have complying minimum door widths
and stair carriage widths per current IBC
occupancy calculations as do the exit
door widths. See Image 4 where North
is to the left.
The occupant load of the building per
floor was:
• Basement: 105 Occupants
• First Floor: 114 Occupants
• Second Floor: 200 Occupants
• Third Floor: 124 Occupants

The building was built before the 1990
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and Americans with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) and is
deficient in meeting current accessibility
requirements.
Site Accessibility
The building was found to be accessible
per Chapter 11 Section 1103 of the
2004 Oregon Structural Specialty Code.
Cross walks were marked both at the
ADA parking stalls to the building and at
the street intersection of 4th and A
Avenues. The street intersection also
had an audible cross-permitted alarm.
However,
continuous
detectable
warnings, such as truncated bumps, at
the deck vehicular way, and building
approach are not used.

lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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However, many businesses are finding
that their work force is aging and would
require more time to exit a building and
are requesting areas of rescue in
addition to sprinkler systems.

Parking Facilities
The facility is required to have five
accessible spaces with one of the five
being designated as van accessible
(nine feet wide and adjacent access
aisle of eight feet wide) per the parking
count calculation. See the Parking
Review section of this Analysis for
standard parking requirements for the
building.

Toilet Facilities
Currently each floor has a men’s and
women’s public restroom with a large
stall in each one. Although the
international handicapped sign is posted
at the facility door, the stalls do not meet
the size requirement for an ADA
accessible stall.

It should be noted that if alterations are
made to the existing facility to satisfy
ADA requirements the van accessible
space can not be located in the
underground parking due to the height
limitation of 6’ 8” where 98” is required.

Per code the building would need ADA
toilet facilities for each gender on the
first and second floor only, however it is
good practice to put full facilities on
each floor. The third floor is missing a
drinking fountain at ADA height; the
other floors have both height fountains.

Passenger loading zones should be 25’
minimum in length and should have
detectable warnings. The facility has an
unmarked deck entry area which could
be used as a loading zone; however it is
short by five feet of the minimum length.

Staff showers are provided for the police
department, but none meet ADA
guidelines. One unisex shower is
provided on the second floor for all staff
use, and although it has a fixed seat, the
room dimensions, shower approach and
actual shower size do not meet ADA
guidelines.
Controls and Hardware
No entry doors to the building, toilet
facilities, staff shower or department
entry doors have electric ADA door
openers. Hardware is similar to other
items in that they might meet the
applicable code, but businesses have
found that for their aging workforce or
the visitor who is physically impaired the
automatic door openers are a small cost
for increased convenience to the public.

Image 5 South Entrance
Means of Egress and Areas of Rescue
An automatic sprinkler system serves as
the fire protection system and thus does
not require the facility to have areas of
rescue assistance per Section 1107.
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Fixture Counts
Existing
Men
WC
5
Lavatory
8
Urinal1
5
ADA WC2
0

Image 6 Entrance Doors
The
facilities
department
has
investigated adding automatic entrance
doors but has found that the building
lacks the electrical distribution system
for needed to supply electricity to the
actuators. (See Appendix C)
Fixture Count Review
Public restrooms are found on each
floor, as are drinking fountains. A staff
shower,
and
police
department
locker/shower rooms for each gender in
are located on the third floor. The 911
call center has a unisex ADA restroom
which is not included in the general
fixture counts for the building.
According to current Code requirements
by occupancy calculations the building
is deficient by two men’s water closets,
two water closets for women, and one
ADA height drinking fountain (third
floor). In addition, each public restroom
has designated an ADA stall, but none
of the stalls can be considered ADA
accessible because they do not meet
the dimensional requirements.

Fixture Counts
Existing
Women
WC
10
Lavatory
7
ADA WC2
0

Req’d
10
6
2
Req’d
10
6
2

Note 1: A one to one exchange can be made between WC’s
and urinals but the amount of WC’s can not be less than half
the required amount.
Note 2: The amount of ADA WC’s or urinals required is part of
the total and not in addition.

Parking Review
Parking is currently located on the deck
above the underground parking level,
and the South lot which extends to
Evergreen Avenue.
The parking count for the building
according to the Lake Oswego City
Code parking requirements, Section
50.65.055, is for a total of 135 spaces.
Of these, the ADA code would require 5
ADA accessible spaces and one of the
five to be van accessible.
Programmatically, the police need 26
reserved parking spaces, aside from the
code parking requirements. Currently
the police have 11 reserved spaces
which are located in the basement and
in the outside lot. For security and
convenience these spaces should be
located together in a secure area which
would allow access to the vehicles in all
emergencies.
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The table below reflects the existing
parking conditions per code. Typically,
most cities have a multiplier which is
added on to the parking requirement if a
building has assembly spaces. Lake
Oswego has no such multiplier in their
code, resulting in a severe lack of public
parking on days in which Court is in
session and/or the Council Chamber is
in use. The table below shows what the
multiplier would add to the parking
requirements.
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Image 7
Unsecured vehicles allowed to park on
deck of building structure.

Parking
Counts

Existing Req’d
4
39
68
10
5
5

Assigned
Basement
Outside lot
Deck
ADA spaces
Sub-Total
Difference

126

11

Total
Difference

146
20

Cars and larger vehicles are able to
park on the street within close proximity
to the building. See Image 8.

6
164
38

135
9

Police Rsrvd spaces

The basement explosive storage room
has walls of gypsum board and in an
area of public visibility and unsecured
access.

Add’l

1751
49

Note 1: If this total is used, one more handicapped parking
space is needed.

Security Review
Security measures for a City Hall can
vary widely, this report points out some
of the more problematic issues that
were found.
Unsecured vehicles in allowed
basement parking. See Image 7.
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Image 8
Police vehicles are parked in unsecured
locations and are unmonitored.

in

There is not enough video surveillance
of the building and in the building at
critical points of circulation.
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The interview room in the police
department shares gypsum board walls
with the ammunition room for the
department.
The Judge’s Chambers is exposed on
the first floor, corner location with
unsecured windows. See Image 9.

Image 9
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Lake Oswego City Hall
REMEDIATION ANALYSIS REPORT - STRUCTURAL
SEPTEMBER 22, 2006
EXISTING CONDITIONS
Building Description
The Lake Oswego City Hall building was constructed in 1985-86 under (presumably) the 1982 Uniform Building
Code as amended by the State of Oregon. The existing building drawings dated August 1, 1985 were provided
for use in this review. The building consists of three stories of office space (approximately 13,000 sq. feet each)
over a 20,000 sq. foot parking garage (partial basement). The three stories above the garage consist of
gypcrete topping and plywood subfloor over wood i-joists supported by steel wide flange girders and square
steel tube columns. At the lid of the garage, the area under the office is constructed of concrete topping over
metal deck supported by steel wide flange beams and girders. Concrete columns in the garage support this
steel structure. The remainder of the garage lid (the south half) is constructed of precast concrete planks
supported by concrete beams and columns. The north and west sides of the garage are constructed of a
concrete retaining wall up to the garage lid. The east and south ends of the garage are built with concrete post
and beam construction.
Seismic and wind forces are resisted by shear walls in the stair/elevator cores at all levels. The shear walls are
constructed of partially grouted reinforced concrete masonry blocks (CMU) in the upper two levels and
reinforced concrete in the lower two levels. Lateral loads are delivered to these walls via plywood diaphragms
and drag struts.
Water Intrusion
Based upon our site visits on July 30, 2006 and August 4, 2006, it is clear that there has been water intrusion
into the outer wall cavities and significant rot was observed in non-structural materials. However, it appears that
the extent of the water damage is limited to these non-structural materials and that the existing structural
members have not been affected.
Lateral Force Resisting System Condition
As noted above, this building was presumably designed to the 1982 Uniform Building Code as amended by the
State of Oregon. The existing plans note the presence of police in the building, but they do not indicate whether
or not it was designed as an essential facility (which would increase the seismic forces by 50%).
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The lateral force resisting system would not meet current code (2003 International Building Code as amended
by the State of Oregon) for the following reasons:
 The seismic force design loads in the 1982 code are 3 times lower than current code and 4.5 times lower
than the current code level for an essential facility.
 The diaphragms cantilever off of the central shear walls cores, which is not allowed under current code.
 The drag struts would presumably be overstressed, as they would be designed to 7.5 to 11.25 (3 (or 4.5) x
2.5 overstrength factor) times the 1982 code level forces.
 The CMU shear walls are partially grouted and would be significantly overstressed under current code.
 The connections for the flexible wood diaphragms to CMU and concrete walls are poorly detailed and would
not meet current code.
 The foundations under the shear wall cores are likely undersized for current code level forces.
 The plywood diaphragm nailing may be inadequate for current code level forces.
 A redundancy calculation was not performed, however this lateral system would appear to require a
redundancy factor (U) of 1.5 that would be applied to the above loads. This would then increase the overall
force to up to 6.75 times the 1982 code. The redundancy factor is a newer code requirement that wasn’t
part of the 1982 UBC.

UPGRADE OPTIONS
Seismic codes have evolved since this building was originally designed and built. Engineers have a better
understanding today of not only earthquake forces but also how buildings and systems will perform in a seismic
event. As noted above this building would be expected to perform poorly in a code level earthquake. To upgrade
this building to current seismic code it must first be determined if the police or 911 functions will remain in the
building. If they are to remain then this building should be upgraded to an essential facility meaning it would be
expected to be immediately operational after a code level earthquake with very little structural damage. If these
functions are removed then it would no longer be considered an essential facility by code and it would be
upgraded to life safety level (or current code level). Life safety level means that the building will sustain damage
to the structural components but retains a margin against partial or total collapse. The sections below will outline
the improvements to the building that would occur at each of these two performance levels.
Code Level Earthquake Upgrade
The forces levels required for this type of upgrade are outlined above. To make this building comply with current
code two main things must occur: new lateral force resisting elements should be added at the building
extremities (steel braced frames) and existing elements (core walls and drag struts) should be strengthened.
These would be accomplished by the following:
1. 10" of shotcrete shall be added at the cores at all levels per figure 1 below. This will require the floors to be
temporarily shored so that a portion of the floor can be removed to place shotcrete continuously to the
foundation.
2. Existing east/west drag struts will need to be removed and replaced with steel members and reconnected to
the diaphragms (see figure 1 for locations). The existing north/south steel wide flange drag struts shall
remain, but will need to be strengthened, as will their connections to the shear walls at each level.
lake oswego municipal facilities and space planning analysis
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3. Braced frames will be added in one bay on the east side (grid D, all levels above garage) and two bays on
the west side (grid L, all levels above garage). The braced frames will be comprised of steel tube members
attached to the existing steel wide flange beams and tube steel columns. Existing members and
connections will most likely need to be repaired and strengthened.
4. Reinforced concrete infill walls at the non-drive bays on the far south end of the garage and new footings for
these walls shall be added.
5. The foundations under the core walls will require pin piling to resist the overturning forces from the new
upgraded shear walls.
Essential Facility Upgrade
The forces for this type of upgrade are also outlined above. The strategy for this type of upgrade is the same as
for a code level upgrade. Braced frames will be added at grids D and L and the cores will be strengthened. The
following outline the requirements for this upgrade type:
1. 12" of shotcrete shall be added at the cores at all levels per figure 1 below. This will require the floors to be
temporarily shored so that a portion of the floor can be removed to place shotcrete continuously to the
foundation.
2. Existing east/west drag struts will need to be removed and replaced with steel tube members and
reconnected to the diaphragms (see figure 1). The existing north/south steel wide flange drag struts shall
remain, but will need to be strengthened in addition to their connections to the shear walls at each level.
Assume 50% more steel weight and fastening over a code level upgrade.
3. Braced frames will be added in one bay on the east side (grid D, all levels above garage) and four bays on
the west side (grid L, all levels above garage). The braced frames will be comprised of steel tube members
attached to the existing steel wide flange beams and tube steel columns. Existing members and
connections will most likely need to be repaired and strengthened.
4. Reinforced concrete infill walls at the non-drive bays on the far south end of the garage and new footings for
these walls shall be added
5. The foundations under the core walls will require pin piling to resist the overturning forces from the new
upgraded shear walls. Assume 50% more pin piles over the code level upgrade.
6. Non-structural mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) items have additional requirements with this
upgrade type. The following elements are required to be braced: ceilings, inline mechanical units anchored,
all ductwork braced, all piping over 1" braced, any mechanical equipment over 75 pounds anchored, and
any electrical dist lines >5 pounds per foot braced.
7. Possibly there would be some removal of gypcrete for increased nailing of the diaphragms.
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Figure 1 – Typical Floor Plan

SUMMARY
The structural frame of this building is in good condition. The water intrusion at he exterior walls has had no
effect on the structural frame. Generally, the lateral system of this building is inadequate to resist earthquake
forces and would presumably perform poorly in a code level seismic event. The type of upgrade required would
be based upon whether or not the police and/or 911 functions are still in the building.
This evaluation is based on limited site visits and or review of the information included in the original structural
drawings. It was assumed that the original structural drawings accurately depict existing conditions since it was
not practical to verify member sizes and reinforcing, except in limited cases. The opinions we have presented
are consistent with our best engineering judgment, but in no way warrant or guarantee the existing construction
of the project, that concealed problems don not exist, or the future performance of the structural systems.
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September 7, 2006

City Hall Building - Lake Oswego, Oregon
I.

GENERAL BUILDING DESCRIPTION
A.

Building Statistics
Size: 40,000 square feet.
Number of Floors: Three Floors and Basement/Parking.
Function: City Hall/Police Station/911 Call Center
Year Built: 1986

B.

Building Energy Usage
1.

Energy Usage: The building was constructed to meet
minimum energy code requirements of the time, resulting in
poor energy performance and operating difficulties. High
performance buildings of today can save 20 to 25% over the
current energy code. Based on recent experience, aggressive
energy efficiency goals could result in savings of $0.25 to
$0.30/SF, or $10,000 to $12,000 per year. An energy study
will be required to determine the actual incentive amounts.

2.

Potential Energy Saving Options: An integrated, wholebuilding design approach should be used for the Lake Oswego
City Hall building to save energy. Items that should be
considered include:
a. Increased insulation in walls and roof.
b. High performance glazing.
c. Low wattage lighting.
d. Day lighting.
e. High efficiency mechanical systems.

3.

Funding: There are three potential outside sources for
funding. These sources and our estimated potential value
financial incentives are as follows.
a. Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) $7,000 to $12,000.
b. Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC-A) $30,000 to $40,000.
or
c. Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC-B) for LEED levels:
LEED Silver
$ 87,500
LEED Gold
$107,500
LEED Platinum $160,000
Note: ETO funds are generated from a public purpose
charge assessed to PGE and Pacific Power utility
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bills and is based on $0.10 per KWH of annual
electric savings and $0.80 per therm of annual gas
saving.
BETC funds are tax credits from the State of
Oregon for projects that conserve energy, recycle
material, use renewable energy technologies, and
reduce polluting transportation fuels. The tax
credits are based on 35% of the cost of the energy
saving measures that exceed standard practice. If
there is not a tax liability, the tax credit can
“Passed-Through” to an organization that has a tax
liability for a cash payment.
II.

PLUMBING
A.

Water Systems
1.

Description:
a. Water Service: Water service is connected to a city main
to west on 4th Ave.
b. Domestic Hot Water: Domestic hot water is heated by a
gas water heater located in the basement.
c. Sanitary Sewer: Sanitary sewer piping connects to an 8inch main located in the alley on the east side of the
building.
d. Storm Water: Roof drains are piped from the roof to the
city storm water piping system.

2.

General Condition: The water systems appear to be in good
condition, with no reported leaks or damage to the piping. The
water heater, although functional, is near the end of its
expected service life. Roof drains appear to be in good
condition. Overflow roof drains are not code roof drain
fixtures. Instead, they are a pipe through the roof similar to a
vent pipe with flashing, and piped to an outside wall.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

4.

Recommendations: Replace the water heater with a new,
more energy efficient unit. Provide a standard roof drain with
a strainer for the overflow drains.
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B.

C.

D.

Plumbing Fixtures
1.

Description: Plumbing fixtures of various types are present
throughout the building.

2.

General Condition: Plumbing fixtures appear to be fully
functional and in good shape.

3.

Code Issues: The plumbing fixtures do not meet current low
water flow requirements.

4.

Recommendations: Replace plumbing fixtures when needed
with low flow type to meet or exceed code.

Natural Gas
1.

Description: Gas meter is located on the east side of the
building.

2.

General Condition: The gas system appears to be in good
condition.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

4.

Recommendations: None.

Fire Protection Systems
1.

Description: Fire sprinkler header is in the basement water
room.

2.

General Condition: Appears to be in good condition.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

4.

Recommendations: None.

III. HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING (HVAC)
A.

Building Supply Air Unit AH-1
1.

Description: AH-1 is a Carrier rooftop air handler with a supply
fan and a return fan, economizer dampers, two separate
condensing units (split system), and a heating water coil that
provides conditioned air for most of the building. The supply
and return fans have inlet vanes for capacity control, however
they have been fixed to the wide open position and variable
frequency drives (VFD’s) retrofitted. The condensing units
each have two stages of cooling, giving four stages of cooling
total. The heating water coil receives hot water from a boiler
located on the Third Floor. Supply air is ducted to floors below
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and reheated by electric heat in fan powered terminal units to
satisfy specific temperature zones.

2.

General Condition:
a. The air handling unit appears functional, but shows signs of
age. The inlet vanes were left in the fan inlets when the
VFD’s were installed, which reduces the capacity and
efficiency of the fans due turbulence in the inlet cone. The
outside air, return air, and exhaust dampers are not tight
closing and linkages are worn. The condensate pan inside
the unit was filled with water, apparently due to a plugged
drain line, causing water to back up into the pan.
b. The condensing units appear to be functional. Insulation on
the refrigerant piping is deteriorating.
c. The boiler only serves AH-1, and has no modulation control.
On a call for heat, such as morning warmup, the heating
water pump starts and the boiler fires. When heating is not
required, the pump and the boiler shut off. This leads to
overheating in some spaces and underheating in others.
The boiler space is small, with little room for maintenance.
d. The duct system extending out onto the floor is mostly
fiberglass ductboard, and although it appears to be in good
shape on the floors served, there are several locations
where breaks and leaks have developed. This prohibits the
fan system VFD’s from being ramped up to fully cool the
building. Fiberglass ducts are inherently rough surfaced
inside, and requires additional fan horsepower to move the
air through it. Air is returned to the air handler using the
ceiling plenum, which was noted as being under significant
negative pressure.
e. Various remodels have occurred over the years and the
temperature control zones (terminal unit ductwork) have
not been modified to meet the needs of the new floor plan.
In a number of areas, supply air is delivered away from
occupants and outside walls, resulting in ineffective
temperature control. The fan powered terminal units are
beyond their expected service life and should be replaced
with new units sized, and ducted to meet the needs of the
current floor plan.
f. A separate air handling system with ice making and storage
features was originally designed to serve the Court Rooms
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and other rooms on the west side of the first floor, but was
not installed. These spaces were added to the AH-1 system
and ductwork extended down to the first floor.

B.

C.

3.

Code Issues: The scheduled outside air minimum is 10%. The
building operators have increased the minimum outside air,
but not according to a calculated or measured (CO2) method of
ventilation control. The boiler has no emergency shutoff
switch. The condensing units are not anchored to roof curbs.

4.

Recommendation:
a. The air-handling unit appears functional, but is beyond the
end of expected normal service life (15-20 years). The unit
should be replaced with a new, more energy efficient
packaged unit, with built-in refrigerant cooling system and
gas heat. This eliminates the need for separate condensing
units.
b. The fiberglass ductboard should be completely removed and
replaced with new galvanized steel ductwork. The existing
duct mains from the rooftop unit down through the building
should be replaced with new ductwork sized for the
application. The number of return air openings in the ceiling
should be increased.
c. The fan powered terminal units should be replaced with new
terminal units, with hydronic heat that can be modulated to
meet the individual needs of the temperature control zone.
d. A Basement room is slated to be used for a maintenance
office, but has no HVAC currently. The room should have a
new packaged air conditioning unit with new outside air duct
routed out from the parking area.

Second Floor Air Handler RU-2
1.

Description: Package rooftop Heil air handler, with gas heat,
DX cooling, and economizer section. This unit was originally
designed to serve second floor police locker rooms, interview
rooms, and local dispatch. The floor space has been
remodeled for the 911 Call Center, and the ductwork modified
to serve this area. This area is the “Essential Facility” portion
of the building, which requires additional seismic bracing to
enable the building to operate after seismic activity.

2.

General Condition: The unit appears to be in good condition,
and may have been replaced since the original installation.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

4.

Recommendation: The unit does not appear to meet current
zoning needs for both Police and the 911 Call Center.

Third Floor Air Handler (Map Room)
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D.

E.

1.

Description: Package rooftop Ruud air handler, with DX
cooling and economizer section. This unit was installed to
maintain humidity in the Map Room.

2.

General Condition: The unit appears to be in good condition.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

5.

Recommendation: None.

IT Room AC Unit
1.

Description: Package wall unit with DX cooling. This unit was
installed to maintain temperature in the IT room.

2.

General Condition: The unit appears to be in good condition.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

6.

Recommendation: None.

Roof Exhaust Fans and Pressurization Fans
1.

Description: Roof exhaust fans serve toilet rooms and other
areas where exhaust is required. There are also utility set
type fans used for elevator pressurization.

2.

General Condition: The roof fans appear to be operational.
Units are not seismically anchored to roof curbs, and in some
cases near falling off the curb.

3.

Code Issues: Lack of seismic anchors to curbs. Supply fans
have intakes without any screens to prevent accidental
intrusion into the fan.

3. Recommendation: Exhaust fans are at their normal service life
(25 years) and should be replaced and correctly anchored.
E.

Controls
1.

234

Description: The original pneumatic controls have been
replaced with new Honeywell DDC controls.
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II.

2.

General Condition: The current system appears to be in good
condition, with a good graphical interface.

3.

Code Issues: None noted.

4.
Recommendation: None.
ELECTRICAL
A.

Service and Distribution
1.

2.

Service
a.

Description:
The city hall building has one electrical service; the
electrical service utility provider is PGE. The service is
the original 1600A, 208Y/120V, 3 phase, 4 wire service.
The service switchboard is located in the parking garage
level electrical room and appears to be original. The
service switchboard feeds panels in various locations
throughout the building. Load information from the
utility has been reviewed and no capacity problems were
reported.

b.

General Condition:
The service switchboard is in good condition and
parts are still readily available. The cover was not
removed and interior conditions were not observed, but
it was confirmed with the servicing electrical contractor
that the condition of the switchboard is still good. The
previous 19 months of electrical usage was provided by
PGE, the peak KW occurred on the billing period ending
7/7/2006, which was 238 KW or 711 amps. The
switchboard has two 200 amp spaces and one 200 amp
spare available. There is no room to add additional
sections to the main switchboard.
During periods of high electrical usage on the utility
grid the building service has experienced a low voltage
brownout condition, which has caused equipment
shutdowns. It was reported that the utility provider has
preformed some fixes to remedy this problem.

c.

Code Issues: The existing switchboard installation meets
code.

d.

Recommendations: Replace main distribution panel
(MDP) with a unit that uses circuit breakers, new MDP
should be more compact and provide additional spare
capacity. New MDP should have surge suppression built
in.

Normal Distribution
a.

Description:
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Branch panels are located in electrical rooms on
each of the three floors, there are approximately three
branch panels serving each level. Typical for each floor is
one panel with a 200 amp capacity feeder fed from the
main switchboard, the second panel is also a 200 amp
capacity fed from the main switchboard, which in turn
sub-feeds the third panel via sub-feed lugs. Distribution
conductors used throughout the building are aluminum.
Conduits used for the distribution system are PVC
schedule 40 type.
b.

General Condition:
For the most part, the panels all appear to be
original and have not been subjected to field
modifications. Panels are ITE brand and parts are still
readily available. Most of the panels are full and are
without any breaker spaces available for future loads.
The loads within the branch panels are of mixed usage
and do not have any defined segregation of loads into
separate panels, such as lighting, mechanical and
receptacle loads.
The aluminum conductors were installed in the mid
80’s and should be considered serviceable. The
distribution feeders were installed with undersize
neutrals, which is allowed by code, but the system is
carrying a lot of non-linear type loads in the form of
computers and electronic lighting ballasts, this can cause
a harmonic issue that will overload and overheat the
neutral conductors. The electrical contractor that services
the building has reported that readings were done to
measure the harmonic levels and that problems were
found, this report was not available.
The electrical rooms on each level besides having
the electrical distribution equipment within them, also
has phone system equipment and building controls
components within them, there is not room for any
additional equipment.

c.

Code Issues: All of the branch panels appear to have the
code required clearances. There is a boiler sharing the
third floor electrical room, while this is not a code
violation, the boiler equipment has poor access and
maintenance workspace and this type of installation
would be avoided.

d.

Recommendations:
1. Existing branch panels can remain.
2. Replace the neutral conductor in each feeder serving
the branch panel boards with computer loads with an
oversize neutral conductor. Phase and ground
conductors may need to be upsized also to meet
code.
3. Provide at least one additional branch panel in each
electrical room at levels 1, 2, and 3. Move the
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existing loads between panels to segregate loads
into:
a) workstation/computer receptacle loads.
b) lighting
c) utility and HVAC loads.
4. Provide Engineering analysis of panels loads and
relocate branch loads as necessary to balance phases
within each panel board.
5. Provide surge suppression on the branch panels that
serve the computer loads.
6. Any building square footage added would be served
by additional branch panels and feeders added to the
addition area.
3.

Emergency Generation/Distribution
a.

Description: The building has a 30 kW diesel engine
driven generator. The generator is enclosed in a
weatherproof housing and located within the parking
garage. Fuel system consists of a day tank at the
generator and the main fuel tank is located underground.
The engine/generator set is original and dates to the mid
80s. The output of the generator feeds the emergency
side of a 200A automatic transfer switch (ATS). The load
conductors run from the ATS to the branch panel ‘E1’
located in the garage level electrical room. Panel ‘E1’ in
turn sub-feeds branch panel ‘2E’ with a 100amp breaker.
The emergency system provides power to the egress
lighting system, the 911 call center and the building
information technology (IT) equipment.

b.

General Conditions: The generator is able to carry the
load connected, but is close to being at full load. Panel
‘E1’ still has some breaker space available, panel ‘E2’ is
full. Branch breakers within panel ‘E2’ are reported to be
not coordinated with the 100amp sub-feed breaker in
panel ‘E1’.

c.

Code Issues: Emergency loads (life safety, egress
lighting) and optional standby loads (IT equipment, 911
call center) are not on a separated distribution system.

d.

Recommendations:
1. Non-essential building usage: The existing 30 KW
diesel generator and ATS would remain and serve in
an emergency (life safety) capacity only. The existing
branch panel ‘E1’ located in the garage electrical
room would remain. The existing branch panel board
‘E2’ on level 2 would be relocated to the electrical
room. The existing generator should be load tested
to insure it is still in proper operating condition.
2. Essential building usage: The existing generator
would be removed and replaced with new unit of
approximately 150 to 200 KW capacity. The new
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generator would in turn feed a new distribution panel
and two automatic transfer switches, one transfer
switch would be for emergency loads (egress
lighting), the other transfer switch would be for
optional standby loads (911 call center and police
area). Provide new emergency branch panels at
levels garage and two. Provide optional standby
branch panels at police department and 911 center.
The electrical room on garage level would need to be
expanded to accommodate the new equipment.
B.

Lighting
1.

2.

Site Lighting
a.

Description: Pole mounted parking lot lights, cast in
concrete step lighting and planter mounted uplighting.

b.

General Condition: Not observed in operation, luminaires
appear to be the original.

c.

Code Issues: None noted.

d.

Recommendations: Provide demo of existing as needed
to accommodate work by others. Provide new site
lighting as required for building expansion and parking
changes.

Interior Lighting
a.

Description: Most of the lighting is fluorescent lighting,
recessed mounted troffer type fixtures with some
incandescent lighting in lobby areas and HID mercury
vapor in the court room. The lighting appeared adequate
in the areas observed, however there was a significant
daylight contribution in some areas. A full evaluation of
the lighting system would have to be conducted at night.

b.

General Condition: The fluorescent lighting has been
upgraded to T8 type lamps and electronic ballasts
throughout the building.

c.

Code Issues: The emergency egress lighting system
would need to be evaluated for code compliance. Overall
lighting system would need to be evaluated for Oregon
energy code compliance.

d.

Recommendations: Remove luminaires as required to
accommodate work by others. Fluorescent troffer type
luminaires with T8 lamps and electronic ballasts could be
salvaged and reused.
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C.

Signal Systems
1.

3.

Fire Alarm
a.

Description: The system panel for the fire alarm system
is located on the 2nd floor. Smoke detectors were noted
to be installed in the corridors only throughout the
facility, and the detectors were of several styles. The
system is a hard-wired, zoned system rather than an
addressable system. Annunciation devices were bells
only, located within corridors. There are no pull stations
within the building.

b.

General Condition: System is operational and the
original.

c.

Code Issues: System does not have a visual
annunciation component.

d.

Recommendations:
1. Existing system is operational but outdated, suggest
removing the existing system.
2. Provide and new addressable system.
3. Provide signal initiation via manual stations, smoke
detectors throughout the egress path, corridors,
lobbies, equipment rooms, duct detectors on HVAC
return air system, smoke/heat detection on
elevators as required for shutdown/recall and fire
water flow.
4. Provide occupant notification via audible and visible
signals throughout the building.
5. Provide control and monitoring of FSD’s.
6. Provide annunciation at building entry vestibule.
7. Essential usage areas: Provide full area smoke
detection (police & 911) and remote annunciation
within the 911 call center. (recommended only, not
code required)

Telephone/Data
a.

Description: The electrical rooms are used as a wiring
closet for telephone distribution. The IT system is
enclosed within a dedicated room.

b.

General Condition: No complaints were made of the
phone system and it is operational. The IT room is
cramped and access to and maintenance of the
equipment is less than ideal.

c.

Code Issues: None noted.

c.

Recommendations:

J:\Projects\061531 Lake Oswego City Hall Remediation Analysis\Administration\Reports-Studies\Condition Report
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Lake Oswego City Hall
Mechanical and Electrical Survey
Page 12
1.
2.

Remove and relocate phone system components out
of the electrical rooms into a dedicated closet space
on each floor.
Expand size of IT room.

End of Report
06-1109
MDS/JDM

J:\Projects\061531 Lake Oswego City Hall Remediation Analysis\Administration\Reports-Studies\Condition Report
August 2006\PAE 9-7-06 Lake Oswego City Hall Survey MDS.doc
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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO

BUILDING ASSESSMENT

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Apex Environmental conducted an Environmental Assessment of the Lake Oswego City Hall. The
assessment consisted of review of mold reporting at the site, an asbestos survey, use of an infrared
camera at the site and sampling the building air with an Indoor Air Quality sampling device.
The building has reportedly had ongoing problems with mold and the exterior siding, and has had other
water infiltration throughout its history.
Mold reporting from the site indicates a history of low
airborne levels of viable molds and mold spores. However, the exterior siding has leaked and had mold
growth throughout the building exterior. From the long history of water infiltration to the structure, the
main source pathway is likely the windows, (EFIS) siding and roofing. Removal/Repair of these
pathways would be necessary to perform remediation
During removal and replacement of the facades the building interiors should be isolated from mold
migration due to the removal of mold-contaminated siding. Interior wall could be retained if inspections
indicate no water infiltration has occurred, however due to the number and extent of water infiltration
over the buildings history, it would likely be more comprehensive to remove all drywall throughout the
structure. Movable wall partitions should be removed and decontaminated or disposed. Porous
furnishings decontaminated or replaced. Carpeting throughout the building should be removed and
replaced. All desks and non-porous items should be cleaned with normal cleaning agents appropriate for
the item.
The Asbestos Survey was conducted throughout the building. Due to the buildings age there was a
relatively low possibility that the building would have asbestos-containing materials. The sampling of
suspect materials returned negative results throughout the building.
Indoor Air Sampling using a Q-Trak sampling device was conducted over several days at the site. No
results indicating poor ventilation or overuse of sampled spaces were noted. Carbon dioxide levels were
elevated in two areas but remained less than 1000 ppm the permissible levels recommended under
ASHRAE Standards.
Exterior building materials were similar throughout of foam stucco style EFIS siding. Interior building
materials consisted of vinyl tile floor covering, carpet, lay-in ceiling tile, with wood and metal framing.
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BUILDING ASSESSMENT

MOLD ASSESSMENT SUMMARY
History
The building has reportedly had ongoing problems with mold and the exterior siding, and has had other
water infiltration throughout its history. Exterior building materials were similar throughout of foam
stucco style EFIS siding. Interior building materials consisted of vinyl tile floor covering, carpet, lay-in
ceiling tile, with wood and metal framing. This siding variety has a known history of water infiltration
to spaces between the exterior and interior wall cavity. This has been also true at the Lake Oswego City
Hall, moisture impacts in various locations of the building were reported including under
windows/flashings within exterior wall cavities and other areas.
Air monitoring
Mold reporting from the site indicates a history of low airborne levels of viable molds and mold spores.
There have been many water impacts to the building. However, due to low airborne counts the building
is not currently unhealthy from a mold contamination perspective. However, buildings age and
continued water infiltration should be expected to continue to occur until the building envelope is
removed and replaced with one that will be water tight.
Inspection
Two inspections took place at the site. The first inspection of the building using a thermographic
camera did not reveal wet moist areas although the season has been dry and areas may have dried or
lessened so as to not be visible with the camera (Pictures below). The second was when Andersen
construction performed exploratory demolition of the area. The areas had mold growth visible behind
two of the four holes cut and were analyzed for molds of which stachybotris was a dominant species.
The extent of mold impact behind the wall was visually observed and from the long history of water
infiltration to the structure, the building should have the main source (EFIS) siding removed and
replaced.
Interior drywall could be retained if inspections indicate no water infiltration has occurred, however due
to the number and extent of water infiltration over the buildings history, it would likely be more
comprehensive to remove all drywall throughout the structure to facilitate good building health. After
the removal of interior and exterior finishes the remaining framing should be inspected for integrity,
cleaned and treated with a fungicide (preferably a 6 to 1 water/bleach solution). Carpeting throughout
the building should be removed and replaced.
Movable wall partitions should be removed and decontaminated or disposed. Porous furnishings should
be steam cleaned or replaced. All desks and non-porous should be cleaned with normal cleaning agents
appropriate for the item.
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BUILDING ASSESSMENT

Remediation
Remove the EFIS siding and remove in isolation during removal if the building is occupied. After the
removal of interior and exterior finishes the remaining framing should be inspected for integrity, cleaned
and treated with a fungicide (preferably a 6 to 1 water/bleach solution). Carpeting throughout the
building should be removed and replaced and subfloor should be cleaned and treated with a fungicide.
All remediation activities should be performed with proper personal protective equipment including 1/2mask respirator with p-100 filters and tyveks if desired.
Movable wall partitions should be removed and decontaminated or disposed. Porous furnishings should
be steam cleaned or replaced. All desks and non-porous should be cleaned with normal cleaning agents
appropriate for the item.
Apex does not recommend conducting remediation of the building while occupied. If the building is to
be remodeled/remediated while occupied then the remediation work should be conducted using a
negative pressure enclosures in remediation areas. This would include the exterior using a scaffolding
and ventilation fans to create the negative draw.
Apex recommends the following Bioremediation Plan to remove mold contamination during
remodel of a vacant building.
1. Ensure that all leaks and areas of water incursion have been repaired.
2. Ensure that the work areas stay well ventilated during the construction process.
3. Use Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) appropriate for work being conducted including
½-mask respirator for remediation workers.
4. Remove all nonstructural members that show visible signs of mold growth, including plaster,
gypsum board and wood studs that will not compromise the integrity of the building.
5. Clean all remaining wood/metal framing showing visible signs of mold, including sub floor
and floor joists, with a firm plastic brush and bleach solution (1 to 6 bleach/water).
6. Abrasively sand remaining visible signs of mold on members to be left in place. Reclean
with bleach solution. Allow treated areas to be completely dry before the application of paint
(<15% moisture in the sub floor and joists desirable).
7. Conduct post-remediation air and wipe testing. Should be performed in all remediation
projects following the remediation to affirm that proper work procedures and an effective
remediation procedure have been accomplished.
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IR PHOTO 1: Picture of large cool area on roof possible water infiltration.

PHOTO 1: Picture of large cool area on roof possible water infiltration.

Proper Drain Path
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BUILDING ASSESSMENT

No water this
far over

IR PHOTO 2: Picture of water drainage path from roof AC units. Roof Drain in arrow location far right cool spots have no
visible water.

No water this
far over

PHOTO 2: Picture of water drainage path from roof AC units.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

ASBESTOS SURVEY
For

Lake Oswego City Hall
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Lake Oswego, OR

Produced for:
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LAKE OSWEGO CITY HALL

GENERAL INFORMATION

Building Data
Lake Oswego City Hall
380 A Street
Lake Oswego, OR

Client Data
City of Lake Oswego City
380 A Street
Lake Oswego, OR

SURVEY SCOPE

Apex Project 2360.00

Apex Environmental provided a demolition asbestos and lead-paint survey and compiled a report
following the scope of work presented below.
SCOPE OF WORK

1.

Inspect and sample suspect asbestos-containing building materials (ACBM) in accordance with
state and federal regulations (OSHA and ASHARA).

2.

Bulk samples to be analyzed for asbestos by PLM (Polarized Light Microscopy) by and
accredited NVLAP Laboratory.

3.

Create a report that outlines the presence, location, quantity, and condition of ACBMs. The final
report will have sample results and recommendations for abatement, quantities of asbestos
materials and budgetary cost estimates for abatement.

CERTIFICATION
Apex Environmental has conducted a physical inspection of the building and compiled this report
consistent with the survey scope and certifies that the information is correct and accurate within the
standards of professional quality and contractual obligations.

Brad Kelsay
Primary Inspector

_________________________
Signature

Tulla Stocker
Project Manager

___________________________
Signature
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464 FIRST STREET

COST ESTIMATE

ASBESTOS INSPECTION SUMMARY
Apex Environmental conducted an asbestos survey of suspect asbestos-containing materials at the Lake
Oswego City Hall, Located in Lake Oswego. No asbestos materials were identified in sampling
conducted throughout the building.
The survey team consisted of Tulla Stocker (AHERA Management Planner), and Brad Kelsay (AHERA
Accredited Inspector). All sampling was conducted in accordance with AHERA and Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) testing protocol. The survey characterized the extent of
suspect asbestos-containing materials throughout the building.
This survey was performed to facilitate the assessment of costs associated with the remodel of the
structure. The buildings usage consists of a large basic office areas on the first and third floors, with
specialized rooms for the facilitation of Law Enforcement and 911 Call Centers on the second floor.
The basement consists of parking storage and elevator access to the Building. The building was
reportedly building in the mid-1980’s
Exterior building materials were similar throughout of foam stucco stile EFIS siding. Interior building
materials consisted of vinyl tile floor covering, carpet, lay-in ceiling tile, with wood and metal framing.
The following table summarizes Apex Environmental's findings.
Materials Tested Or Presumed Positive For
Asbestos
None
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Materials Tested Negative For Asbestos
Lay-in Ceiling Tile 2 x 4 I
Batting Insulation
Gypsum Wallboard/Joint Compound
Silver Tape
Covebase/Mastic-Beige 4”/Tan Mastic I
Beige Speckled Sheet Flooring/Mastic I
Covebase/Mastic-Beige 6”/Tan Mastic II
Off-White Speckled Sheet Flooring/Mastic II
Gray Sheet Flooring/Mastic II
Vinyl Tile/Mastic-White 12X12/Black Mastic I
Gypsum Wallboard/Joint Compound II EFIS
Siding
Felt/Paper Exterior Siding System
Built-Up Roofing
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464 FIRST STREET

COST ESTIMATE

ASBESTOS SAMPLING INVENTORY
Sample No.
2360.00-001
2360.00-002
2360.00-003

Material Description
Lay-in Ceiling Tile 2 x 4 I
Batting Insulation
Gypsum Wallboard/Joint
Compound
2360.00-004 Silver Tape
2360.00-005 Covebase/Mastic-Beige
4”/Tan Mastic I
2360.00-006 Beige Speckled Sheet
Flooring/Mastic I
2360.00-007 Covebase/Mastic-Beige
6”/Tan Mastic II
2360.00-008 Off-White Speckled Sheet
Flooring/Mastic II
2360.00-009 Gray Sheet Flooring/Mastic II
2360.00-010 Off-White Speckled Sheet
Flooring/Mastic II
2360.00-011 Covebase/Mastic-Gray
4”/Tan Mastic III
2360.00-012 Gypsum Wallboard/Joint
Compound
2360.00-013 Off-White Speckled Sheet
Flooring/Mastic II
2360.00-014 Vinyl Tile/Mastic-White
12X12/Black Mastic I
2360.00-015 Vinyl Tile/Mastic-White
12X12/Black Mastic I
2360.00-016 Lay-in Ceiling Tile 2’ x 2’
Random Fissured II
2360.00-017 Lay-in Ceiling Tile 2’ x 2’
Random Fissured II
2360.00-018 Gypsum Wallboard/Joint
Compound
2360.00-019 Gypsum Wallboard/Joint
Compound II EFIS Siding
2360.00-020 Felt/Paper Exterior Siding
System
2360.00-021 Built-up Roofing

Location
3rd Floor NW Area
3rd Floor Plenum
3rd Floor Stairwell
North Doorway
Near South Stairwell
3rd Floor Plenum
3rd Floor Map Room
Area
3rd Floor Men’s Rest
room
3rd Floor Men’s Rest
room
3rd Floor Janitorial
Closet
Stairwell
2nd Floor Copy Room

Results
NAD
NAD
NAD

NAD
NAD

2nd Floor Copy Room

NAD

2nd Floor Copy Room

NAD

2nd Floor
Changing/Shower
2nd Floor Utility/911
Telcom Room
2nd Floor Utility/911
Telcom Room
Lunch Room

NAD

NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD
NAD

NAD
NAD
NAD

Council Chamber 1st
Floor
Parks and Recreation
Area 1st Floor
SW Corner Exterior

NAD

SW Corner Exterior

NAD

SW Corner Exterior

NAD

NAD
NAD

* NAD No Asbestos Detected
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2.

Summary

The Lake Oswego City Hall building is a 3-story steel-framed building which was constructed circa 1985.
There are five separate roof areas, including the main roof area, three smaller areas at third-floor step-backs,
and a second story terrace at the south side of the building. The roof systems that currently cover the building
are all the original systems that were installed during construction. Each roof system is similar in construction,
with the roof membrane consisting of a 4-ply asphalt built-up roof system (3 plies Type IV glass fiber felt with a
granule surfaced cap sheet). The roof membrane has been installed over a nailed base sheet which is
fastened directly to the ¾” plywood sheathing roof deck. The smaller roof areas at the 3rd floor level consist of
the same type of roof at the main roof area (Area A), but were covered with pea gravel during initial
construction for aesthetic reasons (visible from adjacent offices). The 2nd floor terrace (Area E) utilizes the
same roof membrane as the main roof area, but has been covered with a cast-in-place concrete slab.

AREA B
AREA C

AREA A

AREA D
AREA E

The roof assembly utilizes insulation placed under the
roof deck. 10-inch foil-faced glass fiber batt insulation
is placed beneath the roof deck, with a 6-inch air space
between the top of the insulation and the bottom of the
roof deck. Batts are suspended on string lines. The air
space between the batts and the roof deck is ventilated
by means of small gravity vents placed throughout the
roof area. Ventilation is considered inadequate with
this type of insulation / ventilation scenario. This type of
roof and building would be better served with a rigid
insulation assembly installed over the roof deck.
Most of the original penetration details were installed
relatively well, and have served the duration of the roof
life. There are numerous penetrations through the roof
which have been recently installed; a number of these
penetrations are not installed correctly, and are in need
of some type of repair in order to prevent water
intrusion. There are several abandoned penetrations
and rooftop equipment which should be removed, and
antenna supports and guy wires are high-maintenance.
Numerous repairs have been installed at improperly
installed penetrations and flashings.

Another form of repair that has been installed is the addition of precoated galvanized steel copings and
counter flashings at the roof perimeters. The newer sheet metal flashings have been installed in an attempt to
avert further water intrusion which has been a direct result of the failing EIFS; the original design included
extending the EIFS up and over the parapets of all roof areas.
The typical life expectancy of a 4-ply asphalt BUR is 20 – 25 years before replacement is inevitable. The roof
systems that cover this building are now 21 years old and are approaching the end of their useful service life.
It is estimated that the roof systems will require replacement within a 2 – 3 year time frame, and during the
interim, minor repairs will be required to alleviate recurring leaks and address poor flashing details.

Lake Oswego City Hall
Roof Evaluation
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TABLE 1 – ROOF SUMMARY
Roof
Designation

Area (sf)

Interim
Action

Interim Budget

Next Major
Action

Year

Replacement Budget
High (SBS BUR)

Low (single ply)

Area A

11,010 sf

Repair

$4,500.00

Replace

2008

$165,000.00

$151,000.00

Area B

420 sf

None

n/a

Replace

2008

$16,000.00

$15,000.00

Area C

294 sf

Repair

$500.00

Replace

2008

$8,000.00

$7,000.00

Area D

392 sf

Repair

$400.00

Replace

2008

$8,000.00

$7,000.00

Area E

392 sf

None

n/a

Replace

2008

$13,000.00

$11,500.00

Totals

12,508 sf

$210,000.00

$191,500.00

$5,400.00

INTERIM (SHORT TERM) RECOMMENDATIONS
Where roofs are not immediately replaced, one could expect random leaks to occur at specific details on the
building which have been problematic in the past, as well as leaks that may occur at improper penetration
detailing. If roof replacement is deferred, expect to implement repairs at penetration details such as pitch
pans, scupper drains, overflow scuppers, and other high maintenance details. Wrinkles that exist in the
membrane should be monitored for damage and repaired on an as-needed basis. Sheet metal flashing details
should be addressed by removing all repair materials and replacing with properly installed sealant joints.
Estimate a cost of $5,400.00 over the next 2 - 3 years, or until all roofs are replaced.

ROOF REPLACEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
A roof replacement scope of work and its associated cost will vary depending on the design criteria
established for the building. There are a number of options that could be considered, including use of single
ply roof membranes v. asphalt BUR’s, and a variety of penetration detailing. For purposes of this report, PRC
has established a generic scope of work which correlates to important criteria for each roof area. Costs
generated within this report are based on implementation of a scope of work that would include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

Remove existing roof system and related flashings down to the existing roof deck.
Discard flashings that cannot be re-used due to design changes or flashing modifications (the majority
of the flashings on each roof).
Clean and inspect deck and replace deteriorated and / or damaged materials.
Temporarily support all gas line and other rooftop piping / conduits.
Temporarily support heat pumps, and reset onto new roof surface using existing supports / curbs.
Provide treated wood nailers where required, and provide treated wood nailers where raising curbs is
required to provide minimum height due to higher elevation of increased insulation.
Install R-19 rigid insulation assembly with wood fiber board or perlite cover board over existing roof
deck, mechanically attached per Factory Mutual I-90 wind uplift requirements.
Install new roof system:
a. Higher cost with longer life and more durability: 2-ply SBS modified bitumen built up roof
system, with a mineral granule surfaced cap sheet. Base flashings shall be SBS modified
bitumen.
b. Lower cost option: Provide fully adhered single ply roofing system (i.e. TPO or PVC). This
option would satisfy Energy Star requirements for reflectivity and emissivity, and would also
satisfy LEED requirements for reflective roof coverings which can help to mitigate urban heatisland effects.
Replace all penetration flashings. Utilize stainless steel where sheet metal is incorporated into the
roof system.

Lake Oswego City Hall
Roof Evaluation
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10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Provide new gas line pipe supports where gas lines traverse across rooftops.
Provide new protection pads where existing pressure treated wood sleepers will be re-used.
Provide new drain flashings – re-use existing drain components where possible.
Re-detail heat pump line penetration flashings (multiple pipe penetrations) with boxed enclosures.
Re-detail all rooftop equipment to industry standard, including antennas, supports, and guy wires.
Provide new 24 gauge, precoated galvanized steel wall panel system at all perimeter parapet walls
and all separation walls.
Provide all misc. sheet metal counter flashings at roof penetrations and wall terminations.
Provide new tapered shim over parapet wall, along with proper underlayment systems, and new 24
gauge precoated galvanized steel copings with standing seams - at all parapets.

A roof system that is properly installed could provide a service life of at least 25 years, and will decrease
annual maintenance and repair costs.

LEED COMPLIANT ROOF REPLACEMENT
Source: LEED-EB Green Building Rating System - Version 2
SS Credit 5.1 and 5.2 – Stormwater Management. Partial credit can be achieved by providing a green
(vegetated) roof; however, a green roof can weigh between 16 and 32 pounds (wet) depending on the system.
This type of roof also has a higher initial cost compared to conventional roofing, and is probably not a feasible
option due to probable weight limitations of the roof structure – not intended or designed to carry the load of a
green roof.
SS Credit 6.2 – Heat Island Reduction: Roof. This credit can be achieved by installing an Energy Star
compliant roof system (reflective), or green roof. In the case of this building, an Energy Star (reflective) roof
system is the most feasible option, and can be achieved by utilizing a white single ply roof installation. Several
of today’s SBS modified bitumen manufacturer’s are also developing materials and coatings that can also
obtain Energy Star compliance as well, thereby increasing roof system selection.

FALL PROTECTION
As stated previously, fall protection is required at each roof area where workers, or other personnel who
happen to access the roof, are exposed to a hazard of falling a distance of more than 10 feet. By law,
providing fall protection and a means of attachment to the building is the responsibility of the contractor(s) that
is retained by the building owner (for the purpose of performing a maintenance task). However, the
responsibility to provide suitable anchor points is essentially handed down to the building owner as the owner
is retaining a contractor to perform duties that fall under this regulatory requirement.
There are a variety of levels of fall protection, ranging from fall restraint – which by definition can be interpreted
as a method of keeping a person from going over the edge of a building (i.e. railing, or lanyard to prevent
exposure to a fall), or fall arrest – a method of keeping a person from descending to a point of impact once the
person has gone over an edge (intentionally or inadvertently). Structural requirements for fall arrest are far
more stringent than fall restraint; the difference - railings that must support 400 pounds of resistance (fall
restraint) verses a structural system that must support up to 4000 pounds of force (fall arrest).
The driving factor with regard to fall protection lies in the fact that the roof is accessed quite frequently to
maintain both rooftop equipment, and to sometimes maintain the exterior of the building. For convenience, a
system that would involve a simple fall restraint method (railing) surrounding rooftop maintenance items
(HVAC units, drains, penthouse, etc.) would allow for quick and un-restrained access to the roof without the
need for equipment hook-up. A perimeter railing could be incorporated into the perimeter parapet wall, or just
back from the perimeter wall, attached to major structural components.

Lake Oswego City Hall
Roof Evaluation
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